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IN T R OD UC TION
In the Phase IA Study of the Voyager spacecraft system conducted
by TRW, many alternate design approaches were considered. These
approaches differ in the extent to which the entire system is involved,
from the subsystem level to the system level. This volume presents
the alternate designs generated and considered for the flight spacecraft.
The presentation, corresponding to the documentation required by the
work statement under (B) Sections I, II, and III, has the following
organization.
Section I reviews the extent to which the alternate spacecraft
designs conform or take exception to the objectives and requirements
of various levels as given in the Preliminary Voyager 197i Mission
Specification.
Section II describes the major characteristics associated with the
designs generated within the framework outlined in Section I. It also
provides a narrative description of the processes leading to the estab-
lishment of the major alternate classes of spacecraft design. It
observes constraints on other systems of the Voyager project which
arise from the designs considered.
In Section III the alternate system philosophies and associated
spacecraft designs are presented. The designs are described, with the
aid of drawings, photographs, and summary and detailed tabulations of
component parameters. Criteria are presented to reveal the basis for
comparing the alternate designs and selecting the preferred spacecraft
design. Analyses are presented which serve
• to abstract from the mission-level requirements
the performance requirements for the spacecraft
• to evaluate the system performance of the alter-
nate designs, and to verify that they meet the
performance requirements
m
to assess the reliability of the spacecraft
designs, and to verify that weight margin is
judiciously employed to effect optimum im-
provement in the probability of mission
succe s s
to compare competing design concepts, and
to validate the selection of the preferred
design presented in Volume Z.
I. ALTERNATE MISSION OBJECTIVES
AND DESIGN CRITERIA
This section compares the alternate designs considered by TRW
for the i97t Voyager spacecraft and outlines the extent to which they
conform or take exception to the objectives and requirements of various
levels as given in the Preliminary Voyager 197i Mission Specification.
The selected design, the spacecraft configuration presented and described
in greater detail in Volume ?, is included as one of the alternate configu-
rations considered in this volume.
i. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Voyager program are stated in the Mission
Specification (p. 2)* as follows:
The primary objective of the current Voyager program
is to perform experiments on the surface of and in orbit
about the planet Mars during the 1971, i973, and subsequent
opportunities in order to obtain information about the
existence and nature of extraterrestrial life; the atmos-
pheric, surface, and body characteristics of the planet;
and the planetary environment.
The primary objective requires an orderly program
of continually improving knowledge in science and tech-
nology for efficient and timely achievement. The facets
of such a program include:
. Scientific and engineering observations and
experiments directed toward extension of
Voyager spacecraft system capability to
operate near the planet and on the planet
surface, and the efficient development of
this capability during the life of the program.
. Scientific and engineering observations and
experiments directed toward extension of the
capability of the scientific instruments to
operate near the planet and on the planet
surface, more specific definition of future
experiments concerning exobiology and
planetology, and the efficient development
of this capability during the life of the
program.
All page references in this section are to the Mission Specification,
JPL Project Document 45.
o Scientific observations and experiments
concerning possible biology and biochemistry
of Mars.
o Scientific observations and experiments
concerning the physics and chemistry of
the Martian lithosphere and atmosphere
directed toward obtaining information
essential to advancement of planetology.
A secondary objective is to perform certain field and/or
particle measurements in interplanetary space between the
orbits of earth and Mars.
All of the alternate spacecraft configurations considered in the
Phase IA study, and described further in this volume, conform to this
statement of the program objectives.
The program plan and implementation (pp. 3-4) is also adhered to
by all of the alternate configurations.
2. MISSION OBJECTIVES
The Preliminary Voyager 1971 Mission Specification lists the
following mission objectives (pp. 5-6):
i. Primary Objective
The primary objective of the 1971 mission is to develop
and begin the use of the basic capability to (1) place signifi-
cant payloads at Mars, (2) conduct observations of Martian
phenomena over extended time periods, and (3) transmit
the results of these observations to earth. The objective
is ordered in the following way, with estimates of desired
cumulative probabilities of success for each flight stated
for each subobjective.
i • Perform a successful launch and injection
of the planetary vehicle into a prescribed
transfer orbit -- 90% probability of success.
Perform a successful spacecraft-capsule
separation maneuver at a preselected time
and location -- 80% probability of success.
o Place an operating science payload in a
selected orbit about Mars and perform the
functions necessary to begin orbital
operations -- 65% probability of success.
4
, Perform necessary orbital operations to obtain
data from the orbital science payload and return
the data to earth, for a specified time of 1 month
and as long thereafter as possible -- 45% proba-
bility of success.
. Place the flight capsule on a selected impact
trajectory to Mars -- 75% probability of
SUCCESS.
. Enter the Mars atmosphere and obtain data on
the lower Mars atmosphere from the capsule
science payload -- 65% probability of success.
. Land the flight capsule, establish communica-
tions with earth, and return entry, landing, and
system status data to earth -- 45% probability
of success.
. Perform necessary landed operations to obtain
data with the capsule science payload over at
least one Martian diurnal cycle and return the
data to earth -- 35% probability of success.
2. Secondary Objective
A secondary objective is to provide experience with
both flight and ground systems required to deliver and
operate the spacecraft science payload, to ferry and sepa-
rate the capsule, and to deliver and operate the capsule
science payload.
3. Tertiary Objective
A tertiary objective is to obtain scientific and engi-
neering observations in interplanetary space during the
transit flight from earth to Mars and to transmit the
resulting data back to earth.
4. Quaternary Objective
A quaternary objective is to provide flight and ground
specific designs and equipment elements compatible with
subsequent Voyager missions to Mars.
All of the alternate spacecraft configurations considered in the
Phase IA study conform to the above mission objectives. Several points
imposed in these objectives warrant some comment.
The fourth primary objective includes a desired probability of
successful orbital operations for "I month and as long thereafter as
possible. " It is noted, in evaluating the various configurations for the
spacecraft, that the anticipated lifetime in orbit does not have a firm
limit occurring at any specific time. The cumulative effects which may
cause the termination of the successful mission fall into the following
categories :
a) The effects of time, in general, and the increased
probability of failure of the various components of
the spacecraft with longer mission times.
b) The increasing distance from the sun as a function
of time for the first 8 or 10 months after arrival
at Mars.
c) The fact that certain materials aboard the space-
craft are subject to depletion, notably the cold
gas necessary for maintaining attitude control.
d) The occurrence of earth-sun-Mars conjunction
in September 1972, some 8 to i0 months after
arrival at Mars. ]_'or all of the configurations
studied, this has the effect of introducing the
sun's radio noise into the communication link
between the earth and the spacecraft. In addi-
tion, one of the configurations, which employs
the earth as an attitude control reference,
would suffer a disruptive influence at this time.
e) The occurrence of eclipses in which the orbiting
spacecraft is hidden from the sun by Mars. Effects
include temperature cycling of major exterior com-
ponents of the spacecraft, in particular the
solar cell array, and the necessity of battery
charge and discharge cycling. A configuration
employing radioisotope power is substantially
less susceptible to these effects of eclipses.
In general, the design of spacecraft subsystems and the sizing of
exhaustible materials is conservative with regard to lifetime, and no
reasons are expected which would predict the end of the successful
orbital operations earlier than six months after arrival at Mars. The
effect of eclipses on the spacecraft performance and life, however, is
not minor. Furthermore, in essentially any orbit which is attained
about Mars, it is inevitable that a period of eclipses will take place,
although the number of months until the onset of eclipses and the maxi-
mum eclipse duration which will occur are both functions of the orbital
geometry. It is not difficult or unduly restrictive to select orbits which
postpone the onset of eclipses until at least three months after arrival
in orbit. It is also possible to select orbits such that the maximum
eclipse duration does not impose a severe strain on the spacecraft sub-
systems. Thus the objectives of sustaining orbital operations for
I month or longer should be evaluated keeping in mind the actual factors
which do operate to prevent indefinite life.
With respect to the goals of the flight capsule and the goals of the
flight spacecraft, the mission objectives suggest, by equal desired cumu-
lative probabilities of success for comparable phases of the capsule and
spacecraft missions, that the attention to be paid to the success of these
two elements of the project is approximately equal. However, in the list
of competing characteristics (pp. ZI-ZZ), priority is generally given to
the spacecraft over comparable functioning of the capsule, if conflicting
technical requirements arise. At various times in the study, it is neces-
sary to compare the effect of assumed design characteristics or assumed
sequences on the requirements imposed on the spacecraft and on the
capsule, and on the probability of success, fully accomplishing the
orbiting and landing objectives. Generally speaking, it has been the
objective to perform the desired operations with the simplest sequences
possible, but to avoid shifting the load of performing these tasks
from the spacecraft to the capsule.
The mission definition and mission profile (pp. 7-8) are observed
by all alternate configurations considered.
3: MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The 1971 Voyager mission requirements (pp. 19-39) are observed
by all alternate configurations considered in the Phase IA study with the
exceptions discussed below.
Under competing characteristics, the Preliminary Mission Speci-
fication lists (p. 21) "continuous, proper sun-line attitude orientation of
spacecraft. " Although all of the configurations studied make use of
celestial references for fully stabilizing the spacecraft attitude in inter-
planetary cruise and in orbital operations, one class (Configuration C)
makes use of alternate attitude references. During most of the inter-
planetary cruise phase the references are the sun and the star Canopus.
At the end of the interplanetary cruise phase, and during orbital
operations, it makes use of the earth and the star Canopus as attitude
references. Although the listing of sun-line attitude orientation under
competing characteristics is not, strictly speaking, a requirement for
sun orientation, it is evident that is its intent. Configuration C was
generated outside of the scope of this intent for the purpose of offering
a markedly improved communication link between the spacecraft and
earth; for this purpose spacecraft orientation based on the earth rather
than the sun was found desirable.
Also under the mission requirements (p. 23) is given an allocation
of weights for the planetary vehicle for the 1971 mission. This allocation,
together with the tentative breakdown given in the program plan indicates
a total flight spacecraft weight above the field joint of 5750 pounds,
250 pounds for the spacecraft adapter and spacecraft support above the
field joint, 3500 pounds for the spacecraft propulsion system, and
2000 pounds for the flight spacecraft bus (including 250 pounds of space-
craft science payload}. Although none of the considered spacecraft con-
figurations take exception to the over-all weight or to the 3500-pound
limit for the propulsion system, it is felt that the breakdown of weight
within the 5750-pound total can be varied without affecting mission require-
ments as they apply to the various elements of the Voyager mission.
Specifically, if it should prove that the spacecraft adapter, and all neces-
sary support functions which need not be retained on the flight spacecraft
after separation from the launch vehicle, can be accommodated by less
than ?50 pounds, the additional weight can possibly be made available to
increase either the spacecraft bus or the propulsion system weight. In
addition, although we have observed the 3500-pound propulsion system
weight, it became evident in classifying certain support functions that
the inclusion of certain weights inside or outside of the propulsion system
allotment was an arbitrary choice. (Because we have proposed a pro-
pulsion system which is modular in concept, and can be physically
removed from the spacecraft bus, we have also followed the policy of
including in the propulsion system weight all components that are
physically part of this module.) However, it is apparent that the
arbitrary decisions which could be made to place weight inside or outside
of the propulsion system allocation have the same effect as the ability
to raise or lower the 3500-pound allocation, at the expense of the space-
craft bus weight.
The functional requirements (pp. 40-54) are adhered to by all of
the alternate configurations considered.
The over-all spacecraft environment estimates (pp. 55-89) are
also observed in all alternate configurations. However, where the un-
certainty of the environment estimates was assumed to be l_trge, in
comparison with the effect on the probability of mission success, the
designs generated do not necessarily tolerate worst case environments
in all respects. In particular, the estimate that trapped radiation fluxes
near Mars would (in the worst case) have a value l04 times the value
near the earth was discounted in the case of a solar cell primary elec-
trical power source (as compared with a radioisotope power source).
The sizing of solar arrays in all cases was based on an allowance for
degradation due to a trapped radiation environment equal to that.which
would be experienced in a near earth environment. Preliminary results
available from the Mariner 4 flight indicate that radiation levels for the
orbiting spacecraft will be substantially less than those allowed for in
the designs presented here. Therefore, a margin appears to exist for
the power supplies proposed which was not planned on at the time of their
sizing.
4. FLIGHT SPACECRAFT DESIGN CRITERIA
This section indicates specific areas in which spacecraft configura-
tions depart from the criteria and constraints of the Mission Specification
(pp. 90-I13). Where no reference is made here, it can be assumed that
all alternates conform to that section.
4. I Electrical Power
With the exception of one configuration which employs radioisotope
thermoelectric generators (RTG) as the source of primary power, all of
the alternate configurations considered, and described here, employ
solar panels as the primary source. The exception to the design
constraints was made to evaluate the possible advantages of a configuration
(Configuration C) which, by the nature of its communication and attitude
control implementation, is less dependent on orientation with respect to
the sun than other configurations. The use of RTG power sources would
be compatible with an orientation independent of a solar reference.
Other exceptions to the criteria for power equipment which were
considered, but not proposed in any of the alternate spacecraft configura-
tions, are the following:
a) Cell packing factors greater than 90 per cent.
A mechanism for mounting solar cells on arrays,
which is discussed in Volume 5, makes use of
the "wrap-around" cell. This method of
mounting the cells has the potential of achieving
packing factors as high as 92 per cent.
b) Solar panel structures with a value of a/c
substantially greater than 0.5. Panels with
higher ratios, achieved by reducing the
emissivity, c, of the back side of the solar
panel, were considered for the purpose of
decreasing the susceptibility of the solar cell
assemblies to the low temperatures occurring
during eclipses of the sun. A further dis-
cussion of the benefits derived by this excep-
tion is given in Section III. 5 of this volume.
4. Z Propulsion
For those configurations employing a solid rocket motor system
for the orbit insertion of the spacecraft, the limiting value of _, the
mass ratio parameter, 0.90, has been exceeded. For Configurations A
and C, values of _ of approximately 0.91 are proposed, and are
supported by the discussion in Volume 5. It is worth noting, however,
that the compliance with this restraint is subject to interpretation. There
are certain associated components of the propulsion system which could
have been included in the initial mass, and would thus tend to decrease
the value computed for _. However, evaluating _ in what we regard to
be the intent of the restraint gives the figure cited above.
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Another design restraint, applicable to the bipropellant liquid pro-
pulsion system of Configuration B, is that the propellant expulsion be of
the positive displacement type. In considering alternate implementations
of the bipropellant liquid engine, the most attractive possibility appeared
to be one in which propellant expulsion is by positive displacement through
all interplanetary trajectory correction maneuvers and through the start
of the orbit insertion maneuver but for the remainder of the orbit inser-
tion maneuver acceleration forces on the propellant are used for pro-
pellant expulsion. Because the amount of propellant consumed by all the
midcourse corrections is a small fraction of the total propellant, this
alternate was chosen for Configuration B to reduce the inert weight
without compromising reliability. The advantages are more fully dis-
cussed in Volume 5.
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II. DESIGN CHARTkCTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
This section describes the generation of broad concepts leading to
the major spacecraft configuration classes which were considered in the
Phase IA study, within the JPL Preliminary Voyager 1971 Mission
Specification. The process of winnowing to evolve the best single repre-
sentatives of each major class of design from the less desirable
approaches is reviewed. The rationale employed to achieve optimum
reliability for each design class is outlined. In addition to the restraints
under which the design is conducted, as discussed in the preceding
section, those constraints which are observed to result from the designs
chosen are discussed.
I. CHRONOLOGY OF SYSTEM DESIGN
The process of formulating a spacecraft system design cannot be
divorced from the parallel efforts within the subsystem areas. It is
inevitable that system and subsystem studies be carried on simultaneously,
with continuous interaction between the two classes as the compl'ete design
evolves toward the selected solution. The following events took place
approximately sequentially during the design study.
a) I% period was devoted to digesting the constraints
imposed by mission objectives; other project
elements, their capabilities and interfaces with
them; limitations of technology, as outlined by
JPL in the preliminary mission specification;
and the physical laws of the solar system.
b) A multiplicity of initial system and subsystem
design concepts were generated.
c) These concepts evolved through processes of
selection into representatives of the major
classes of design approaches.
d) Baseline designs were established for the
major configuration classes to force a
recognition of those factors which are
required to perform the minimum specified
mission in the simplest, most reliable way
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e)
for each configuration class without consideration
of functional or equipment redundancy. The intent
is to achieve a design which can rationally be im-
proved in both reliability and performance but
which cannot be simplified, or reduced in per-
formance, and still meet the minimum performance
requirements. It represents a base from which to
build. As was expected, the baseline designs did
not come close to using the available weight and so
room for improvement at the expense of weight
margin was definitely possible.
The baseline designs were then subjected to an
extensive reliability improvement effort, the
details of which are discussed in Section 1II. 4.
Functional redundancy was employed where
possible, followed by equipment redundancy.
At the subsystem level, the process involves
the generation of alternative implementations
involving various levels of functional and equip-
ment redundancy and associated switching logic.
Then a rational selection of the best of these was
made based on the reliability improvement per
pound of added weight. This step led to a
dramatic increase in reliability, but the class
of reasonable improvements in subsystems was
exhausted well before the weight margin was
used up. This left the region of performance
improvement to be exploited. At this point,
each configuration class was represented by
a single design designated the reference design.
Without exploiting the possible performance
improvements, the reference designs were com-
pared and the final design concept selected.
Details of this selection process are in Section
il/. 5. Selection was possible at this time because
most of the factors important in selection were
embodied in the reference designs. In addition,
performance improvements were fairly clear and
were largely dependent on the remaining weight
margin which was known.
A design effort iteration directed at design
refinement and performance improvement was
then applied to the selected configuration. Sub-
system designs, performance estimates, weight,
and reliability assessments were all refined to
bring the selected configuration into final form.
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A liberal weight margin above a design contingency
margin was left in the final design to be used at
JPL discretion for increased science payload or
possibly, if transmitter tube development permits,
for higher data rate.
h) The resulting selected configuration, and the
alternate configurations were documented.
Steps d) through g) above are conceptually indicated in Figure 2-I.
The above chronology recognizes the impossibility of carrying all alter-
natives to a uniformly refined state before comparison. Many alterna-
tives within the above configuration concepts were studied, and were
evaluated against each other as soon in the study as the necessary design
factors were mature enough for valid comparison. Only those alterna-
tives which survived this process of comparison were carried to the next
level of maturity. In this manner, each of the major classes of space-
craft designs was represented throughout most of the study by an evolving
configuration converging on the optimum design within the restricted
limits defining the class.
At several points an introspective review was made to determine if
attractive new alternate concepts should be picked up and subjected to
the competitive procedures. In particular, these alternates were
solicited whether they were in compliance with or in exception to the
study ground rules.
One result of the chronology under which this study was conducted
is that tradeoff analyses resulted in the elimination of one or more alter-
nates at various levels of sophistication or refinement of the concepts
compared. In examining the various selective analyses presented in this
volume and Volume 5, this chronological process should be borne in
mind to understand that the amount of detail and level of refinement of
competing concepts may differ from one analysis to the other.
2. SPACECRAFT DESIGN CONCEPTS CONFORMING TO
THE MISSION SPECIFICATION
The requirements and restraints imposed upon the 197i Voyager
spacecraft design by the Mission Specification are so extensive that it
has proven difficult to attempt any abstraction.
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the more obvious of these requirements are listed below.
The combination of diverse goals and phases of
the mission (e.g., separate lander and orbiter
objectives) and the long interval from launch
until the objectives can be achieved places a
premium on uncomplicated sequences, conserva-
tive design, and component reliability.
The geometrical envelope provided in the flight
vehicle for the flight spacecraft seemed emphati-
cally wide but flat. Although this shape pro-
moted some advantageous features (sufficient
area that fixed solar panels may be used rather
than deployable ones; short paths for load-
carrying structural members) it inhibited
others. Propulsion system length on the centerline
was limited; the short longitudinal dimension seemed
to limit the size of antennas and other oojects to be
deployed; adequate look angles were hard to attain.
To accommodate the scientific objectives appro-
priate to the spacecraft in orbit about Mars,
spacec raft-to-earth communication capabilities
approaching 2000 bits/sec appeared to be
required, with rates perhaps an order greater
having apparent utility.
The versatility of the role required of the flight
spacecraft during the Voyager project life was
appreciated: the necessity of carrying science
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payloads of uncommon variety; the requirement
to accommodate capsules of an evolutionary
sequence on successive launch opportunities;
and the projected conversion from an orbiter,
with the configuration designed around a pro-
pulsion system for orbit insertion, to a lighter
flyby spacecraft with greatly reduced propul-
sion requirements. This impression was
amplified by the apparent lag in the state of
definition of the capsule requirements and
characteristics, compared to those of the
spacecraft.
e) The absolute and stringent requirement to avoid
contamination of Mars, while exerting much less
severe influence on the spacecraft design than on
the capsule, is a potential major obstacle to the
mission.
f) The order-of-magnitude increase in the weight
and volume capability of the Saturn IB-Centaur
launch vehicle over current boosters was
recognized as the vital factor which both fosters
the ambitious objectives of the program and
enables them to be attacked and achieved.
The genesis of spacecraft configuration concepts at this point
seemed to flow from an initial diversity into a restricted number of
channels. Within the dimensional and technological bounds set forth by
the mission specification, only a limited number of major issues or
choices arose.
For example, in determining the type of electrical power subsys-
tem to be employed, it is evident from the spacecraft design criteria
advanced that solar photovoltaic cells constitute the preferred conversion
medium. Because of the location prescribed for the flight capsule, there
is evidently one obvious side of the planetary vehicle which is available
to be directed toward the sun to intercept large amounts of solar radia-
tion for power generation purposes. In this preferred direction, away
from the flight capsule, the amount of cross section area is so great that
fixed solar elements immediately are feasible, obviating any necessity
for panel deployment after injection. Thus, any alternate approach to
the one immediately considered must contend with these natural advan-
tages for the fixed solar cell arrays.
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For another example, the attitude control subsystem, while having
to operate in many different modes, with a corresponding diversity in
performance requirements, nevertheless appeared quite feasible with
sensors, logic, and actuation devices from the current state of the art.
The computer, which was required to be simultaneously versatile
(to handle a wide variety of functions) and simple (because the variety of
uplink commands was to be restricted), succumbed to this induced
psychosis. It changed its name every week, denied that it ever was a
computer, and claimed that its only functions were to deliver earth-
originated commands to the proper address and invoke the proper
sequences at the proper times.
A major design choice was recognized in the propulsion area.
The choice between a system based on a liquid engine and one based on
a solid engine for the major propulsive impulse associated with orbit
insertion was not an obvious one. This design choice not only selects
between two completely different subsystems, but it also affects the
entire spacecraft configuration, particularly the structure, the layout
and placement of major components, and the sequences for accomplishing
the various phases of the mission. Because of these considerations it
was felt desirable to delay a choice between liquid and solid propulsion
until design concepts built about these two classes could be matured to
the point of meaningful comparison. Thus the major spacecraft con-
figuration classes A (solid propulsion) and B (liquid propulsion) were
initiated, and carried through the analysis to the point of final selection.
In reviewing the many functions of the spacecraft telecommunica-
tions system, the critical capability was recognized to be the spacecraft-
to-earth data rate when in orbit about Mars. Compared with the relatively
modest data capability of current interplanetary spacecraft, the Voyager
requirements can be met only by raising transmitter output power or
spacecraft antenna size (or both), even recognizing that the present
85-ft receiving antennas of the Deep Space Network will be succeeded by
Zi0-ft antennas. Twenty watts of transmitted power and a spacecraft
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antenna six feet in diameter will permit a data rate of 4000 bits/sec to
be transmitted to earth for at least the first month of orbital operations.
Configurations A and B are based on this implementation for the nominal
mode of operations. To increase the data rate capability even further,
the use of a 40-watt transmitter was considered; however, it was felt to
involve too great a development risk for the design to depend on the
qualification of a 40-watt S-band power amplifier. Attention was directed
toward the possibility of increasing the size and gain of the spacecraft
antenna. The size chosen for Configurations A and B, actually an ellip-
tical dish, 5.5 by 6.5 feet, was the largest rigid articulated antenna
which could be fitted in the envelope without conflicting with optimum
load-carrying paths and which could be deployed without intricate
mechanization. The search for a feasible, larger antenna led to the
adoption of a body-fixed antenna configuration, designated Configuration
C. Photographs of models of Configurations A, B and C are shown in
Figures 2-2, Z-3, and 2-4 to acquaint the reader with these concepts.
2. I Configuration A" Solid Engine
To arrive at a spacecraft geometrical arrangement to represent
the class of configurations (A) employing solid propulsion, a number of
alternates were considered. For all the solid-engine configurations
studied, a single solid engine is utilized for a fixed-impulse retropro-
pulsion maneuver for injection of the spacecraft into orbit about Mars.
This solid engine has a thrust around 9000 pounds, and effects a AV of
approximately 7000 ft/sec. A separate liquid, monopropellant engine is
used for midcourse propulsive corrections. Various mechanisms for
attitude control during solid-engine firing were considered, but selection
was delayed since it did not seem to affect the early configuration
evolution.
Figure Z-5 is a sketch of three of the solid engine alternates.
comparison was made early in the study,
design aspects was in a primitive state.)
Configuration A.
(This
when the formulation of many
Alternate I was selected to be
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Figure 2-2. Configuration A Model  
1 9  
F i g u r e  2 - 3 .  Conf igura t ion  B Model  
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Figure 2-4. Configuration C Model 
Because cf the  l a r g e  =ass cf the  solid engine, centzr-of-gravi ty  
~ n f i t r ~ l  r e q u i r e s  n13Pamnnt  T r e v y r  ncL3- 4-L- o n T r . n n - - . C +  r r r - + - -  .. I - - -  
because of the problems of contamination and deterioration of surfaces  
exposed by proximity to the exhaust products of the engine and to radiated 
heat f rom the engine nozzle and plume, no configurations seemed satis- 
factory if the engine was close to the centerline and i ts  axis la te ra l  to  the 
spacecraf t  ax is .  
axis  paral le l  to the spacecraft  rol l  axis .  
D . - L  
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Thus, a l l  three configurations employ a solid engine 
The principal differences character iz ing the three al ternates  a r e  
the direction of thrust  of the solid engine, and the placement of the 
liquid midcourse engine, as  follows: 
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Alternate Solid Engine Nozzle Midcourse Engine
l' Up Down, on axis
2 Up Lateral
3 Down Down, inclined to axis
(Up and down refer to the orientation on the launch pad.) The principal
physical consequence of the engine orientation is that the solar panels
and hinge points for the POP (planet oriented package) are l_igh when the
nozzle is directed down (Alternate 3), and are low when the nozzle is
directed up (1, 2). This is to minimize the contamination and deteriora-
tion effects mentioned above.
Table 2-1 summarizes the comparison of characteristics of the
three alternates. The following comments apply to the considerations
of Table Z-1.
. This consideration recognizes the requirement
for an additional jettison operation after capsule
separation to remove obstruction to an engine
pointing up.
Z.
.
Differences result from comparative ease of con-
trolling engine thrust to pass through the cg when
mounted on the roll axis as opposed to similar
control when engine has a lateral component of
thrust and expendables are aboard.
ou_=_ array =._a is reduced in Alternate 3 because
of the higher location and the taper of the envelope.
. Different antenna sizes are due to the flat lower
boundary and curved upper boundary of the available
envelope. Alternate 3, using a planar solar array,
does not use all the space.
5, 6, 7. These are evident for reasons of geometry.
, Modularity of the spacecraft propulsion system was
deemed compromised if the midcourse engine and/or
L_n_s 1==u system and +_ _..i;;its propellant ..... and _- - =
engine and its thrust vector control system could not
be easily removed as individual testable modules.
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9. Alternate 1 has a shorter solid engine because part of the
centerline length within the envelope is occupied by the
midcourse engine.
10. This refers to sunlight being reflected from the solar
arrays in the cruise orientation, entering the louver
assemblies, and interfering with the automatic thermal
control process. It is possible only in Alternate 3.
Alternate 1 was preferred to 2 because the modularity of the
propulsion package and the versatility of usage of the midcourse engine
are more valuable than the 15-pound payload penalty (Considerations 2
and 8 vs. 9). Alternate 1 was preferred to 3 because the numerous
implications for superior performance and reliability in both propulsion
and other subsystems (Considerations 2 - 8 and 10) outweigh the 15-pound
payload penalty and the reliability penalty implied by the requirement that
the biological canister be completely separated before solid-engine usage
(Considerations 1 and 9).
It is noted that the disadvantage of Alternate 1 due to restricted
solid-engine length (Consideration 9) was eliminated by a later design
refinement in which the midcourse engine was located in a recess in the
deboost engine.
Of course one is concerned with the reliability implications of
additional in-line separation (Consideration 1) imposed on the sequence
for Alternate 1, even though the advantages appear to outweigh it. For
many earth-to-Mars trajectories which maybe followed in 1971, it is not
actually a reliability penalty, however. The solid propellant engine of
Alternate 1 produces a velocity increment of about 2.04 km/sec in normal
operation at orbit insertion. The same engine in the geometry of
Alternate 3 would develop a velocity increment of about 1.27 km/sec if
it were used with the capsule vehicle unseparated. Now, for a large por-
tion of approach trajectories which permit desirable orbits to be achieved
with a AV of 2.04 km/sec, 1. 27 km/sec will not be sufficient to permit
the planetary vehicle to be captured in Martian orbit. This portion consists
of trajectories with hyperbolic excess velocities greater than about 3.3
km/sec, the exact value depending on the approach periapsis altitude.
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For these trajectories it is seen that for either alternate one separation
operation is critical for the landing mission, and one for the orbiting mission.
For Alternate 3 the critical separation is the capsule vehicle separation
in each instance. For Alternate 1, the separation critical to the lander
is the capsule vehicle separation, and the one critical to the orbiter is the
capsule adapter separation from the spacecraft. The capsule vehicle
separation is not critical to the orbiter because, if it failed, the capsule
adapter separation, being in series, would nevertheless remove the entire
flight capsule from the flight spacecraft. It can even be argued that the
orbit insertion has greater reliability in Alternate I than in 3, on the
grounds that the separation critical to the orbiter in Alternate I is a
single separation. The critical separation for Alternate 3 is really two
separations, the canister separation and the capsule vehicle separation.
Reliability of the capsule vehicle separation may have been reduced in
the effort to attain a separation meeting the stringent requirements for
low tipoff errors.
For those approach trajectories with low enough hyperbolic velocity
that the l. Z7 km/sec AV achievable with the capsule unseparated would
permit the planetary vehicle to be retained in a useful orbit about Mars,
the reliability of Alternate 3 is better than that of Alternate i, because of
the one additional separation required for the latter. But for the other
(faster) trajectories, Alternate 1 has the reliability advantage.
2. 2 Configuration B: Liquid Engine
A similar exercise was conducted to arrive at an initial geometry
for Configuration B, based on the use of a single bipropellant liquid
engine for both rnidcourse trajectory corrections and orbit insertion.
The placement of the single engine does not engender the same competition
for centerline location as in Configuration A, with its two engines. Thus
a choice similar to that of the preceding section led to a selection of a
centerline location for the liquid engine, with the nozzle pointing down (as
oriented on the launch pad).
The liquid engine exhaust contains no metallic components and its
contamination and plume heating effects are between one and two orders of
magnitude less severe than that of the solid engine. For this reason, the
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disadvantages of downward pointing attributable to contamination of
surfaces by exhaust products and to radiation to sensitive components from
the engine plume are greatly attenuated. The use of the engine for mid-
course maneuvers precludes the possibility of pointing the nozzle up be-
cause of the presence of the flight capsule; therefore the preferred center-
line orientation directs the nozzle down.
A lateral orientation of the nozzle was also considered. Although
contamination and radiation problems associated with the exhaust products
and plume are reduced from those of the solid engine, it is still desirable,
because of the shape of the spacecraft envelope available, to have a
laterally oriented engine nozzle as close as possible to the envelope peri-
meter. To prevent excessive lateral excursion of the center of mass as
propellant is consumed, the propellant tankage would have to be located
at the centerline (or symmetrically about it), and connection to the engine
would be by long feed lines.
A dominant argument against lateral nozzle orientation is the longi-
tudinal excursion of the center of mass. This excursion is caused by the
departure of the flight capsule just before arrival at Mars. As the engine
must be used before and after this event, the control of the thrust vector
would require the accommodation of a very wide range of pointing directions,
perhaps as much as 20 degrees.
The selected centerline location and downward pointing nozzle for
Configuration B carried with it these geometrical consequences. First,
to get appropriaLe thrust v_utur uuntru_ uuLn wz,n tne _:_,p_ux_ pre_ezzL ,_nu
with it gone, when the engine is located close to the center of mass, lateral
translation rather than conventional gimbaling of the engine was chosen.
A control mechanism was designed to provide this engine translation.
Secondly, to fit the propellant tankage within the available envelope, and
still retain roll-axis symmetry of the spacecraft mass properties, four
propellant tanks were placed around the engine. Two fuel tanks alternate
with two oxidizer tanks. This led to the octagonal symmetry of the space-
craft body.
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2.3 Configuration C: Large, Body-Fixed Antenna
As noted above, Configuration C was created to represent design
concepts permitting enhanced data rate capability by the use of larger
antenna size. To get the larger area for the antenna, a progression of
methods was examined. (See Figure 2-6.) Starting with Configuration A,
which shows the antenna size to which one is limited using a rigid, articu-
lated dish, Alternate g uses a clam-shell arrangement of two rigid portions
to increase antenna size. Alternates 3 and 4 show larger antennas composed
of a single rigid dish. Because of the location of these dishes when stowed,
the load path during the launch phase must pierce the dish, and the separa-
tion plane between the spacecraft adapter and the spacecraft body must
conform to the contour of the stowed dish. Alternates 1 to 4 each illustrate
the use of a solid retro engine and indicate that the antenna articulation
is achieved by double gimbaling. They could equally well have been built
starting from Configuration B and used liquid propulsion.
In the sequence of Alternates i to 4, these increasing disadvantages
are observed.
a)
dl
The mechanization of antenna and feed deployment is
complicated.
The requirements on the gimbal system increase. As
the dish gets heavier, and its center of gravity gets more
distant from the gimbal, the torque which must be trans-
mitted to maintain the antenna position during any space-
craft maneuver increases. In particular, to avoid undue
gimbal forces, antennas appreciably larger than in
Configuration A must be stowed in a preferred position
and/or latched when the solid engine is used.
As the dish gets larger and heavier, its influence on the
location of the spacecraft center of mass increases.
Thus it may have to be placed in a preferred position or
stowed when any propulsive maneuver takes place.
The use of the larger articulated dishes causes substantial
variations in the solar pressure force acting on the space-
craft, tending to degrade trajectory predictability. More
important, the large asymmetry caused by the antenna
causes large solar pressure torques to be generated,
leading to increased consumption of cold gas to maintain
a fixed attitude.
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Alternate 4 approaches the ultimate which can be achieved using the
concept of an articulated rigid dish, and, with the disadvantages noted,
it clearly does not represent a conservative approach.
Alternate 5 represents a resolution of this schism by the introduc-
tion of the new concept of an earth oriented spacecraft with a large fixed
antenna. It is recognized that certain spacecraft functions, particularly
power generation and temperature control, are inherently dependent on
orientation relative to the sun, whereas the communication functions are
inherently dependent on orientations relative to the earth. The case for
favoring the earth-orientation-dependent functions is represented and de-
fended by Alternate 5, which is adopted as the definition of Configuration C.
To cover the requirement for communication when the spacecraft is
oriented away from the earth, for example, during the capsule separation
and orbit insertion maneuvers, a medium-gain antenna is added. This
antenna is three feet in diameter and has a single gimbal.
The mission profile for Configuration C makes concessions to the
advantage of solar orientation. During the first two or three months of
the mission, the sun-spacecraft-earth angle decreases from initially
large values (50 to if0 degrees, depending on the launch date) to low values
(less than 15 degrees). During the remainder of the transit phase it rises
to about 40 to 45 degrees at Mars encounter. After encounter it undergoes
a steady decrease to roughly zero in September 1972, some 8 to 10 months
after arrival (See Appendix D). This angle indicates the difference between
sun orientation and earth orientation. If the spacecraft (and its solar-cell
arrays) were oriented 90 degrees or more from the sun, no electrical
power would be generated and the satisfactory control of internal tempera-
tures would be jeopardized. At 60 degrees from the sun, approximately
one-half the possible power would be generated, and the spacecraft thermal
problem would be greatly eased, as nearly all the body area covered by
temperature-controlled louvers would be shaded from the sun by either
antenna structure or solar panels. At 45 degrees the spacecraft would
operate normally, except for a 30 per cent penalty on power generation.
The effect on operation of the flight capsule might have a similar dependence
on the angular displacement from sun orientation. Thus it appears that
3O
it is undesirable to orient the spacecraft toward the earth until perhaps
two months in transit have transpired.
On the other hand it is unnecessary to orient the spacecraft toward
the earth before arrival at Mars, because .only then does the combination
of required data rate and communication distance exceed the capability
of the medium-gain antenna. Thus Configuration C must not be earth
oriented early in the mission, and it must be earth oriented during the
orbiting phase. The mission profile proposed for this configuration
is that it be fully attitude controlled, using the sun and Canopus as
references until after the final interplanetary trajectory correction,
and using the earth and Canopus as references after that time. The high-
gain antenna feed would be deployed only after the final midcourse maneu-
ver, as its deployed position is on the midcourse engine axis. This
deployment would be permanent for the remainder of the mission, unless
an orbit trim maneuver were to be conducted. For this event, the feed
would have to be stowed, and then redeployed.
It should be noted that the apparent 30 per cent penalty on power
generation due to the 45-degree sun-spacecraft-earth angle at the start
of orbital operations is somewhat illusory. During the orbiting phase of
the mission, this angle decreases to about zero in September 1972, as
stated above. Simultaneously, because of the eccentricity of Mars' orbit,
the distance from the sun increases to its maximum at aphelion, in
August 1972. For an earth-oriented spacecraft and solar array, it hap-
pens that the increase in intercepted solar energy which would be caused
by the decreasing offset angle is just compensated by the decrease in solar
intensity due to the increasing distance from the sun. Although a penalty
exists at the time of arrival at Mars, the array (whether solar oriented
or earth oriented) must be sized for end-of-mission conditions. If the
end design date is May 1972, the 30 per cent penalty is reduced to 10 per
cent. If it is August 1972, the penalty essentially disappears.
A variant of Configuration C was also considered, in which the
.... 1_ _..1 1,..._ _ ...I,_4_
solar arrays were r_p_=_u wy _au_v_=otope _,,_,.÷_.....,_.,_,_I_÷_._ generators
(RTG) as the primary power source. It was felt that an evaluation of
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RTG's was proper for the Voyager study. Although many of the considera-
tions for or against RTG's are not dependent on which configuration they
are associated with, it seemed to be appropriate to choose C for this
evaluation, as the RTG's are complementary to the diversion of that
configuration from sun orientation. This variant, though dropped because
RTG power is not necessary for the mission, is discussed in Section 5. 12.
The main value of such a design is that it is directly suitable for advanced
missions such as a Jupiter probe.
3. SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND THE BASELINE DESIGN CONCEPT
The transition from the broad configuration classes A, B, and C
to three corresponding baseline designs involved the following activities:
a) Preliminary definition of the subsystem functional
requirements necessary to perform the specified mission.
This is a combination system/subsystem task, which in-
volves a continuing interaction between what is reasonable
and possible at the subsystem level and what is required
at the system level. To take an extreme example, if the
stabilization and control system were postulated as only
being able to keep the spacecraft within + 2 degrees of the
desired attitude, a system could be designed which could
still accomplish the mission. However, midcourse velo-
city increments would be higher, additional trajectory
bias to avoid contamination of Mars would be involved, a
special lower reliability capsule separation and deboost
maneuver sequence would be necessary unless capsule
landing site selection accuracy were degraded, and allow-
able antenna gain would be reduced. If, instead, a
+ 0. l degree attitude accuracy were specified, again the
mission could be accomplished, but only at the expense of
an advance in the Mariner state of the art or an unwar-
ranted increase in attitude control gas consumption. In
this particular example, the requirement stabilized at
_+0.5 degree, with a short period capability of + 0. Z5 de-
gree for capsule separation and during photographic
operations in orbit.
As the subsystem requirements stabilized, attention could
be given to the detailed subsystem designs. The intent was
to establish that combination of requirements and designs
which satisfied the minimum mission goals with the maxi-
mum over-all reliability, but without yet invoking the use
of functional or equipment redundancy. Obviously, such a
baseline design will not meet the desired reliability re-
quirements. However, it is felt that this is the best way
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to achieve the optimum starting point from which to invoke
these powerful tools and from which to build for higher
performance of mission goals, while all the time being
aware of what is absolutely necessary, what is contributing
to improved reliability, and what is being allocated to
improve performance.
c} Concurrently, at the system level, continuing reviews were
held to insure that what was thought to be absolute require-
ments were in fact such. An example of this is whether a
double gimbaled antenna is required, or if a single gimbal
antenna is a possibility. This question is treated in detail
in Section 5.6, with the conclusion that in the desired
antenna gain range, a double gimbal antenna is required,
but that a single gimbal antenna, with lower gain, can be
used as an effective backup in the transition from baseline
to reference designs.
d} Configuration layouts were also subject to continuing
improvement. Figures 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9 show the
drawings used for initially defining the configuration
families A, B, and C. Configuration C is shown here
with liquid bipropellant propulsion, an option also con-
sidered, but rejected because of packaging reasons, for
the baseline version of C. Reference to Section III, where
the baseline configurations are described in detail, shows
significant design improvements and some improvements
within this series of drawings. The first improvement,
seen between Figures 2-7 and 2-8, involved straightening
the structural load path between the Centaur and capsule
attachment points. The second, not shown in these illus-
trations, involved a recognition that there was more than
adequate equipment mounting space interior to the panels
mounted between the main load carrying beams and that no
external equipment bay would be necessary. Other refine-
ments will be readily seen in Section III.
Throughout the development of the three baseline designs, continued
attention was given to the following types of questions:
• Is there a simpler way of doing it?
• Is this really necessary?
• Are highest reliability elements being used?
• Are all the mission functional requirements being met?
• Are all environmental stresses being considered?
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The result of this attention is, we believe, that the baseline designs,
described in Section III, represent a sound base upon which to build for
increased reliability through the use of functional and equipment redun-
dancy. (See Section III-4. ) The resulting reference designs are also
suitable for comparison purposes leading to the fihal selection of configura-
tion class.
4. CONSTRAINTS RESULTING FROM THE DESIGN
Section I reviews the constraints under which the alternate configura-
tions for the 1971 Voyager flight spacecraft were designed. This is done
by showing how the constraints influenced the design evolution and by
detailing any exceptions and variations to JPL's statement of require-
ments and constraints at various levels.
In this process, however, it is found that the evolving designs
themselves add constraints. They may appear at the mission level, or
may be imposed on other elements of the project. These constraints
which arise from the nature of the spacecraft design are not listed in
detail in this section, but several types are described and examples are
given.
The mission level constraints arise where the spacecraft design
provides the required performance, but not over all permissible ranges
of the parameters. These are examples of such constraints:
a)
b)
The preliminary mission specification requires
hyperbolic excess velocities (V) to be less than
_,_ _qua! to 5 k_m_/sec. Because of the capabihty of
the spacecraft propulsion system, the spacecraft
cannot be inserted into any orbit satisfying the quaran-
tine constraint unless V is restricted to a maximum
of about 4.5 km/sec, an_achieving the more desirable
orbits restricts the mission to earth-Mars trajectories
for which V does not exceed 4.0 km/sec.
OO
Certain performance characteristics of the telecommunica-
tions subsystem for the various configurations are obtained
only for earth-Mars trajectories having arrival dates
before January 8, 1972. The spacecraft-to-earth data rate
11.1pu_ for the ;_°÷ month _¢t_ _-_val at Mars_ de-
pending on communication distance, is degraded for late
arrival dates. In addition, the mechanization proposed for
one-gimbal antennas is ideally suited to the transit phase
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of trajectories arriving before January 8, 1972. For
trajectories with later arrival dates, medium-gain
antenna pointing characteristics during the transit phase
are decidedly inferior.
Some requirements imposed by the spacecraft design on the launch
vehicle have been identified:
The number of hard points to transfer compressive loads
from the planetary vehicle to the Centaur stage during the
launch phase is six for Configurations A or C, and eight
for B.
b) For Configurations A and B, no spacecraft adapter is
provided, as the separation plane coincides with the field
joint station. The electrical impulse which activates the
spacecraft separation from the launch vehicle should be
generated by equipment mounted on the Centaur stage.
c) A procedure for sterilization by a gas of the external sur-
faces of the spacecraft and capsule canister and the interior
surface of the nose fairing is proposed during the prelaunch
sequence. This procedure requires that the nose fairing
be able to withstand pressure differences of the order of
1 to 2 psi.
Requirements imposed by the spacecraft on the flight capsule are,
in many cases, the result of the sequence of operations assumed for the
capsule-spacecraft separation, and outlined in Section III. 5.
a) The capsule vehicle should be separated from the flight
spacecraft with a relative velocity of approximately
0.25 meter/sec or greater.
b) The capsule vehicle propulsion start should be delayed
until at least 20 minutes after separation.
c) The capsule propellant exhaust should not deposit
contaminants on the spacecraft.
a) and b) above are related to c) and a requirement for
adequate time for a spacecraft evasive maneuver.
d) The capsule vehicle separation should create tip-off and
spin-up errors less than 0.2 degree (10-). (The capsule
vehicle is assumed to be spin stabilized.)
e) The capsule vehicle propulsion operations should generate
velocity increment errors no greater than 0. 2 degree in
direction and 0.7 per cent in magnitude (I0-).
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f)
g)
h)
i)
The capsule vehicle must be able to achieve approximately
35,000 km separation from the spacecraft at entry. This
means that the time it can survive in cruise after separa-
tion multiplied by the AV produced by its propulsion must
equal or exceed 35,000 km.
d) and e) above are required to meet landing accuracy
requirements with the separation distance f).
The entry angle of attack, depending on the landing site
chosen, will range from 0 to 70 degrees. If the angle of
attack is excessive at the chosen spin rate (considering
gyroscopically caused delay in aerodynamic reduction
of the angle of attack), a despin operation must be provided.
Assumptions as to the capsule-spacecraft communications
link are given in Volume 5. These concern capsule trans-
mitter power, antenna beam width and orientation,
frequency, modulation schemes, etc.
The number of hard points for structural connection
between the capsule and spacecraft has been set at six
for Configurations A and C and eight for B.
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III. DISCUSSION OF THE ALTERNATE SPACECRAFT
SYSTEM PHILOSOPHIES AND MECHANIZATIONS
I. DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF ALTERNATE DESIGNS
This section describes the alternate flight spacecraft designs
considered for the 1971 Voyager spacecraft system. The description
is for the purpose of comparing the alternate designs, and evaluating
their performances against the requirements of the mission. Particular
attention is paid to the system and configuration aspects of these alter-
nate designs. Those aspects of the design which occur at the subsystem
level, that is, with little influence outside of the boundaries of the
particular subsystem, are treated in Volume 5 rather than here.
I. I Identification of Alternate Desisns
Table 3-l identifies eight separate spacecraft system configura-
tions which are treated in detail in this section of Volume 4. These
consist of the baseline and reference versions of the major configuration
classes A, B, and C, the final version of the selected configuration A,
and an RTG powered version of C at the reference level. Table 3-I also
has a brief summary of the principal identifying features of each of these
eight designs, and lists the drawings and photographs which apply to
them.
I. 2 Common Features of all Designs
In this section the general features which are applicable and
common to all of the eight designs are reviewed. Some of these features
are characteristic of the role played by the flight spacecraft in conjunc-
tion with the other elements of the Voyager space vehicle, and other
features are more descriptive of the subsystems, where these are
common to all of the designs.
For all of the alternate flight spacecraft designs, the position on
the launch vehicle conforms to the envelope provided in the Preliminary
Voyager 1971 Specification, between the Centaur stage of the launch
vehicle and the flight capsule, within a nose fairing which encompasses
4O
Table 3-i. Identification of Alternate Designs
CONFIGURATION A 3 A z A 2 B z B z Cz(Solar) Cg(Solar) Cg(RTGI
DESIGNATION Selected Baseline Reference Baseline Reference Baseline Reference Reference
DESIGN Solid engine
APPROACH i Solid engine, solar power Liquid engine, solar power Large body-
fixed antenna
RTG power
(None)
ILLUSTRATIONS:
(Figure Numbers)
Isometric views
Photographs
Engineering
Drawings:
Launch Configura.
tion
Inboard Profile
Outboard Profile
Sensor Geometry
SUMMARY OF
PRINCIPAL
DIFFERENCES
Structure
3-1, 3-g
3-3 to 3-7
3-8
3-9
3-16
3-10
g-2
3-11
(NoneJ
3-12
2-3, 3-13
Solid engine, large body-fixed
antenna, solar power
2-4, 3-14
3-15
3-16
3-17
3-18
6-sided body 8-sided body __ 6-sided body
Solar panels supported by truss Solar panels supported by truss Solarlargeantennapanelsdeployed from No solar panels
Thermal Control Heater! for retropropellants Retropropellants located in space- Heaters for retropropellants
craft body thernnal envelope
No louvers
required for Louvers required for POP Louvers required for POP Louvers required for POP
POP
T elecornrnunieation._
Fixed antennas Low-gain Low-gain Low-gain
16-foot body-fixed high-gain
Single- gimhalled
antennas 3-foot medium- 3-foot medium- 3-foot medium-gain
gain gain
Double -gimballed
antennas
Electrical Power:
Required solar
array area*, ft 2
RTG' s
Stabilization and
Control
5.5 x 6, 5-foot high-gain
i90 179 184
Sun-Canopus orientation
Z gimbals
mass-
balanced
Z gimbals, on extended
arm
Solid engine, thrust vector control
by liquid injection
Liquid engine (monopropellant), jet
vanes
Planet Oriented
Package
3-foot medium-
gain
5.5 x 6.5-foot high-gain
179 184
Sun-Canopus orientation
2 gimbals, on extended arm
Liquid engine (bipropeiianL),
thrust vector control by nozzle
translation
Same as retropropulsion
Propulsion:
Retropropulsion
197, in 10 202, in 8
palaels )anels
6 _ 75w
Earth sensor added for earth-Canopus orienta-
tion. Mars sensor required for orbiting phase
1 gimbal, mass-balanced
Gulld engine, thrust vector control
by liquid injection
Liquid engme (monopropellant),
jet vanes
Midcourse
*The solar panel area indicated as available in the illustrations differs from the required area
entered here, for Baseline and Reference configurations:
Configuration Required Area Indicated in Illustrations
A 3 Selected 190 ft z 190 ft 2
A 2 Baseline 179 265
AZ Reference 184 205
Bg Baseline 179 265
B 2 Reference 184 205
C Z Da_ eli,i_ 197 26g
C z Reference goz 160
Where the illustrations indicate a surplus, this shows that the available area within the
envelope did not all have to be utilized to meet the requirements. For C z Reference, the
illustrated area is deficient; however, the incorporation of the additional required area
is straightforward. In all instances, the weight entries for solar power arrays in Section 2
agree with the required area.
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I. THERMAL INSULATION
2. PROTECTIVE COVER
3. DE-BOOST ENGINE
4. IONOSPHERE EXPERIMENT ANTENNA
5. CANOPIjS SENSOR(2) AND GYRO PACKAGE
6, MEDIUM GAIN ANTENNA
7. EVASIVE MANE_JVER NOZZLE
8, PLANET ORIENTED PACKAGE
9. STABILIZATION AND CONTROL NOZZLE 06)
10. COARSE SUN SENSOR (4)
tl. SOLAR ARRAy PANEL (6)
12. SOLAR CELL
13. LOW GAIN ANTENNA
14. NEAR EARTH SENSOR
IS. MH..KO,V_It_I((_*IIU I_ACT _EN_G_
16. DE-BOOST ENGINE SUPPORT STRUCI1JRE
17. MID-COURSE ENGINE PROPELLANT TANK AND
SUPPORT (2)
J
18. EVASIVE MANEUVER GAS TANK AND SUPPORT (I)
19, MID-C(_JRSE ENGINE
20, STABLIZATION AND CONTROL GAS TANK AND
SUPPORT (2)
21. THERMAL INSULATION
22. LOWER COVER (MIC_OMETEO_OID PROTECTION)
23. FINE SUN SENSOR
24. MID-COURSE ENGINE SUPPORT
25. LANDER TO SPACECRAFT ANTENNA
26, MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT-FIXED
27. MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT-EXTENDIBLE
28. THERMAL CONTROL LOUVERS
29. EQUIPMENT MOUNTING PANEL
30. ELECTRICAL PANEL HARNESS ASSEMBLY
31. HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
32. INTERPLANETARY SCIENCE PACKAGE
Figure 3-2. Configuration A3(Selected ) Isometric View, Exploded
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Figure 3- 3. Configuration A3(Selected), Orbiting Configuration 
%- 
Figure 3-4. Configuration A3(Selected), Pane l s  Open 
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0 
0 
Figure 3-5. Configuration A3(Selected), 
Panels Open Showing Components 
F igure  3-6. Configuration A3(Selected), Solar Cell Side 
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Figure 3-7. Configuration A (Selected), Interplanetary Configuration 3 
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Figure 3-8. Configuration A (Selected), Launch Configuration
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Figure 3-  13. Configuration B2 Baseline 
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Eigure 3- 18. Configuration C 2 (RTG) Reference Sketch
the spacecraft and the capsule. In each case the shape of the flight
spacecraft conforms to the space available, and the illustrations indicate
that it roughly resembles a hat with the crown attached to the flight cap-
sule, and the brim, consisting of either arrays of solar panels, or the
periphery of a large, body-fixed antenna, on the side which is adjacent
to the Centaur. In all instances, the initial orientation of the planetary
vehicle (flight spacecraft plus flight capsule) in the interplanetary cruise
phase is with the capsule end away from the sun, and the other end - the
brim of the hat - towards the sun. (For Configuration C, which operates
later in an earth-oriented mode, it is still true that the initial orientation,
which lasts through most of the interplanetary cruise phase, is directed
towards the sun. )
The alternate designs all accommodate the major phases of the
Voyager mission by essentially the same sequences of events. These
phases include interplanetary trajectory corrections, separation of the
capsule from the spacecraft, spacecraft sequence encompassing the
period of capsule entry and landing, and orbit insertion. These sequences
are discussed in Section 5. t below. Minor differences in the sequence of
events are noted for capsule separation, in which a subsequent jettison
of the remaining capsule adapter and other associated hardware is in
line for Configurations A and C, but optional for Configuration B; the
orbit insertion maneuver which is conducted in one orientation for solid
propulsion (A and C) and in the opposite orientation for liquid propulsion
{B); and differences in the programming of antennas for communicating
rnaneuver-rela_ed information and verification.
The generally common shape of the spacecraft has led to certain
common features of the layout and structural design. In all instances
longerons forming the corners of a truncated pyramid sustain the com-
pressive loads transmitted between the flight capsule and the launch
vehicle, and from the principal spacecraft masses to the launch vehicle.
This design may be adapted to the structural requirements of later
missions in which the capsule is heavier by simply increasing the cross-
section area of these longerons. Lateral strengthening elements consist
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of shear panels between the longerons and ring sections at each end of
the pyramid. For all designs the principal equipment mounting areas
are the interior surfaces of these trapezoidal shear panels, which also
function as protection against micrometeoroids, and as the medium to
transmit heat from the equipment modules through thermal louvers to
space. Other equipment items are attached to the periphery of the
spacecraft (solar panels or body-fixed antenna) where required by
articulation, deployment, and view angle functions. The structural
support for these elements of the spacecraft is by either cantilevering
or truss supporting from the spacecraft body. The longeron connections
to the launch vehicle alternate between carrying tensile forces and
carrying shear forces; all of them carry compressive forces. For all
designs the separation from the launch vehicle is effected by explosive
nuts at the tension connections. Separation of the flight capsule from
the flight spacecraft is achieved in a similar manner. (This separation
refers to the jettisoning of the capsule adapter and other remaining
items of the flight capsule after the capsule vehicle has been separated. )
For all spacecraft designs the principal thermal control mecha-
nism for the equipment in the body of the spacecraft depends on the use
of insulation and louvers. Basically speaking, the insulation makes heat
transfer from the interior to the exterior independent of exterior thermal
conditions, and the louvers permit the heat transfer to be dependent on
internal heat generating conditions. Thermal control of the propulsion
system and externally mounted appendages varies from one design to
another.
Common factors of the telecommunications system for all of the
alternate designs include the Z0-watt transmitter and the low-gain
antenna for the spacecraft-to-earth link, the capsule-to-spacecraft relay
link, and most of the features of the data handling components of the sub-
system. The spacecraft-to-earth link is based on S-band transmission,
in which the downlink frequency is a constant fraction (240/Z21) times
the uplink frequency in order to achieve two-way doppler radio tracking
of the spacecraft. The uplink characteristics are the same for all
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alternates, but the downlink capabilities differ according to the
complement of antennas associated with each design. The downlink
data rate capability differs, as a consequence. The capsule-to-
spacecraft'link, in the VHF band, utilizes the same components for
all designs. The receiving antenna consists of crossed dipoles with
reflectors. The mounting location of this antenna varies according
to configuration. The use of solar cells for primary power is common
on seven configurations. Differences in panel shape and size lead to
different numbers of modules and module arrangement. The eighth
configuration is a variation of C using radioisotope thermoelectric
generators. The distributional aspects of the power system of all
configurations are common in that AC and DC power is supplied through-
out the spacecraft. AC power is available at three different frequencies:
4096 cps for general use; 400 cps, single phase, for motors; and 8i0 cps,
two-phase for gyros. The distribution of electrical power is evidenced
by the physical routing of of cables between the equipment mounting
panels, and the interconnection between the various subsystems is
similar for all configurations.
The central sequencing and command subsystem achieves essen-
tially the same functions for all of the configurations, to the extent that
the subsystems to which the commands are directed are equivalent.
The stabilization and control subsystem has many common features
for all of the alternate designs. These features apply to the sun sensors,
Canopus sensor, and gyro sensors, to the logic by which attitude control
functions are programmed at various phases of the mission, and to the
cold gas attitude control torquing devices. There is some difference in
redundancy between the baseline and other configurations, and additional
sensors are required for the earth-oriented spacecraft designs of
Configuration C.
For all configurations the science equipment is divided into three
locations: the planet oriented package (POP) for sensors of planetary
phenomena, fixed external locations for sensors of interplanetary and
planetary environment phenomena, and interior locations for associated
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electronic hardware. The science support subsystem of the flight
spacecraft has equipment similarly deployed. The following table
indicates the division of sensors along these lines.
Located in the POP
Television (I)
UV spectrometer (1)
Scan radiometer (1)
IR spectrometer (1)
Meteoroid flash (1)
Fixed external location
Meteoroid impact (4)
Magnetometer (2)
Pla sma (2)
Cosmic ray (4)
Trapped radiation .(3)
Ionosphere experiment (1)
The different designs have different locations for the external sensors,
but each design has the goal to locate the fixed external sensors so that
their sensitive axes are orthogonal and parallel to axes based on the
plane of the ecliptic and the spacecraft-sun line at the time of encounter.
Only in A 3 was the layout carried to the point where the location of all
these sensors is chosen.
The propulsion system is the basis for a major difference between
configuration concepts. Configurations A and C are based on a solid
propellant engine for orbit insertion, and a small monopropellant liquid
engine for midcourse corrections and orbit trim. Configuration B is
based on a liquid bipropellant engine for all propulsive maneuvers.
There are some aspects of the propulsion subsystem which are common
to all designs, however. In each of the alternates described in this
section the thrust axis of the propulsion system coincides with the space-
craft centerline, and the placement of propellant is such that it occupies
the most compact area possible in the central position of the spacecraft
body. The propulsion system also has a small cold gas propulsion sub-
system which gives the spacecraft a lateral velocity increment of almost
0. I meter/sec at the proper time in the capsule separation sequence, in
order to remove the spacecraft from the path to be followed by the self-
propelled capsule.
The propulsion system and all the electrical subsystems vary in
the extent of redundant equipment installed. The baseline configurations
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have no equipment redundancy, whereas the reference and augmental con-
figurations incorporate redundancy to approximately equal levels.
i. 3 Selected Configuration: A_ Augmented
This section is devoted to a description of the configuration selected
by TRW as the preferred design for the t971 Voyager flight spacecraft, and
which is the subject of Volume 2. This design is the augmented version of
the design appraoch A, based on a solid engine, sun-Canopus orientation,
and solar power. The selection of Configuration A was made by comparing
this concept successively with Configurations B and C, with the reference
design being the version subjected to this comparison in each case. The
configuration designation A 3 implies that augmentation and refinement of
the selected design was incorporated into it after the selection was made.
The common features for all of the designs listed above apply to this
s elected configuration.
The selected configuration is illustrated by isometric views,
Figures 3-i and 3-2, a number of photographs of models, showing the
spacecraft in the orbiting configuration, and illustrating the access to the
body by opening the equipment mounting panels, and the interplanetary
configuration, Figures 3-3 to 3-7 . In addition, engineering drawings
showing the position of the flight spacecraft in the launch configuration,
an in-board profile, and a detailing of the sensor geometry are given
in Figures 3-8, 3-9, and 3-10, respectively. An outboard profile is
indicated in Figure 3-16.
The structural subsystem is based upon a six-sided truncated
pyramid connecting the flight capsule to the launch vehicle, with six
longerons and six equipment mounting panels. Thermal control louvers
are shown on four of these panels, as these are the only ones with heat
dissipating electrical equipment. At each longeron, truss members extend
outboard from the basic spacecraft body, with secondary members forming
the support beams for the solar panels and for externally mounted
equipment.
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Within the spacecraft body, the solid engine is insulated so that it
will not transfer undue heat to internally mounted equipment after it has
fired. Because of this insulation it can not be maintained at minimum
permitted temperature by conduction from the body interior. For this
reason, electrical heaters are located within the insulation to keep
propellant temperature above the minimum.
The telecommunications system for the selected configuration makes
use of three S-band antennas for the spacecraft-to-earth link. These three
antennas are deployed about the perimeter of the spacecraft, almost at the
corners of an equilateral triangle. A low-gain antenna looks around the
edge of the solar panels to direct its major lobe parallel to the spacecraft
axis in the direction away from the flight capsule. It has a secondary lobe
directly at the clock angle of its location, approximately 75 degrees, and
at a cone angle of i35 degrees to provide coverage during launch and early
in cruise. "" The second antenna, the medium-gain antenna, has single-
gimbal articulation, and aims its beam perpendicular to the gimbal axis.
The orientation of the gimbal axis is at a cone angle of 95 degrees and a
clock angle of i95 degrees. The medium-gain antenna has a diameter of
3 feet and a gain of 24 db. The high-gain antenna is an elliptical dish with
diameters 5.5 and 6.5 feet and has a gain of 30 db. It has two-gimbal arti-
culation, and is also located at the periphery of the spacecraft, so that
when deployed, it has view angles unobstructed by the spacecraft in almost
all possible directions. Until the capsule separation maneuver is performed
the flight capsule constitutes a somewhat greater obstruction of view angles.
The direction and orientation of items in spacecraft-referenced coordi-
nates is defined by cone and clock angle. These form a spherical polar
coordinate system. The polar axis coincides with the spacecraft center-
line, additionally called the roll axis. The cone angle of a direction is
the angle between the polar axis (positive toward the sun in the cruise
orientation) and that direction. The clock angle defines the meridian of
that direction and is the angle between the plane formed by the polar axis
and the Canopus sensor line of sight and the plane formed by the polar
axis and the direction in question. Clock angles increase in a clockwise
direction when looking toward the zero-degree cone angle direction.
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The means by which these three antennas collectively can accomplish the
communications requirements of the Voyager mission are reviewed in
Section 5.6 below. In the selected configuration, the location of the VHF
antenna for the capsule-to-spacecraft link is on the back of a solar panel
at a i05 degree clock angle. The antenna axis is at a cone angle of i40
degrees and a clock angle of i05 degrees. This orientation is designed
to encompass capsule cruise {after separation) and entry sequences as
outlined in Section 5. i.
The primary electrical power source for the selected configuration
is an array of solar photovoltaic cells which occupies i90 square feet of
the surface normally facing the sun. This solar array provides 400 watts
of DC power under worst case design conditions, which occur when the
spacecraft is in orbit about Mars, has reached a distance of i. 67 AU from
the sun, is assumed to have suffered a degradation of 20 per cent due to
solar particles, must generate extra power to charge a battery for eclipse
periods when the solar array is not generating. The i90 square feet are
provided without using any of the surface of the spacecraft body compart-
ment which faces the sun, and without extending the array to the minimum
perimeter which would be accommodated by the envelope available. The
use of the central portion of the spacecraft for solar cells is avoided
because rear surface radiation is unavailable to maintain proper array
temperature, and the use of solar cells on this surface would be inefficient
compared with others. The fact that the solar array need not extend to the
maximum diameter permitted by the envelope has been exploited by permit-
ting added look angle for sensors and antennas located at the perimeter.
In the stabilization and control subsystem, the gyro package and
Canopus sensors are mounted on a common structural support and the fine
sun sensor is nearby to achieve the best possible alignment accuracy.
There are dual Canopus sensors for redundancy, and their parallel axes
define the zero-degree clock angle. In this configuration the gyros fix the
positive pitch axis at a clock angle of 60 degrees and the positive yaw axis
a.t_n degrees _,,_+__ ront_1 j_t_ In_t_ ÷n ....._ _....... about those
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axes. Coarse sun sensors have the same four locations as the yaw and
pitch nozzles, and roll control nozzles are colocated with the yaw control
nozzles. The attitude control system is dual, so a total of 12 attitude con-
trol nozzles are included to provide pure couples in normal operation and
redundancy in case of valve failure. Four additional higher thrust nozzles
are included for roll control during solid retropropulsion engine firing.
Forty-watt heating is provided for attitude control gas to improve
efficiency during the main portion of the mission when excess power is
available. The Mars sensing instruments of the science payload are
located in the planet oriented package. Articulation for a diversity of view
angles is provided by a double-gimballed yoke system. The first gimbal
axis of the POP is oriented at a cone angle of 102.5 degrees and a clock
angle of 15 degrees. The direction of this axis is approximately perpendi-
cular to the orbit plane of the nominal orbit described in Appendix D. The
orbit plane, of course, may vary somewhat depending on mission require-
ments, and in any case its orientation, described in body-fixed cone and
clock angle coordinates, varies with time, but the gimbal axis was chosen
to be compatible with the initial phases of an orbit plane corresponding to
approximately 45 degrees inclination to Mars' equator, and with periapsis
passage over the sunlit side of the southern hemisphere (see Section 5.5}.
To the extent that the first gimbal axis is not perpendicular to the orbit
plane, and to the extent that it is desired to aim the instruments at some
portion of the surface of Mars which is not on the orbit plane, the operation
of the second POP gimbal will provide the necessary adjustment.
The jettisoning of remaining portions of the flight capsule system
after the capsule vehicle has separated is a prerequisite for insertion of
the selected spacecraft into orbit about Mars by means of the solid engine.
It also serves to remove a possible obstruction of view angles of the POP.
Some obstructions still remain, but for the principal class of orbits de-
signed, no obstructions will exist. For other classes of orbits, if an
obstruction does exist, it would serve only to limit ability to look at the
dark side of Mars, and even this obstruction could be circumvented by a
temporary spacecraft roll maneuver.
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Body-fixed science sensors are located at various points around the
periphery of the solar panels, as indicated in Figure 3-10.
The propulsion system for the selected design consists of a large
solid propellant engine for the orbit insertion maneuver. This engine is
symmetric with respect to the spacecraft centerline, and its nozzle is
directed at a cone angle of i80 degrees (towards the flight capsule position).
This engine has a maximum and average thrust of i4,500 and 800 pounds,
respectively, and the burning time is about i00 seconds. The maximum
acceleration occurring during the burning of this engine is approximately
3 g. Attitude control is maintained during the firing of the solid engine by
liquid injection thrust vector control. The injectant is Freon, and the
thrust vector may be displaced up to about 4 degrees from the centerline
of the spacecraft, to accommodate displacements of either the thrust
axis or the spacecraft center of gravity from the roll axis. A small
monopropellant liquid engine for midcourse and orbit trim maneuver is
located on the same axis, but pointed in the opposite direction. Jet
vanes are employed for attitude control. This engine has a thrust of
50 pounds, and a propellant supply weighing 255 pounds. The combina-
tion is mounted on the aft panel and, with the panel, forms a removable
propulsion module. The propellant supply is adequate for 75 meters/sec
midcourse velocity increment, or for 42 meters/sec velocity increment
for the planetary vehicle in the interplanetary cruise phase and 100
meters/sec velocity increment for the lighter flight spacecraft in the
orbiting phase. It is estimated that for over 99 per cent of the distri-
butions of injection by the launch vehicle, less than 42 meters/sec
velocity increment is required for midcourse corrections, and therefore
more than 100 meters/sec capability will remain for orbit trim.
1.4 Other Configurations
Configuration A Z reference was a predecessor of the selected con-
figuration, and a comparison of the two reflects the final refinements
which went into the augmented design. The principal differences are
indicated as follows.
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A 2 Reference A B Augmented
Truss structure supporting
solar array panels extends
from an intermediate point
on the longerons.
Truss structure supporting
solar array panels extends
from end of longerons opposite
panels.
Midcourse propellant tank
loads carried to inter-
mediate point on longerons.
The longerons were broken
at this point to allow removal
of the propulsion module,
Midcourse propellant tank loads
carried to honeycomb panel at
base of spacecraft body. This
made a simpler propulsion
module and removed the break
in the longerons.
POP and 6-foot antennas are
centered at body faces. This
restricted hinged access to
two equipment mounting
panels.
POP and 6-foot antenna are
centered at body corners.
This allowed all equipment
mounting panels to hinge
open.
Monopropellant pressuriza-
tion is provided by separate
tanks.
Monopropellant tank is self-
pressurized (blowdown system).
This simplified propulsion sub-
system.
POP is double-gimballed,
and on an arm to achieve
view angles. Freezing of
the drive in the extended
position provides a cg shift
larger than can be accommo-
dated by the solid engine
TVC.
POP is double-gimballed and
mass-balanced, with a yoke
arrangement.
No heating provided for atti-
tude control gas.
Attitude control gas heating is
provided when excess power
is available (over 90 per cent
of time).
The differences in structure between these two configurations may
be seen by comparing Figures 3-9 and 3- 11. (Although Figure 3- I 1 is a
drawing of A 2 baseline, it applies to A 2 reference; the principal external
differences are the addition of a 3-foot medium-gain antenna and fixed
science sensors in the A 2 reference.)
ConfigurationA 2 baseline, shown in Figures 2-2 and 3-if differs
from A 2 reference in that equipment redundancy appears only in the
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latter. The appearance of the 3-foot antenna in A 2 reference is the most
noticeable external difference; but the redundant items are added in all
the electrical subsystems in A 2 reference. A detailed listing of the
extent of redundancy added is given in the tables of component design
parameters of Section 2, and in the description of the reliability enhance-
ment achieved in Section 4.
Configuration B 2 baseline and reference represent the final non-
redundant and redundant versions of the concept based on the liquad
bipropellant engine. Figures 2-3, 3-12, and 3-13 illustrate the B Z
baseline. Again, the detailed listing of redundant items added in B Z
reference are given in Sections 2 and 4. Again, the apparent external
difference is the 3-foot, medium-gain antenna.
Configuration B Z reference incorporates the common features
described in Section 1.2. The structural subsystem is based on an
eight-sided truncated pyramid, connecting the flight capsule to the launch
vehicle. The octagonal symmetry arises from the use of two tanks for
fuel and two tanks for oxidizer. Thermal control louvers are indicated
on all panels, and insulation at the top and bottom of the spacecraft body
completes a thermal envelope which encompasses the propellant and
pneumatics tanks as well as the interior-mounting locations.
For the following subsystems, implementation is identical in
Configurations A 2 baseline and B 2 baseline, and it is also identical in
A 2 reference and B 2 reference: telecommunications, electrical power
control (except for the application to thrust vector control), and the
assumed science payload and support. For these four configurations the
POP is double-gimballed, and at the end of an arm to provide desired
view angle s.
The propulsion system for Configurations B 2 baseline and refer-
ence is based on a liquid bipropellant engine for midcourse, orbit
insertion, and orbit trim maneuvers. This engine has a nominal thrust
of 1000 pounds, and a minimum specific impulse of 304 seconds. Atti-
tude control is maintained during firing by translating the nozzle.
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Configurations CZ baseline and reference (solar power) differ only
in equipment redundancy. This difference is detailed in the tables of
Section 2, and in Section 4. C 2 baseline is illustrated in Figures Z-4
and 3-14, and C Z reference in Figures 3-15 to 3-17. The C Z reference
is described here in comparison with A Z reference. The common
features discussed in Section I.Z apply to Configuration C Z reference.
Figure 3-15 shows the structural features of Configuration C 2
reference. It is similar to A Z reference in that it consists of a six-sided
truncated pyramid. However the pyramid does not extend to the launch
vehicle field joint, but only to the large dish structure. Because of the
dish location, midcourse propellants are located at the top of the
pyramid, rather than at the bottom. To avoid protuberances which
would electromagnetically obstruct the face of the large antenna, this
configuration (in contrast to A and B) requires a spacecraft adapter
structure. The adapter is a conical shell lying between the field joint
with the Centaur and the separation plane, which follows the contour of
the antenna face. The dish is a structural shell, cantilevered where it
extends outward from the spacecraft body. It supports the solar panels,
which are deployed about hinges at the dish perimeter, the 3-foot
medium-gain antenna, and other externally mounted equipment. An
exception is the 1°O1 ° , which is structurally supported from the space-
craft body.
The thermal control system is essentially the same as that of
Configuration A Z, except that the volume of the spacecraft body within
the thermal envelope is reduced.
The major change in the telecommunications subsystem is
associated with the use of the 16-foot, body-fixed dish as the high-gain
antenna. Having a gain of 38.5 db, this antenna will support a communi-
cations rate seven times as great as that of Configuration A Z. The feed
for the large antenna must be deployed for use, but must be stowed
when the midcourse engine is fired. Deployment is not required until
high data rate science (pictures) are to be transmitted. The medium-
gain antenna is the same as in Configuration A3, and its gimbal axis
orientation has the same cone and clock angles. The VHF antenna for
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receiving communication from the capsule is the same as in Configura-
tion A 3. It is mounted on the back of one of the deployable solar panels
so that in use its axis is directed at a cone angle of t70 degrees and a
clock angle of 105 degrees. This is different from the values given in
the description of A 3 to account for the different coordinates of the
capsule direction when referred to an earth-Canopus body.
The electrical power subsystem of Configuration C 2 reference is
the same as that of A 2 reference, except for the increase of 10 per cent
in solar panel area to account for nonorthogonal incidence. (See
Section II. Z. 3. ) The central sequencing and command subsystem is
identical in Configurations A 2 and C z reference.
The stabilization and control subsystem of C 2 reference differs
from that of A 2 reference in these respects. In order to maintain the
pointing accuracy required for the large antenna, the limit cycle em-
ployed at all times in orbital cruise may be +0.25 degree, the lower of
the two available values. (In A 2 reference, the lower value is employed
only for the capsule separation maneuver, and at the time of taking
high-resolution pictures when in orbit. ) This may call for a slightly
larger supply of attitude control gas. The second difference is the use
of an optical earth sensor for maintaining earth-Canopus orientation.
The third difference is that the positive pitch axis is at a clock angle of
45 degrees, and the positive yaw axis at 335 degrees.
The POP of Configuration C 2 has a single gimbal whose axis is
'J'_l"lt'lril)"l_" 'J'f'$ _'"_ k./.#. I...t.#.'_._ lt'l_ _l.._ _"_ ...... 1 ---- ----'J_ --L _ ---.1_ "x-- 1
.... _ .......... perimeter '-_*_-o _-^
.mm._...m. 4_,,,. 'k.4._J.L. ..mm.J..i.,l_ J_mm.um.Lml,-'ml .I.mIUU._ U.L UI-U1L_IL.m
operations is for the spacecraft roll axis (0-degree cone angle) to be
directed toward the earth, and for signals from the POP-mounted
Mars horizon scanner to enforce a spacecraft roll attitude and a POP
gimbal angle which aims the POP axis toward Mars.
The propulsion system of Configuration C 2 is the same as that
of Configuration A 2.
Configuration C Z (RTG) reference, illustrated in Figure 3-t8, is
best compared with the solar version of G 2. The solar panels, and the
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requirements for supporting them, deploying them, and maintaining
their temperatures, are absent. Instead, the radioisotope thermo-
electric generators are located on the dish shell structure, and the
design must accommodate their mass and thermal requirements. The
radiating surface of the RTG's coincides with the dish face contour.
This permits the radiated heat to be directed away from the spacecraft
body, so that the body thermal control is not interfered with; the
antenna face still retains its required paraboloidal shape. Further
details of the specific requirements of Configuration G 2 (RTG) are
given in Volume 5, Appendix H.
2. COMPONENT WEIGHT, POWER, AND THERMAL PROPERTIES
AND CONFIGURATION MASS PROPERTIES
The subsequent paragraphs present summary and detailed weights
for the selected and alternate configurations investigated as well as
volume, power, and temperature data for spacecraft components.
Center of mass and moments of inertia for the selected configuration
are also shown. A discussion of the major design parameters upon
which the weight estimates are based is included.
Z. I Summary and Detail Weight Data
Table 3-2 provides a summary weight comparison for all con-
figurations considered. Tables la through 8a show detail weights
as well as volume, power and temperature data. Table 3-Z provides a
reference system which indicates which of Tables ia through 8a
show detail weights as well as volume, power, and temperature data.
Table 3-Z provides a reference system which indicates which of
Tables la through 8a contains the detailed breakdown for the summary
item. The weight summaries include both a weight margin and a weight
contingency which are discussed below.
Z. I. i Weight Allocations
All weight summaries included in Table 3-Z are consistent with
the allocated weights specified by JPL in the Preliminary Voyager i971
Mission Specification, and are as follows:
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Spacecraft bus (including 250 pounds
of science)
Spacecraft propulsion system
Capsule vehicle separated weight
Flight capsule adapter and sterilization
canister (a maximum of 150 pounds may
remain with spacecraft)
Separated Voyager planetary vehicle weight
Spacecraft adapter above field joint
Voyager planetary vehicle weight
2000 lb
3500
1950
350
250
7800 lb
8050 lb
2. t. 2 Weight Margin
A weight margin is included in the weight summary and is defined
as the difference between the spacecraft bus allocated weight and the
spacecraft design weight. This margin may be used for additional re-
dundancy for greater spacecraft reliability, additional science experi-
ments for increased scientific observations, and additional propellants
for greater mission capability.
2. t. 3 Weight Contingency
A contingency of 6 per cent has been added to the spacecraft bus
and propulsion system nominal weights. This contingency reflects the
over-all level of confidence of the weight estimates and is consistent
with the current level of design. The contingency allows for uncertainties
in weight estimation techniques, slight modifications of the design, and
for balance weights to maintain the desired center of mass location. It
also includes an allowance for normal weight growth during design com-
pletion and the development phase of the spacecraft.
2. 1.4 Spacecraft and Capsule Vehicle Adapters
The spacecraft separation plane is located at the field joint in
Configurations A and B and much of the weight required for separation
remains with the spacecraft. Out of the allocated 250 pounds for the
spacecraft adapter and support above the field joint, only 12 pounds is
I00
estimated for cabling, a mechanical disconnect system, and other mis-
cellaneous separation provisions. The remainder of the allocated weight
(238 pounds} might possibly be utilized as additional spacecraft margin.
Configuration C separates above the field joint and requires I01 pounds
for separation provisions leaving 149 pounds of adapter weight not used.
Of the capsule vehicle adapter and sterilization canister weight allowance
of 350 pounds, 150 pounds is assumed to remain with the spacecraft after
capsule vehicle separation. The remaining ZOO pounds is then jettisoned
prior to retroPropulsion ignition. This function is necessary on the
solid configurations (A and C), but is not necessary on the liquid bipro-
pellant configuration (B). However, this function is performed on Con-
figuration B to keep all the design alternates on an equitable basis for
the final selection.
Z. 1.5 Midcourse Correction Propellant
The median midcourse propellant used is given as 40 pounds in
Configurations A and C, and 30 pounds in Configuration B. These esti-
mates are based on correcting two components of the Centaur injection
velocity dispersions. A more conservative estimate of 50 and 39 pounds,
respectively, results from a correction of three components. The third
component represents time of arrival. Further discussion of the
statistical distribution of midcourse propellant requirements is in
Section 5.7.
2.2 Mass Properties {Selected Configuration}
Centroidal moments of inertia were determined computationally
for the complete flight sequence from spacecraft separation to spacecraft
retropropulsion burnout. Table 3-3 lists the moments of inertia about
the pitch, yaw, and roll axes shown in Figure 3-9. Also included in
Table 3-3 are longitudinal center of mass values which are measured
from the launch vehicle/spacecraft field joint (Station 0).
The spacecraft center of mass was calculated using component
weights which are listed in Tables la through 8a. The component !oca-
tions are shown in Figure 3-9. (Details of electronic equipment
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Table 3-3. Voyager Mass Properties History, A 3 - Selected
Center of ":_
Condition Weight Ma s s
(Ib) (in.)
Moments of Inertia
(slug-ft z)
Station Ipitch I}raw Iroll
Separated spacecraft weight 7800 47.3 4778 577Z 4058
Spacecraft weight before
capsule separation
7760 47.4 4769 5751 4046
Spacecraft weight after
capsule separation
5460 ZZ.3 886 1880 Z389
Spacecraft weight in orbit 2657 ZZ. 7 829 1824 ZZ40
_:.-
Measured from field joint (Station 0).
mounting are given in Volume 5, Section VI. ) Figure 3- 19 shows the
radial center of mass envelope during the spacecraft flight sequence
assuming a +0. 1 inch tolerance at retropropulsionburnout. This con-
straint is imposed on the radial center of mass during retropropulsion
firing by the spacecraft stabilization and control subsystem requirements.
Z. 3 Subsystem Weight Justification (Selected Configuration)
Z. 3. 1 Mechanical and Pyrotechnics
Launch vehicle separation weights are based on an explosive nut
design that contains 3 explosive nuts and bolts, lZ cartridges, 3 pin
pullers, bolt catchers, and miscellaneous brackets. The capsule sepa-
ration system is basically the same except it contains an additional 3 nuts
and bolts and 3 pounds of leads. The solar panels are supported and
attached to the spacecraft by six aluminum tubes (l. 5-inch OD and
gages ranging from 0.049 to 0. 065 inch) and a fiberglass frame with
0. Z0 square inch cross-sectional area.
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Figure 3- 19. Radial Center of Envelope
Configuration A 3 Selected)
LEGEND:
MEDIUM AND HIGH
GAIN ANTENNAS
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LONGITUDINAL AXIS
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GAIN ANTENNAS
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NOTES:
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2.3.2 Spacecraft Structure
The spacecraft structure is divided into the following four parts:
• Meteoroid protection
• Framework
• Equipment mounting provisions
• Miscellaneous mounts.
Meteoroid protection is provided by panels which enclose the bus
external surface. The aft panel incorporates a 1.5-inch-thick core
(3. 1 Ib/cu ft) sandwiched between two 0. 025-inch-thick aluminum faces,
two 0.04 lb/sq ft bond lines, and 0.040-inch-thick aluminum closing
channels. _ Although the meteoroid protection weight is optimized when
utilizing a I. 5-inch-thick core, heat dissipation requirements necessi-
tate a compromise thickness (i inch) for the six side panels. Forward
face protection consists of a single 0. 025-inch-thick beaded aluminum
sheet which utilizes the motor support cone as the whipple shield second
face. An additional 0.025-inch-thick aluminum sheet is required around
-','-'Thea_t direction faces the sun in the cruise attitude.
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the scalloped area of the cone. The framework consists of aluminum
frames which attach the meteoroid protection panels together and six
beams (0.874 square inch cross-sectional area, each) which carry the
major thrust load between Centaur and the flight capsule.
Equipment mounting is provided on four panels by two channels,
one I, and two hat section beams, metal inserts in the honeycomb, and
a cradle for the attitude control system. Miscellaneous or external
mount weights are based upon estimates.
Z. 3.3 Thermal Control
The thermal control subsystem consists of spacecraft insulation,
louvers, heaters, and thermostats. Insulation weights are based on Z0
sheets of aluminized Mylar covering all bus and science payload external
surfaces and refrasil batt (0.5 inch) covering the aluminized Mylar on the
bus forward face. The louver system utilizes the Pioneer bimetal actua-
tors and OGO type louvers. This combination weighs 0.56 lb/sq ft and
covers t3.2 square feet of the spacecraft. Heaters and thermostats
were assumed to weigh two pounds.
Z. 3.4 Telecommunications
Details of this subsystem are discussed in Volume 5.
Z. 3.5 Electrical Power
The electrical power weight justification as discussed below is
based on the power requirements listed in Tables 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6.
The solar array surface area requirement is 190 square feet. The battery
weight is 80 pounds (see Section ;'. 5. Z).
The solar panel structure consists of a 1-inch-thick core (1.6
lb/cu ft) sandwiched between two 0. 010-inch-thick aluminum faces, two
0.0Z lb/sq ft bond lines, and 0.0Z-inch-thick aluminum closing channels.
Additional stiffness is provided by six radial and six peripheral members
whose cross sectional area varies between 0. 15 and 0.48 square inch.
The solar panel support structure is discussed in the mechanical
and pyrotechnics subsystem. Further basis and details of the electrical
power component weights are discussed in Volume 5.
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2. B. 6 Electrical Distribution
Cabling and connector weights are based on empirical data con-
sidering the amount of equipment requiring power and electrical connec-
tion, the spacecraft geometry, and the packaging technique used. Four
J-boxes are used at an estimated weight of 5 pounds each.
2.3.7 Central Sequencing and Command
All weights for this subsystem are discussed in Volume 5,
Section IV, 2.
2.3.8
2.3.9
Stabilization and Control
The design criteria for this subsystem is discussed in Volume 5.
Science Support
The science support subsystem contains the necessary components
The componentsto support all the externally mounted science payload.
may be categorized as follows:
• Science support structure
• Science drive mechanisms
• Science thermal control
• Science cabling and connectors
• Attachments and miscellaneous.
The basis for weight derivation is discussed in Volume 5.
2.3. i0 Science Payload
The basis for the science payload weights is discussed in Volume 5.
2.3. li Propulsion
The spacecraft propulsion system consists of two separate, self
contained, removable propulsion modules (see Table 7a for a complete
component list). The midcourse propulsion module is mounted on, and
integral with, the aft spacecraft panel. It consists of N2H 4 propellant
contained within two 0.2 lb/ft 2 bladders which in turn are contained
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within two 24.6-inch diameter pressure bottles designed for 380 psi,
thus requiring a 0. 045-inch-thick titanium skin. This "blowdown"
arrangement greatly increase_ the propellant system reliability by
eliminating the need for pressurization system control valves. Tank
support is provided by strapping the containers to a 0. 040-inch thick
aluminum conical support structure mounted on the aft spacecraft panel.
The retropropulsion module consists of a solid rocket motor and
an integral liquid injection thrust vector control system. The basis for
the solid rocket motor system design and selection is discussed in
Volume 5. Seventy pounds of insulation and liner are expended during
solid motor burn which is "inert" weight but does contribute some
specific impulse to the spacecraft. The solid motor support structure
consists of a stiffened 0. 025-inch-thick aluminum truncated cone.
2.4 Subsystem Weisht Comparison (Alternate Confisurations)
2.4. 1 Mechanical and Pyrotechnics
The Configuration C baseline and reference (solar) weights differ
from Configurations A and B weights because C has fold0ut solar array
paddles requiring additional hinges and deployment mechanisms. Con-
figuration C (RTG) has no solar array support structure and therefore
has lighter mechanical and pyrotechnic weight. The RTG support
structure is included in the spacecraft structure weights.
2.4.2 Spacecraft Structure
The Configuration C spacecraft structure weighs less than Cun-
figurations A or B because the large high-gain antenna serves as a
meteoroid protection on the aft end of the spacecraft.
2.4.3 Thermal Control
Less insulation weight is required for the liquid propulsion system
than for the solid propulsion resulting in less thermal control weight in
Configuration B.
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2.4.4 Communications and Data Handling
The reference configuration communications and data handling
subsystem weights are greater than the baseline configurations because
of the redundant components included. Configuration C weights are
heavier than those in Configurations A and B because the high-gain
antenna weighs 190 pounds compared to the high-gain antenna weight
of 43 pounds in Configurations A and B.
2.4.5 Electrical Power
The basis for electrical power weights are discussed in the
electrical power section.
2.4.6 Electrical Distribution
The only weight difference in the electrical distribution is the
cabling weights (10 pounds additional cabling is required in the reference
configuration).
2.4.7 Central Sequencin_ and Command
A completely redundant set of components are added to the baseline
configuration for the reference configuration.
2.4.8 Stabilization and Control
The reference configurations have an additional 4i pounds of
redundancy added to the baseline. Configuration C has an additional
earth sensor in the baseline and 2 earth sensors in the reference
configurations.
2.4.9 Science Support
The science support weights are the same for Configurations A
and B, but Configuration C is lower because only I gimbal and no
articulating arm.
2.4. l0 Spacecraft Science Payload
The spacecraft science payload weights are the same for all
configurations.
C
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_.4. il Spacecraft Propulsion
The same propulsion system module is used in Configurations A
and C. It consists of a solid rocket motor for retropropulsion and a
monopropellant midcourse correction propulsion system. The Con-
figuration B propulsion system module is a liquid bipropellant propul-
sion system (for both retropropulsion and midcourse correction). The
two systems are not easily compared on a weight basis but both have
approximately the same propellants available for deboost into Mars
orbit.
Z.5
Z.5.1
are listed in Tables 3-4, 3-5,
Electrical Power
Power Profile
The Voyager power profiles for the various configurations studied
and 3-6.
Z. 5.2 Power Subsystem Sizin$
The basis for sizing the components of the power subsystems for
the various configurations is as follows:
a. Battery
The specific energy of silver-cadmium batteries is _0.5
watt-hours/pound. The basis for this value is discussed in Volume 5.
For all of the solar-powered cases, the battery size is determined by
the requirements of maneuvers or eclipses in orbit, whichever is
larger. For the RTG case, a smaller battery is used for peak!oads
only.
b. RTG
The RTG design for Configuration C (reference) is discussed
in detail in Appendix H, Volume 5. The design point is based on the
cruise mode because the 200 watts required by the flight capsule during
cruise makes it the mode which has the highest power requirements
(450 watts conditioned).
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Six RTG's of 75 watts each was selected as the most reason-
able compromise, considering state of the art, symmetry, weight, and
criticality constraints.
RTG t s.
C,
The specific power used was 1.7 watts/lb for
Solar Array
For all of the sun-oriented cases considered, the specific
power per unit area is Z. 1 watts/ft Z. This value is based on a sun-
spacecraft distance of 1.67 AU and worst case degradation factors
including radiation damage in the Mars orbit of one earth-equivalent
(see Volume 5 for details). In all of the solar-powered cases, the solar
array design point was at the end of six months in orbit at 1.67 AU,
including power for battery charging following eclipses of maximum
duration (Z. 3 hours). Excess power was available from the array at
lower AU values for the flight capsule load of 200 watts.
A ten per cent increase in array area was required for Configuration
C, the earth-oriented case, because of the sun-spacecraft-earth angle
(approximately Z5 degrees) at the 1.6 AU point (see Volume 5). In this
particular configuration, the assumption was made that the spacecraft
is sun-oriented during the first several weeks of the mission, since the
initial sun-spacecraft-earth angle exceeds 80 degrees.
Z. 6 Allowable Component Temperatures
The minimum and maximum allowable temperatures for components
in the operating and nonoperating conditions are listed in Tables la
through 8a for the eight alternate configurations.
3. CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF PREFERRED DESIGN
In this section the criteria employed in the comparison of different
design concepts for the 1971 Voyager flight spacecraft and the selection
of the preferred design are listed and discussed. For the purpose of this
section, the dictionary meaning of "criterion" is used: "A means or
standard of judging. " This is in contrast to the other usages in which
"criteria" means ground rules or precepts to be followed. Thus we con-
sider criteria to be measures of superiority of spacecraft design.
IIZ
The criteria below, while in themselves not directly comparable,
have been listed approximately in descending order of importance. The
reasons they are not strictly comparable are that the various criteria
to some extent overlap, and to the extent they are not competing with
each other.
3. 1 Observance of Quarantine Constraint
The stringent requirement that the probability of contaminating Mars
-4
by a Voyager flight be less than 10 has been accepted as an overriding
ground rule for the Voyager missions. Although the severest implications
of this constraint apply to the flight capsule rather than to the flight space-
craft, those requirements interpreted as being on the spacecraft are
accepted as absolute requirements. The main areas of applicability to
the spacecraft are 1) a provision in the prelaunch sequence for the surface
sterilization of the external surfaces of the flight spacecraft and the
capsule canister, and the interior of the nose fairing of the launch vehicle,
and 2) the requirement for control of the interplanetary trajectory, with
provision for biasing in the selection of successive aiming points and
providing sufficient time after trajectory corrections for redeterrnination
of the orbit and the institution of additional corrective measures if required.
3. Z Probability of Successful Operation
Because the 1971 Voyager mission is the first of a series which may
last through many opportunities for exploration of Mars, and because of
.......L**e _L,._t........_,luen cJ ..........._h _,h_ch such oDDortunities__ occur, we have ranked the
probability of a successful mission higher than the scope of that mission.
3. 3 Failure Mode Capability
This criterion is very closely related to the preceding one. It
pertains to the ability to successfully achieve the mission objective even
though some of the equipment or functions required of the spacecraft
system are disabled. In particular, high importance is attached to the
ability to achieve functional reliability through parallel, but nonidentical,
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functional paths. The advantage of this approach over that of pure equip-
ment redundancy is twofold. First, the implementation of a backup mode
for accomplishing a certain function often need not be as complex as the
primary mode, nor will it consume as much of the available weight, power,
or space. Second, with identical equipment redundancy, a defect of
materials or design which leads to the failure of one mechanization of a
function has a high possibility of disabling the second. With nonidentical
equipment, complete loss of the function due to such a defect is less likely.
3.4 Versatility and Adaptability of Design to Variations in Tra)ectory,
Orbit, and Subsecluent Launch Opportunities
The purpose of this criterion is to recognize the value of a flight
spacecraft design which may be used in different modes of trajectory and
orbit about Mars within a single launch opportunity, and which is adaptable
to the changing requirement s associated with the successive missions of
the Voyager program. As to variations in earth-Mars trajectory, vari-
ations in trajectory geometry and characteristics with launch data must
be accommodated. Accomodations to variations in arrival date need not
be extreme to make a meaningful mission, but because all of the factors
which will enhance the scientific missions of the spacecraft and the flight
capsule have not been specified, the superior spacecraft design is the one
which will be able to accommodate the families of trajectories which are
chosen. It is noted that for much of the launch opportunity, as launch date
progresses, arrival date, asymptotic approach velocity, and approach
orientation relative to the sun are closely correlated with each other. The
implication is that an interplanetary trajectory chosen to achieve certain
characteristics of the approach to Mars for a given launch date will permit
approximately the same characteristics to be obtained at a different launch
date if the arrival date is maintained essentially constant.
Many of the considerations of the preceding paragraph are also
applicable to describe the desired adaptability of the design to different
orbits about Mars. Within the quarantine constraint as interpreted in the
1971 Voyager Mission Guidelines there is a progressive choice of orbits
ll4
in which the most eccentric have relatively low altitudes at periapsis
and the more circular have higher altitudes at periapsis. It appears that
the desirable orbits are the ones adjacent to the limitations imposed by the
quarantine constraint. For a given interplanetary trajectory, a given pro-
pulsion capability permits insertion into orbit with eccentricity equal to
or greater than a minimum eccentricity. The ability of the spacecraft to
accomodate various orbits about Mars includes the magnitude of the
velocity increment achievable at orbit insertion, the possible enhancement
achievable by the use of an orbit trim propulsive maneuver, and the ability
of the spacecraft to survive periods of eclipse.
An important part of this criterion is adaptability of the design to
Voyager missions for launch opportunities subsequent ts 1971. This
criterion places a value on ability to accommodate the types of inter=
planetary trajectories and possible orbits for the 1973 opportunity, the
ability to adapt to a flight capsule of increased mass, size, and moment
or inertia, for 1975 and later, and the ability to have the retropropulsion
system deleted from the design with a minimum effect on the configuration
and layout.
3.5 Ability to Accommodate a Variable Science Payload
The ability to accomodate a variable science payload is important
because I) the nature and complement of the science payload which will
be carried on the 1971 spacecraft has not yet been detailed, Z) an ability
to accommodate changes in a science payload rather than a design
appropriate only to one complement of _-_,_._-:--_'¢_instrurnents is highly
valuable for the 1971 mission, and 3) it is inevitable that the scientific
objectives of the Voyager spacecraft be revised and updated for successive
launch opportunities.
The ability to accommodate a variable science payload includes the
availability of space, weight margin, electrical power, provision for
required commands, data storage capability, and communications data
transmission capability. To a certain extent these abilities are provided
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by a spacecraft design which is conservative to the point of providing
performance margins, as described in Section 3.8 below. Beyond this
conservatism, however, is the requirement that the available resources
of the spacecraft be meaningfully applicable to the requirements of the
science payload. Examples of applicable design features are:
• Standardization of mounting panels, in terms of size,
shape, and electrical bonding characteristics.
• Thermal control which can accommodate substantial
variation in the distribution of power dissipating items
on a mounting panel.
• Volume and weight margins to accommodate late changes
in instrument design, and to provide for shielding or
cable separation to isolate one instrument from another.
3.6 Extent of Science Coverage of Mars
As the objectives of the Voyager mission are to detect and transmit
to earth the greatest amou6t of information concerning the planet Mars, the
ability of the spacecraft to provide science coverage of the planet is neces-
sary. The ultimate attainment here is the ability to point any instrument
at any visible portion of Mars from any point in the orbit. This ultimate
may be prevented inevitably by certain conflicts; for example, a possible
inability to operate several instruments simultaneously. The spacecraft
design, the articulation of the planet-oriented package, and the ability of
the stabilization and control system to achieve and maintain required
spacecraft attitude, contribute to the extent to which the ultimate is
approached.
3. 7 Ability to Accommodate Various Capsule Sequences
The ability of the spacecraft to accommodate various capsule
sequences is the counterpart of the criterion of 3.5, the ability to
accommodate a variable science payload. It also is desirable because
the current state of flight capsule design is far from firm. Among the
variations which the spacecraft should be capable of accommodating are
different capsule sizes, shapes, and weights; different landing sites;
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different geometry and sequences for the separation of the capsule vehicle
from the spacecraft; and variations in the command and telemetry require-
ments of the flight capsule, both while it is attached to the spacecraft and
after it is separated.
Numerous sequences describing the operations required of both the
capsule vehicle and the spacecraft at the time of capsule-spacecraft sep-
aration can be generated, and a number of these are identified in Section
5. I. The sequence selected for implementation in the spacecraft design
was chosen with two interpretations of this criterion in mind, operational
simplicity of the entire sequence, and the imposition of minimum re-
strictive requirements on the capsule vehicle. The striving for the
simplest operational profiles is in keeping with the criterion of 3. Z, and
is a high-priority goal of the spacecraft design in general. However, it
is recognized that performance of critical functions such as attitude con-
trol are more accurate/y and more reliably handled by the spacecraft
than by the capsule, partly because the emphasis of the capsule is on
entry survival and surface operations rather than on interplanetary guidance
and control, and partly because the capsule is subjected to a much more
extreme environment in the heat sterilization before launch. Therefore,
the achievement of operational simplicity, while desirable, is not to be
done so as to penalize the flight capsule design by requiring these
functions to be met with undue precision.
3.8 Spacecraft System Performance MarGins
This criterion refers to the establishment of performance capabilities
of the flight spacecraft which are beyond the minimum requirements, so
as to provide margins (for example) in thermal control, electrical power
generated, and communications bit rate availability. The desirability of
such margins has been noted in Section 3.5, in connection with the ability
to accommodate a variable science payload. In another sense, this
criterion is tied in with that of Section 3. Z, in that the reliability of the
spacecraft operation is enhanced when the cumulative power, temperature,
and other demands of the components do not consume tb__ entire environ-
mental resources of the spacecraft.
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As an example, it is well documented that the expected lifetime of
electronic components is degraded as the maximum temperature is
increased. Therefore, a thermal control system which maintains temper-
atures substantially below the maximum permitted operating temperature
will improve system reliability, even though a less effective thermal
control system might conform to the specification requirements. Similarly,
an electrical power supply which more than meets the demands of the
subsystems in amount of power available, regulation, and ripple, will foster
a more reliable mission.
In addition, having excess performance capabilities provides for
versatility in adaption of the spacecraft design to varying mission require-
ments, and to unforeseen conditions which may arise due to unpredicted
environments, partial failures, and other causes.
3.9 Use of Proven Subsystem Implementation Concepts
Criteria listed above this one deal mostly with what it is that the
spacecraft design is supposed to accomplish. The criterion and succeeding
ones deal with how the design is to meet these goals, Although this group
of criteria is listed below the other ones, the fact that it addresses a
different aspect of the spacecraft design in a sense makes inapplicable any
inferences drawn from the ranking.
This criterion recognizes that even large analytical, developmental,
and ground testing programs of subsystems and components cannot replace
the confidence generated by successful performance on interplanetary
spacecraft missions. Therefore, the use of components which have been
proven on current successful interplanetary spacecraft is preferred when
the requirements imposed by the mission on the particular components
can be met. This does not mean that new concepts and new equipment
might not be used, because many of the Voyager requirements have not
been implemented in past or current interplanetary probes. But where
a requirement has been met successfully, the proven hardware is the
preferred design choice.
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3. l0 Developmental Simplicity, and Minimization of Development Risk
This criterion applies to those areas outside the scope of the pre-
ceding paragraph. The acceptance of the value of this criterion has been
formalized by the Preliminary 1971 Voyager Specification and the estab-
lishment of a July, 1966, development freeze date. The purpose of this
criterion is to preclude the possibility of embarking on a development
where the probability of success is not assured and thus jeopardizing the
entire development by a commitment to an approach which might not work
out.
S. II Simple Interfaces with other Mission Elements
Itis desired that the design of the flight spacecraft be done in such
a way as to enable the simplest interfaces with other mission elements,
and to impose the least constraints on other elements of the Voyager
program. This criterion can be interpreted narrowly as in the interest
of convenience of project management; however, its observance will
definitely have a broader beneficial effect on the probability of success of
the entire mission. Itis inevitable that complex interfaces which arise
from long and detailed requirements of one system on another imposes an
obstacle to the ultimate success of the entire project.
Of course, as the designs of the various systems of the Voyager
mature, certain assumptions and requirements willarise which have to
cross system boundaries. In achieving the detailed design it is possible
to restrict the complexity of these interface requirements to the minimum
possible, consistent with achieving the technical requirements.
3. 12 Layout and Design
It is desired that the layout and design of the flight spacecraft be
conducted so as to provide modularity, accessibility, ease of testing, and
a minimum requirement for the use of unusual handling and testing
facilities.
Modularity contributes to the versatility mentioned above in Section
3.5 in handling variable complements of subsystem components and science
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payload. On a larger scale, modularity permits the interchanges of major
subsystems (for example, the propulsion subsystem) for the different re-
quirements of successive launch opportunities. The further benefit of
modularity is a reduction in the different types of handling equipment,
testing equipment, and spares required. An example of modularity
providing these benefits is the use of identical solar array panels for the
entire spacecraft. Accessibility and ease of testing are properties with
obvious value. The benefits will accrue from the first production phases
through launch.
The requirement of unusual handling and testing facilities may be
enlarged if subsystem implementation by newly developed approaches is
necessary (Section 3.10). But the need for such facilities can be minimized
if attention is paid to this goal during the developmental phases. Examples
of design features which observe this requirement are:
• The segregation of certain components into subassemblies
so as to permit the minimum handling of major assemblies
consistent with the requirements for assembly logistics and
subassembly testing. One application is the association of
altitude control sensors (optical and gyros) on a subassembly
for best alignment procedures.
• Provision that structural support of articulated antennas
and planet oriented package permit installation and test of
these appendages with the solar panels not present. This
reduces the hazard of excessive handling of the panels,
and also may obviate a requirement for unusually large
vehicles to ship the spacecraft.
• Thermal control louver assemblies which may be installed
in one operation on the equipment mounting panels. This
mounting is done late in the assembly sequence, so as to
subject the delicate louvers to minimum handling.
3. 13 Compliance and Compatibility with the Intent of the Preliminary
1971 Voyager Specification
Essentially all of the aspects of the mission specification have been
recognized in the preceding 12 sections. The inclusion of this criterion at
this point is in recognition of the fact that certain ground rules which have
been laid down by JPL for the Phase IA study are artificial in that they
IZ0
establish the uniformity of the study as a competitive test or exercise.
Although this aspect of the spacification will not apply to the final Voyager
spacecraft design, it is accepted as a criterion for the selection of the
design of the spacecraft system in the Phase IA study.
4. ITERATION OF SYSTEM DESIGN FOR RELIABILITY
Reliability has been included as a key Voyager system design
parameter. To support this purpose numerical reliability analyses have
been made for various design options at the spacecraft system and sub-
system levels. Reliability potentials for each approach were then judged
in combination with other system performance characteristics. Inter-
mediate design objectives defined as baseline and reference systems, as
described in Section II of this voiume, provide iteration stages at which
reliability evaluations establish important selection criteria. The follow-
ing discussion presents the concepts and specific evolutionary analyses
employed to converge upon the finally selected spacecraft system and sub-
system configurations. Three broad spacecraft system classes (configura-
tions A, B, and C) have been analyzed for reliability potential at their
baseline and reference stages of design iteration and for a wide variety of
subsystem implementations. The reliability features of the spacecraft
designs which were by-passed as well as the final selected system are
discussed here. The mission reliability characteristics of the final system
are presented and compared against the design objectives given in the
Voyager 1971 Mission Specification.
4.1 Approach, Methods, and Conclusions
4. I. 1 System Configurations and Design Stages
A multiplicity of initial system and subsystem design concepts were
generated. These concepts evolved, through processes of selection, into
representatives of the major classes of design approach, i.e. , configura-
tions A, B and C as treated in the first iteration stage of Figure 3-Z0 .
Baseline designs were then established for each of the major classes. The
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Figure 3-Z0. Reliability Assessments in Support of
Voyager Tradeoff and Selection Process
purpose of a baseline design is to force recognition of those factors which
are required to perform the minimum specified mission in the simplest,
most reliable way for each configuration class without consideration of
functional or equipment redundancy.
Baseline designs for each class of design approach were then sub-
jected to an extensive reliability improvement effort. At the subsystem
level the process involved the generation of alternative implementations
as illustrated in the second iteration stage of Figure 3-20. These alterna-
tives involve various levels of functional and equipment redundancy (and
associated switching logic) and a rational selection of the best of these
based on the reliability improvement per pound of added weight. At this
point, each configuration class was represented by a single design desig-
nated the reference design as shown at stage 3 of Figure 3-Z0 .
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Without exploiting the possible performance improvements, the
reference designs were compared and the final design concept selected.
Details of this selection process are in Section III. 5 and provide the
fourth design iteration phase illustrated in Figure 3- 20.
Finally, a design effort iteration, directed at design refinement
and performance improvement, was applied to the selected system class.
Subsystem designs, performance estimates, and weight and reliability
assessments were refined to bring the selected configuration into final
form. This constitutes the augmented system iterated as the final step
in Figure 3- 20.
4.1.2 Reliability Assessments and Tradeoff
As shown in Figure 3-Z0 reliability assessments were made for each
system class in its baseline configuration. Additional assessments were
then made for the subsystem implementations (options) which formed the
set from which reference configurations were selected. Quantitative re-
liability estimates (i. e. assessments) have been based upon statistical
parameters characteristic of the detailed electrical and mechanical ele
ments contained within specific spacecraft subsystems and components,
and upon their stress levels, duty cycles, and analysis of their failure
effects. These parameters have then formed a basis for estimating
Voyager mission-success potentials when combined with selected proba-
bilistic models. The models employed have been classic in form and
given engineering interpretations which are inherently conservative in all
TRW Reliability Manual which is available to JPL and NASA.
The reliability associated with each of the various design concepts
and options considered in this study was judged to be of greatest value
insofar as it was achieved at least expense to other performance features.
This basic criterion establishes a foundation for design tradeoff analyses
at the system and subsystem level, using comparative reliability improve-
ments rates (relative to weight) as the means for discriminating between
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design options. Appendix A discusses the analytical procedure used to
draw an optimum solution (i. e. system configuration) from a large number
of options differing in their individual potential for reliability improvement.
Figure 3-20 shows that the process of analyzing reliability improve-
ments is conducted with baseline reliability assessments as the level of
comparison for each system class. Thus, the best reliability level above
its baseline reliability constitutes the criterion for each of the three ref-
erence configurations. Section 4.5 provides the reliability analysis ground-
rules pertinent to all assessment and tradeoff studies made for design
iterations.
4. I. 3 Conclusions
The following mission reliability assessments were found for the
three system classes in their three basic stages of iteration:
Assessed Total Mission Reliability
Class or
Configuration Baseline Reference Augmented
A 0. 1654 0. 7067 0. 7081
B 0. 1643 0.7001 -
C 0. 1658 0. 6955 -
Analysis shows that there is a meager basis for the selection of
either configurations A, B, or C from their relative ability to utilize
weight for reliability improvement. The principal decision criteria be-
come l} their relative absolute reliability potentials (where the small
difference is in favor of Configurations A and BI and 2) other design con-
siderations which favor Configuration A. This convergence to a single
basic configuration and its augmentation for added performance as discussed
below and in Section 5 of this volume. The reliability capabilities of the
augmented design forms the basis for the design reliability objectives given
in Volume 2, Section III.
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It is seen that the comparative total mission success probabilities
are 16.5 per cent for Configuration A in its baseline version and 70.8 per
cent in its augmented version. This difference shows the benefits gained
by allocating weight increases to spacecraft subsystems for the implemen-
tation of redundancy. (A total weight increase of less than 150 pounds was
required.) The underlying design iterations presented in the following
sections have thus assured a greatly improved Voyager mission success
capability.
4. Z Mission Reliability Criteria
Reliability analyses use the following criteria set by the Voyager 1971
Mission Specification.
• Competing characteristic criteria (Section IID 5)
• Mission profile (Section IIB Z)
• Mission primary objectives (with prescribed
mission success probabilities) (Section II A I).
Additional reliability criteria, based upon those specified, include the
definitions of mission phases and critical phases for subsystems. Fig-
ure 3-21 shows where additional criteria are derived from the specified
criteria, their interrelationships, and their use to compare the spacecraft
reliability with mission objectives. The following paragraphs discuss
specific criteria and refer to Figure 3-21 to clarify their interrelationships.
4. Z. 1 Mission Phases
For the purpose of reliability analysis a representative Voyager
mission was established and was based upon the mission profile given in
the Voyager specification. Figure 3-21 indicates the pertinent specification
section. The representative mission is as follows:
Mission Phase l:
(0.3 hour)
For the period from liftoff through boost
and the accomplishment of spacecraft
injection. (Voyager Specification,
SectionII-A, I, (1)).
IZ5
ICOMPETING 't
CHARACTERISTIC
CRITERIA
II D5
rM,ss,oNDEF'NEHSEL  C"T' LPROFILE ANALYTICAL MISSION PHASEMISSION FOR EACHII B2 PHASES SUBSYSTEM
r .... t
FUNCTIONAL ALTERNATE PERFORM ALL
REQUIREMENTS SYSTEM RELIABILITY
CONCEPTS & ASSESSMENTS AND
II E VERSIONS TRAD EOFFS
ITERATION PROCESS SHOWN
L_ ,NF,. _URE._:_0
M'SS'ONI IC M' ARESPACEC'  PRIMARY _ MISSION RELIABILITYOBJECTIVES WITH PRIMARYII AI MISSION OBJECTIVES
JPL VOYAGER 1971
MISSION SPECIFICATION
I
I
I
I
I
H SPECIFY
EXPRESS RELIABILITY bESIGN OBJECTIVES
OF AUGMENTED BY RELIABILITY
SYSTEM FOR ALL APPORTIONMENT,
MISSION PHASES SEE
VOL 2, SECT III
Figure 3-31. Criteria for Reliability Assessments
and Comparison with Mission Objectives
Mission Phase 2:
(4280 hours)
Mission Phase 3:
(50 hours)
Mission Phase 4:
(720 hours)
For the period after spacecraft injection
through cruise (including midcourse cor-
rections) and the accomplishment of cap-
sule separation. (Voyager Specification,
Section II-A, l, (2) ).
For the period after capsule separation,
including accomplishment of spacecraft
successful retropropulsion (Mars orbit
attainment) and orbital operation condi-
tions. This phase also includes the relay
of capsule entry data. (Voyager Specifi-
cation, Section II-A, i (3) ).
For the period after successful spacecraft
orbit attainment and extending for one
month. (Voyager Specification, Section II-A,
i (4)).
IZ6
Mission Phase 5:
(3600 hours)
For the period after a one month successful
spacecraft orbital operation and extending
for five months. (No specific Voyager
specification objective. )
4. Z. 2 Competing Characteristic Criteria
For spacecraft subsystem tradeoff analyses the following descending
order of priority was employed to constrain design decisions for reliability
as illustrated in Figure 3-21. (Corresponding mission phases and Voyager
specification paragraph numbers are referenced. )
a) Mars contamination constraints (Specification, Section II
D 5 (I) and n D (Z)
b) Probability of valid checkout of spacecraft by OSE with-
out jeopardy of launch opportunity
c) Probability of spacecraft boost and injecting survival
through mission phase 1
d) Probability of achieving communications telemetry
downlink (Specification Section IID 5 (Z) during mission
phases 2 and 3
e) Probability of continuous operation of spacecraft sun-
line attitude control, thermal control, and spacecraft
power subsystem functions during mission phases 2
and 3. (Specification Sections II D 5 (3) (4) and (5))
Probability of spacecraft support of capsule tempera-
ture and power requirements. (Specification IID 5
(6) and (7)) during mission phase Z
g) Probability of achieving communications and commands
uplink to the spacecraft (Specification Section II D 5
(8) during mission phases 2, 3, and 4
h) Probability of performing spacecraft roll and mid-
course maneuvers (Specification Sections IID 5 (9)
and (I0) during mission phases 2 and 3
i) Probability of successful capsule separation from
properly oriented spacecraft (Specification Sections II
D 5 (II) and (14) during mission phase 3
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j) Probability of successfully achieving a spacecraft orbit
at Mars (Specification Section II D 5 (12) during mission
phase 3
k) Probability of operating spacecraft instruments at Mars
(Specification Section IID 5 (13) during mission phase 4
i) Probability of successful operation of spacecraft cruise
instrumentation (Specification Section II D 5 (17) during
mission phase 2.
It is seen that spacecraft functions required for each mission phase are
correlated with the priority listing. For example, the requirements esta-
blished for successful boost and injection survival include the functioning
of ordnance devices within phase l (criterion b). It is seen also that the
listed ranking of phase 1 functions (and equipment to complete these func-
tions) makes them conditional factors for the success of phase 2 mission
operation. Thus, criteria b and c are ranked above d only because they
are effectively conditional events for d.
In general, it is foreseen that the criticality of the Mars contamina-
tion constraints does not interface significantly with hardware reliability
objectives established for the Voyager spacecraft (with the exception of
stabilization and control accuracy) and pertain predominantly to the cap-
sule design and handling techniques.
4.2.3 Success Probability Requirements
The Voyager 1971 mission specification (Section II A) provides a
series of cumulative (probability of success) objectives for successive
mission events. Figure 3-Zl shows the means whereby these objectives
are compared with the reliability assessments made by cumulative mission
phases as defined. The cumulative reliability objectives are specified as:
Mission Phase(s) 1 l&2 1,2&3 i, 2, 3,g_4 1,2,3,4&5
Reliability Objective 0. 900 0. 800 0. 650 0. 450 None given
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These objectives can be transformed into design reliability objectives by
separate phases. (The reliability for any separate phase is the probability
at the end of the phase divided by the probability at the end of the preceding
phase.) Thus, for separate phases
Mission Phase 1 Z 3 4 5
O. 888 O. 813Reliability Objective O. 900 O. 692 None given
4. Z.4 Critical Mission Phase
As illustrated in Figure 3-21 reliability assessments for subsystem
tradeoff analyses are based upon the critical phase for each subsystem.
For subsystems which execute their function within a given phase, that
phase is obviously critical for it. For a subsystem functioning over many
phases, its critical phase is the phase for which the design objective re-
liability is most demanding. These demands are more severe within a
given mission phase when
• There is a specified numerical objective
• The phase is of long duration
• Many subsystems (of high priority rank) are
simultaneously employed.
Reliability tradeoff between subsystems is meaningful only when these
subsvstems have the same critical nh_se. R_l_h_l_txr _],r_,_ f_,_- ,,-_A._..;v
can then use a single time base for computation.
4.3 System Selection Analysis
A succession of reliability assessments has been provided as illus-
trated in Figure 3-20. Each set of assessments, shown as baseline
(A b, B b, and Cb) and reference (At, Br, and Cr) for the three basic sys-
tem classes, consists of a number of individual case analyses. Each case
consists of a combined reliability assessment and definitive system design
configuration. For the organization of this study, reliability analyses are
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provided for subsystems and subsystem elements. Each of these sub-
systems and elements must be judged to be "independent" in that its failure
jeopardizes the total mission capability. For this purpose, note the differ-
ences between the three basic system configurations and the mission phases
at which these differences are effective.
4.3. i Spacecraft Configuration Differences
Figure 3- Z2 shows the essential spacecraft configuration differences
accounted for in the derivation of three reference system configurations
z
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:_ _ SEPARATION CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS POWER SEQUENCING J& COMMAND DISTRIBUTION & CONTROL 8.1 8.2 SUPPORT
Z REI"RO I MIDCOURSE
CARC JETT
k_2
CAPSULE
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-
Figure 3-22. Spacecraft Configuration Differences
Accounted for in Reliability Tradeoff
from their three baseline counterparts. At the outset it is apparent that
many subsystem elements within the three configurations are the same.
It is also seen that there is a correlation between defined subsystems and
the mission phases in which their individual operation is required. This
correlation is as follows:
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1.0
Subsystem
Mechanical, Ordnance,
and Separation
2.0 Thermal Control
3.0 Telecommunications
Phases
Phase I for spacecraft separation
Phase 3 for capsule base separation
Phases 1,2, 3, 4, and 5 for basic frame
Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5 for meteoroid
protection
Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5
Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5 for spacecraft
communications. Phase 3 for cap-
sule communications
6.0
7.0
8.0
Power
Central Sequencing
and Command
Electrical Distribution
Stabilization and Control
P ropuls ion
9.0 Science Support
Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5
Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5
Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5
Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5
Phase 2 for midcourse. Phase 3
for retropropulsion
Phases 4 and 5 for planet-oriented
package and related elements.
Phase 2 for cruise science.
It is seen that only separation (ordnance), the capsule receiver, retro-
propulsion, and the POP (planet oriented package) elements are not utilized
within phase 2. The simultaneous use of the remaining subsystem elements
in conjunction with the extended duration (and high phase reliability require-
ments) of mission phase 2, indicates that it will materially constrain the
spacecraft design for reliability. Thus phase 2 is the critical mission
phase (as defined in subsection 4.2.4) and the reliability of subsystems
within phase 2 are amenable to tradeoff with spacecraft weight increments.
Reference to Figure 3-22 shows that the subsystems unique to indi-
vidual system configurations are for the most part critical in other than
phase 2. These include,
• The capsule base jettison system which is critical
in phase 3
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• The retropropulsion subsystem which is critical
in phase 3
• The POP which is critical in phases 4 and 5.
With those elements held from the optimization of phase 2 reliability (to be
inserted as subsequent modifiers) the remaining reliability controlling ele-
ments within mission phase 2 are:
• The communications antennas
• The need for an earth sensor in Configuration C
• The optional use of a monopropellant or bipropellant
midcourse propulsion system.
From these observations it is seen that the ability to discriminate between
the three system configurations in terms of subsystem differences can be
reduced to an analysis of their relative influence upon the assessed (base-
line and reference) reliability levels for the mission.
4.3.2 Baseline System Assessments
Each basic system configuration was designed in its baseline state
through a process of functional simplification and design conservatism
intended to achieve a maximum reliability without recourse to equipment
level redundancy. Thus, the sizes, weights, power, and other performance
characteristics of all baseline (nonredundant) equipment reflect the con-
straint of reliability optimization. The reliability model and reliability
function pertinent to all three baseline configurations is shown in Fig-
ure 3- Z3.
Table 3-7 provides the assessed reliability for all system elements
of Configuration A and each mission phase. This table shows phase Z
reliability to be the critical phase based on its reliability deficiency.
Table 3-8 shows the cumulative mission capabilities of baseline Configura-
tion A and compares it with the mission objectives set by the Voyager mis-
sion specification. The underlying estimates upon which all reliability
assessments are based are given in Appendix B.
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Figure 3-33. Reliability Model
for Baseline Spacecraft
The differences between baseline Configurations A, B, and C,
illustrated in Figure 3- ZZ reduce to the following comparisons.
a) The use of double gimbals on the six-foot antenna
for Configurations A and B provide a phase 2 reli-
ability of 0. 9653 as compared to 0. 952Z for the
combined deployable feed (0. 9995), auxiliary three-
foot antenna with one gimbal (0. 9800) and the added
earth sensor* (0.9722) for Configuration C.
b) The comparative total mission reliabilities of a
monopropellant propulsion and solid retropropulsion
engine (0. 9620) for Configurations A and C with a
bipropellant propulsion system (0. 9555) for Con-
figuration B.
c) The added risk of the jettison of the capsule base
from the Configurations A and C spacecraft assessed
to have a reliability of 0. 99982 effective in phase 3.
d) The ability to reduce the mission risk of a double
gimballed POP (0. 9630) on Configurations A and B
to that of a single gimbal POP (0. 9784) for Con-
figuration C.
as
The comparison of reliability potentials for the total mission shows little
difference between basic configurations. These reliability estimates are
"Assessed as equivalent to a Canopus sensor in reliability.
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Table 3-7. Reliability of Baseline (Configuration A)
by Separate Mission Phases
System Elements
Subsystem Equipment
Phases of Representative Mission
Phase i Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
1.0
Mechanical
Ordnance and
Separation
g.0
Thermal Control
3.0
Telecommunications
4.0
Power
5.0
Central Sequencing
and Command
6.0
Electrical
Distribution
7.0
Stabilization
and Control
8.0
Propulsion
9.0
Science Support
Total System
Total 0.99724 0.97698 0.99977 0.999997 0.999995
Spacecraft Frame 0. 99742 0. 99998 0. 99995 0. 999997 0. 999995
Launch Vehicle Separation 0. 99982
Spacecraft/Capsule Base 0. 99982
Jettison
Meteoroid Protection 0. 9770
Total 0. 999996 0. 999387 0. 999993 0. 999897 0. 999485
Louvers 0. 999997 0. 999536 0. 999995 0. 999922 0. 99961
Heaters and Thermostats 0. 999999 0. 999851 0. 999998 0. 999975 0. 999875
Total 0. 97881 0. 73601 0. 9967l 0. 94807 0. 77623
S-Band It eceiver 0.99306 0.90607 0.99889 0.98211 0.92017
Data Handling Unit 0.99558 0.93661 0.99922 0.98860 0.95210
S-Band Transmitter 0. 99124 0. 88273 0. 99886 0. 97941 0. 89953
(VHF) Capsule Receiver 0.99878 0.98251 0.99980 0.99700 0.98498
Total 0. 99012 0. 87995 0. 99875 0. 97332 0. 89946
Solar Array 0.99900 0.99900 0.99990 0.99500 0.99000
Shunt RegulatorsPower Control Unit
Batteries 0.99111 0.88083 0.99885 0.97821 0.90855
Battery Regulators JInverters
Total 0. 99009 0. 86860 0. 99767 0. 97668 0. 88424
Input Decoder
Command Decoder
Sequencer
Power Converters
Total 0.99384 0.91158 0.99887 0.99010 0.92857
Cable, Connectors and
Junction Boxes
Command Distribution Unit
Total 0. 98514 0. 86462 0. 99674 0. 97378 0. 87754
Control Electronics
Gyros and Electronics
Sun Sensor and Electronics
Canopus Sensor
Reaction Controls
Total 0.99780 0.99137 0.97401 0.99962 0.99883
Retropropulsion
Midcourse Propulsion
Total 0. 99995 0. 99702 0. 98510
Planet Oriented Package 0. 99702 0. 98510
Magnetometer Deployment 0. 99995
0. 93481 0. 42916 0. 96292 0. 86594
0.9D0 0. 888 0.813 0. 692
variance
indicates
most
critical
phase
Voyager 197l (Possibly includes launch
Mission* vehicle reliability)
Der*ved from the
Specification
0.49473
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Table 3-8. Cumulative Mission Reliability of
Baseline (Configuration A) Spacecraft
System Elements
Subsystem
Cumulative Mission Phases
Phase 1 Phases Phases Phases
Equipment only l and 2 I, 20 3 I, 2, 3, 4
Phases
I, 2, 3, 4, 5
1.0
Mechanical
Ordnance and
Sepa ration
2.0
Thermal Control
3.0
Telecommunications
4.0
Power
5.0
Central Sequencing
and Command
6.0
Electrical
Distribtuion
7.0
Stabilization
and Control
8.0
Propulsion
9.0
Science Support
Total System
Voyager 1971
Mission
Specification
Total 0. 99724 0. 97428 0. 97406 0. 97406 0. 97405
Spacecraft Frame
Launch Vehicle Separation
Spacecraft/Capsule Base
Jettison
Meteoroid Protection
Total 0. 999996 0. 999383 0. 999376 0. 999273 0. 998578
Louvers 0. 999997 0. 999533 0. 999528 0. 999450 0. 999060
Heaters and Thermostats 0. 999999 0. 999850 0. 999848 0. 999823 0. 999698
Total 0. 97881 0. 72041 0.71808 0. 68079 0. 52845
S-Band Receiver 0. 99306 0. 89978 0. 89878 0. 88270 0.81ZZ 3
Data Handling Unit 0.99558 0.93247 0.93174 0.92112 0.8770
S-Band Transmitter 0. 99124 0. 8750 0. 8740 0. 8560 0. 770
(VHF) Capsule Receiver 0.99878 0.98131 0.98111 0.97817 0.96348
Total 0. 99012 0. 87125 0. 87017 0. 84695 0. 76176
Solar Array 0.99900 0.99800 0.99790 0.99291 0.98292
Shunt Regulators 1
Power Control Unit
Batteries 0. 99111 0,8730 0.87Z0 0.8530 0.7750
Battery Regulators
Inverters
Total 0. 99009 0. 860 0. 858 0. 838 0. 741
Input Decoder
Command Decoder
Sequencer
Power Converters
Total 0. 99384 0. 90597 0. 90495 0. 896 0. 832
Cable, Connectors and
Junction boxes
Command Distribution Unit
Total 0.98514 0.85177 0.84899 0.82647 0.72526
Control Electronics
Gyros and Electronics
Sun Sensor and Electronics
Canopus Sensor
Reaction Controls
Total 0.99780 0.98919 0.96348 0. 96311 0.96198
Retropr opuision
Midcour se Propulsion
Total 0. 99995 0. 99995 0. 996970 0. 9821Z
Planet Oriented Package
Magnetometer Deployment
(Possibly includes launch
vehicle reliability)
0.93481 0.40118 0.38631 0.33440
0.90 0.80 0.65 0.45
0.16544
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(Configuration A)
R A = 0. 1654 {from Table 3-81
(Configuration B)
/( o.9555RB = RA 0. 9620
[ Corrects for
propulsion
differences
(Configuration C)
2_0. 9522 )
RC = RA 0. 9653
Corrects for
cruise antennas
and earth
sensors
I. 000
o. 99--qq_z o. 164 3
Corrects for
capsule base
jettison
0. 9784 )_
0. 9630 0. 1658
Corrects for
single gimbal
POP
This comparison assumes the maximum reliability effect of all differences
by assuming them to be in-line in all cases whereas it is seen that some
differences are masked by inherent functional redundancies, viz. , the
antenna.
As a broad conclusion it is found that there are only minor differ-
ences between the reliability potentials of the three system configurations
leaving their functional differences as the primary basis for discrimination
in their baseline versions. It remains necessary, however, to examine
the degree to which each configuration is amenable to reliability improve-
ments through the use of feasible levels of equipment redundancy and po-
tential augmentation of their separate reference configurations.
The reliability analyses discussed below are those employed to
l) assess the baseline state of the three configurations, 2) show
the array of alternate subsystem design options to improve reliability
through redundancy, and 3) derive a final configuration from three refer-
ence system alternatives.
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4. 3. 3 Alternate Subsystem Options
Each subsystem element of the three baseline configurations was
evaluated in terms of its ability to employ redundancy for enhancing reli-
ability in its most critical mission phase. These design options are num-
bered relative to their equivalent nonredundant subsystem implementations
which are designated "option zero" in each instance. Each numbered
option has an associated weight increase above the nonredundant (baseline}
design for that subsystem. The following paragraphs indicate the number
of design options considered for various subsystems. Figures are refer-
enced which depict the reliability and weight increments (including weight
for power increments as part of the option weight increment} associated
with the interim selections of primary importance. Appendix B documents
the details of reliability computations.
a. Meteoroid Protection
Meteoroid protection is an element of the mechanical, ordnance,
and separation subsystem. Figure 3-24a gives the reliability model
applicable to all options. Three design options are considered for 0.020,
0.025, and 0.030 inch thick protective plates. Figure 3-24b shows the
reliability levels and corresponding weight increases associated with these
design options.
COMPONENT (1) RELIABILITY (i) CRITICAL PHASE
! SPACECRAFT FRAME 0.99742 I
2 LAUNCH VEHICLE SEPARATION 0.99982 1
3 SPACECRAFT/CAPSULE BASE JETTISON 0.99982 3
4 METEOROID PROTECTION 0.9770 2
R (t) = R1 R2 R3 FOR ALL PHASES
and Separation
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Figure 3-Z4b. Meteoroid Protection
b. Thermal Control
The thermal control subsystem presents several options which
differ only slightly in their reliability levels and weights. Figure 3-Z5
shows the applicable reliability model for all options.
COMPONENT (i) RELIABILITY (1) CRITICAL PHASE
i LOUVERS 0.999536 2
2 HEATERS AND THERMOSTATS 0.999851 2
R(t) = RI R2
--O--O--
Figure 3-25. Thermal Control Subsystem
c. S-Band Receiver
The S-band receiver presents three primary options above the
baseline (and two secondary options). The primary-option configurations
are described in Figure 3-Z6a . Figure 3-Z6b shows the reliability
versus weight relationship for this subsystem element.
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COMPONENTS (i) _'i' FAILURE RATE, PARTS PER 109 HOURS
I ANTENNA, 2 GIMBAL 8100
2 DIPLEXER 250
3 ANTENNA, OMNI 1170
4 RECEIVER COMPONENT 17,228
6 COMMAND DETECTOR 5412
7 RECEIVER SELECTOR 1209
8 4670ANTENNA, I GIMBAt
R(t) = (I-Q A QB Qc)R7 (I-Q_) FOR OPTION NO. 5
WHERE QA = I-R I R2R 4
QB = I-R3 R2 R4 Q6 = I-R6
QC = I-R8 R2 R4 AND Ri = EXP (-_kl t )
_O OPTION NO.0
R
_ OPITION NO. 2
Figure 3-Z6a. S-Band Receiver
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Figure 3-Z6b. Final Assessments,
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Receiver, S-Band
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d. Data Handling Unit
The data handling unit presents only two design options above
the baseline. Figure 3- Z7a shows these options while Figure 3-Z7b
provides the reliability versus weight relationship for this element.
COMPONENT (1) )_i, FAILURE RATE, PARTS PER 109 HOURS
I I DIGITAL TELEMETRY UNIT 6633
2 J BULK DATA STORAGE 8110
(I-Q2)(I-Q_) FOR OPTION NO. 2R(t)
WHERE QI = I-R|
Ri = EXP ()Lit)
Q2 = I-R2
OPTION NO. i
_ OPTION NO. 2
Figure 3-Z7a. Data Handling Unit
i .00
0.95
.q
o._
NO. 1
i0 20 30
WEIGHT INCREASE, POUNDS
Figure 3-Z7b. Final Assessments, Telecommunications
Data Handling Unit
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e. T ransmitter
The transmitter presents three primary options above the base-
line (and two secondary options). The primary-option configurations are
described in Figure 3-Z8a. Figure 3-28b shows the reliability versus weight
relationship for this subsystem element.
COMPONENT (i) _._ FAILURE RATE_ PARTS PER 109 HOURS
I MODULATOR EXCITER 5034
2 POWER AMPLIFIER 15,313
3 CIRCULATOR SWITCHES (2) 500
4 DIPLEXER 250
5 ANTENNA_ 2 GIMBAL 8100
6 4-PORT HYBRID 250
7 TRANSMITTER SELECTOR 2921
8 CIRCULATOR SWITCH (I) 250
9 ANTENNA, I GIMBAL 4670
R(t) = (1-Q_) R6 (1-Q_)R 7 R3 (1-Q A QB) FOR OPTION NO. 3
WHERE QA = I-R4R5 QI = I-RI
R i = EXP (-_.it)
QB = I-R8R4R9 Q2 = I-R2
OPTION NO. 5
OPTION
NO. 4
OPTION
Figure 3-ZSa. S-Band Transmitter
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Figure 3-Z8b. Final Assessments,
Telecommunications Transmitter
f. Capsule Receiver
The capsule receiver presents only one primary option and one
secondary option. The primary option configuration is described in Fig-
ure3-Z9awhile Figure3-29b shows the corresponding reliability and weight
increase. The capsule receiver reliability in phase 3 is determined as if
it were energized through phase 2 according to the assessment ground
rule s.
g. Power Subsystem
The power subsystem presents one primary design option and
two secondary options. The primary option configuration is described in
Figure 3-30a while Figure 3-30b shows the corresponding weight increase.
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COMPONENTS (i) )`i FAILURE RATE, PARTS PER 109 HOURS
VHF ANTENNA 500
PREAMPLIFIER 340
RECEIVER COMPONENT 1760
DEMODULATOR 1480
R(t) = R 1 R2 (1-Q 2) FOR OPTION NO. 2
WHERE QA = I-R3 R4 Ri = EXP (-).it)
_ OPTION
-- NO. 2
Figure 3-Z9a. VHF, Capsule Receiver
1.00
o_
0.96
0.94
0.920
NO. 2
1.0 2.0 3.0
WEIGHT INCREASE, POUNDS
4.0
Figure 3-Z9b. Final Assessments,
T ele c ommunic ation s
VHF Capsule Receiver
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COMPONENT (1) _k i FAILURE RATE, PARTS PER 109 HOURS
I SOLAR ARRAY NOT APPLICABLE, RELIABILITY = R1(t )
2 SHUNT REGULATOR 260
3 POWER CONTROL UNIT 13,520
4 BATTERY 7200
5 BATTERY REGULATOR 4605
6 INVERTER (SET) 4048
7 SWITCHING DEVICE 480
RI,_:R,_-o_c_-o_-o_R7C_-o_FOROPT,ONNO.3
')
WHERE QA
1-R_ AND Ri = EXP (-]kit)
QB = I-R4R5
OPTION NO. 3
Figure 3-30a. Power Subsystem
,/
NO. I
NO. 3
I_O. 2
0.8
5 10 15 2O
WEIGHT INCREASE, POUNDS
25
Figure 3-30b. Power Subsystem
3O
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h. Central Sequencing and Command
The CS and C subsystem presents 16 design options above the
baseline. Four of these options are distinct from the remaining 12 be-
cause of their basically different approach to the CS and C function. There
are three primary design options (and 12 secondary options). Figure 3-31a
describes the configurations of the primary options. Figure 3-31b shows
the reliability versus weight relationship for this subsystem.
COMPONENT (1) _i FAILURE RATE, PARTS PER 109 HOURS
1 INPUT DECODER 1,622
2 COMMAND DECODER 13,370
3 SEQUENCER 11 , 760
4 POWER CONVERTER 6,265
RI,_-0o_c,o_, Q_I0o_FOROPT,ONNO4
WHERE Qi = 1-Ri R; = EXP (-_it)
OPTION
NO. 2
______--%P_,ON
Figure 3-31a. Central Sequencing
and Command
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Figure 3-31b. Central Sequencing
and C ommand
i. Electrical Distribution
The electrical distribution subsystem presents two design options
above its baseline, both of which have a model as shown in Figure 3-3Za.
Figure 3-3Zbshows the reliability versus weight relationship for this sub-
system. Reliability improvements for this subsystem were achieved
through the addition of parts level redundancy as described in the assess-
ments given in Appendix B. Alternate subsystem equipment units are not
involved for the design options.
j. Stabilization and Control
The stabilization and control subsystem presents three primary
options above its baseline with an additional four secondary options. Fig-
ure 3-33a presents the primary options and Figure 3-33b provides the reli-
ability versus weight relationship for this subsystem.
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_.i FAILURE RATE t
COMPONENTS (_)
PARTS PER 109 HOURS
I CABLES AND CONNECTORS 2700
2 COMMAND DISTRIBUTION UNIT 2340
R (t) = R I R2 WHERE Ri = EXP (-_.it)
mo o_
_igure 3-3Za. Electrical Distribution
Subsystem
1.0
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9(
0 S 10
WEIGHT INCREASE, POUNL)b
_igure 3-3Zb. Electrical Distribution
Subsystem
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COMPONENT (1) kl FAILURE RATE, PARTS PER 109 HOURS
CANOPUS SENSOR 6494
98OCOARSE SUN SENSOR
FINE SUN SENSOR 790
GYROS AND ELECTRONICS _ 536 FOR 2% DUTY CYCLE
REACTION CONTROLS 9103
coNTRoL ELECTRONICS _ 15,368 FUNCTIONALLY REDUNDANT
R(t) = (1-a_) R2 R3 R4 (I-Q_) R6 FOR OPTION NO. 7
WHERE QI = I-RI
Q5 = I-R5 AND Ri = EXP (-_.it)
OPTION
NO. 2
_ OPTION
NO. 4
REDUNDANT
1.0C
0.9-'
<
0.90
0.8,'
Figure 3-33a. Stabilization
and Control
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J_NO. 7
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Figure 3-33b. Stabilization
and Control
5O
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k. Retropropulsion Subsystem
The retropropulsion element presents its principal alternatives
in different system configurations as illustrated in Figure 3-ZZ. The
potential increases in reliability for both liquid and solid engine retropro-
pulsion are considered with that of the midcourse propulsion functions.
i. Midcourse Propulsion Subsystem Element
For Configurations A and C the monopropellant (midcourse
correction) propulsion reliability for phase 2 is separable from the retro-
propulsion function for phase 3. In Configuration B, however, the separa-
tion of propulsion capability for midcourse correction only is essentially
an artificial process particularly with regard to weight allocations. Thus,
the selection of a preferred system configuration is based upon a combined
reliability versus weight for the total propulsion subsystem, i.e., including
the midcourse correction and retro functions for both phases 2 and 3. This
comparison is shown in Figure 3-34 and is based upon the detailed reli-
ability analyses for this subsystem as given in Appendix B.
4.3.4 Reliability - Weight Tradeoff
In order to compare all spacecraft subsystems and their elements
in a composite tradeoff, they can be combined directly on the same plot
when Ca) they are critical at the same mission phase, and (b) are inde-
pendent sources of failure. (Independence provides that a relative increase
in reliability for any subsystem achieves the same relative improvement
for the combined total system.) The successive analysis of subsystem
reliability improvements therefore is tantamount to the successive analysis
of system reliability improvements. This composite analysis is shown for
the spacecraft subsystem elements in Figure 3-35 where it is seen that
critical elements outside of phase 2 (retropropulsion and the capsule re-
ceiver) are also included. The allocation of weight to those elements is
made subsequent to the completion of the phase 2 iteration and included
here to show the terminal reliabilities.
In the general case (as discussed in Appendix A) severe weight limi-
tations will force an optimization of reliability/weight conditions for all
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subsystems. Thus, there would be a best combination of subsystem reli-
ability objectives for which the limited weight reserve is best utilized for
total system reliability. For larger weight reserve conditions, however,
it is possible to invoke all manageable levels of equipment redundancy
without creating a competitive demand for weight among the subsystems.
Within the phase Z design iteration shown in Figure 3-35 this is the condi-
tion found. The iteration of design by allocating weight increases {above
the baseline weight for each subsystem) follows the sequence of added
weights with the subsystem showing the greatest slope on a plot of log re-
liability versus weight, i. e., fractional reliability increase per pound
(AR/R)/AW. (When all subsystems have reliability levels in excess of 0.80
the logarithm of reliability is essentially linear and the slopes are corre-
spondingly simplified. ) Taking in sequence all the terminal subsystem
design options considered, less than 150 pounds is utilized for the enhance-
ment of subsystem reliability. This weight increase falls far short of the
total weight reserve for all system configurations.
4.3.5 Reference System Assessments
Tables 3-9 and 3-10 give the mission reliability by phase and by
cumulative phases for the final version of the selected Configuration A.
The final, or augmented, version of A differs from its reference version
by the adoption of a much simpler blowdown monopropellant midcourse
propulsion module. The incorporation of this module was thought to in-
volve a weight penalty of about 15 pounds, and was justified not on its
reliability improvement (0. 9646 to 0. 9665) but because of its simplicity.
Subsequent tests of an experimental engine indicated it operated well at
lower chamber pressures than anticipated (80 psi), removing the weight
penalty over the reference separately pressurized system {based on a
chamber pressure of 190 psi).
The total mission reliability of Configuration A (final), as obtained
from Table 3-10 , is 0. 7081. _ the reliability of the
various reference configurations is obtained from this value by the following
corrections:
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Table 3-9. Reliability of Augmented Configuration A Spacecraft
by Individual Mission Phases
System Elements Mission Phases
l 2 3 4 5
Subsystem Equipment
0. 3 Hours 4280 Hours 50 Hours 720 Hours 3600 Hours
I. 0 Total 0. 99724 0. 97698 0. 99977 0. 999997 0. 999995
i. 0 1. 1 Spacecraft Frame 0. 99742 0. 99998 0. 99995 0. 999997 0. 999995
Mechanical 1. 2 Launch Vehicle Separation 0. 99982
Ordnance and t. 3 Spacecraft/Capsule Base 0. 99982
Separation Jettison
I. 4 Meteoroid Protection 0. 9770
2.0 2.0 Total 0. 999996 0. 999387 0. 999993 0. 999897 0. 999485
Thermal Control 2. I Louvers 0. 999997 0. 999536 0. 999995 0. 999922 0. 9996i
2. 2 Heaters and Thermostats 0. 999999 0. 999851 0. 999998 0. 999975 0. 999875
3.0 Total 0. 99824 0. 96637 0. 99867 0. 99238 0. 95448
3. I S-Band Receiver 0. 99963 0. 99331 0. 99990 0. 99843 0. 98991
3.0
3. 2 Data Handling Unit 0. 99999 0. 99771 0. 99995 0. 99921 0. 99435
Telecommunications 3. 3 S-Band Transmitter 0. 99887 0. 97885 0. 99887 0. 99512 0. 97345
3.4 (VHF) Capsule Receiver 0. 99975 0. 99618 0. 99995 0. 99961 0. 99613
4.0 Total 0. 99883 0. 98991 0. 99971 0. 99222 0. 97382
4. 1 Solar Array _ 0. 99900 0. 99900 0. 99990 0. 99500 0. 99000
4. 0 4. 2 Shunt Regulators
4. 3 Power Control Unit
Power 4.4 Batteries , 0. 99983 0. 99090 0. 99981 0. 99721 0. 98366
4. 5 Battery Regulators
4.6 Inverters _J
5.0 Total 0. 99997 0. 99251 0. 99983 0. 99740 0. 98417
5.0
5. I Input Decoder
Central Sequencing 5. 2 Command Decoder
and Command 5. 3 Sequencer
5.4 Power Converters
6.0 Total 0. 99849 0. 97840 0. 99974 0. 99628 0. 98135
6.0 6. I Cable, Connectors and
Electrical Junction Boxes
Distribution 6. 2 Command Distribution Unit
7.0 Total 0. 99134 0. 97549 0. 99912 0. 99797 0. 98101
7.0 7. i Control Electronics
7. 2 Gyros and Electronics
Stabilization and
7. 3 Sun Sensor a_d Electronics
Control 7.4 Canopus Sensor
7. 5 Reaction Controls
8.0 8.0 Total 0. 99831 0. 99519 0. 9742i 0. 99968 0. 99891
8. I Retro Propulsion
Propulsion 8. 2 Midcourse Propulsion
9.0 9.0 Total 0. 99995 0. 99702 0. 98510
9. I Planet Oriented Package 0. 99702 0. 98510
Science Support 9. 2 Magnetometer Deployment 0. 99995
Total System 0.98252 0.88047 0. 97113 0.97313 0. 86615
Voyager 1970 (Possible inclusion of launch
Specification vehicle reliability} 0. 900 0. 888 0.813 0. 692 -
{derived}
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Table 3-I0. Cumulative Mission ,Reliability by Mission Phase for
Augmented Configuration A Spacecraft
System Elements Cumulative Mission Phases
Phase 1 Phases Phases Phases Phases
Subsystem Equipment only I and Z 1,2,3 1,2,3,4 I,Z, 3,4,5
1.0 Total
1. 0 1. 1 Spacecraft Frame
Mechanical 1.2 Launch Vehicle Separation
Ordnance and I. 3 Spacecraft/Capsule Base
Jettison
Separation 1.4 Meteoroid Protection
Z. 0 2.0 Total
Thermal Control 2. 1 Louvers
Z. Z Heaters and Thermostats
3.0 Total
3.0 3. I S-Band Receiver
3. Z Data Handling Unit
Telecommunications 3. 3 S-Band Transmitter
3.4 (VHF) Capsule Receiver
4.0 Total
4. I Solar Array
4.0 4. Z Shunt Regulator s
Power 4.3 Power Control Unit
4.4 Batteries
4.5 Battery Regulators
4.6 Inverter s
5.0 5.0 Total
5. I Input Decoder
Central Sequencing 5. Z Command Decoder
and Command 5.3 Sequencer
5.4 Power Converter s
6.0 6.0 Total
Electrical 6. I Cable Connectors and
Distribution Junction Boxes
6.2 Command Distribution Unit
7.0 Total
7.0 7. I Control Electronics
Stabilization 7. Z Gyros and Electronics
and Control 7. 3 Sun Sensor and Electronics
7.4 Canopus Sensor
7.5 Reaction Control
8.0 8.0 Total
Propulsion 8. I Retro Propulsion
8.2 Midcourse Propulsion
9. 0 9.0 Total
Science Support 9. 1 Planet Oriented Package
9. Z Magnetometer Deployment
Total System
Voyager 1971 (Possible inclusion of launch
Mission
Specification vehicle reliability)
.2
0.997Z4 0.97428 0.97406 0.97406 0.97405
0.999996 0.999383 0.999376 0.999273 0.998758
0.999997 0.999533 0.999528 0.999450 0.999060
0.999999 0.999850 0.999848 0.999823 0.999698
0.99824 0.96468 0.96339 0.95605 0.91252
0.99963 0.99295 0.99284 0.99128 0.98128
0.99999 0.99770 0.99765 0.99686 0.991ZZ
0.99887 0.97774 0.97664 0.97187 0.94607
0.99975 0.99593 0.99589 0.99550 0.99165
0.99883 0.98875 0.98845 0.98078 0.95510
0.99900 0.99800 0.99790 0.99Z91 0.98298
0.99983 0.99073 0.99053 0.98778 0.97164
0.99997 0.99Z49 0.99233 0.98975 0.97409
0.99849 0.9769Z 0.97667 0.97304 0.95489
0.99134 0.96704 0.96619 0.96423 0.9459Z
0.99831 0.99351 0.96789 0.96758 0.96653
0.99995 0.99995 0.99697 0.9821Z
0.9825Z 0.86508 0.84010 0.81753
0.90 0.80 0.65 0.45
0.70810
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(reference Configuration A)
R A = 0. 7081
0_ 9646 )
9665
I Corrects for
I propulsiondifferences
= 0. 7067
(reference Configuration B)
R B
0(_ 9555
= RA' 9665
Corrects for
propulsion
differences
)C
I. 000 _=
0. 99982 0. 7001
Corrects for
capsule
jettison
(reference Configuration C)
RC = RA' 0. 9653
f
Corrects for
cruise antenna
and earth
sensor
O. 9784 !
0. 9630 i
Corrects
for single
gimbal
POP
0. 9800
= 0. 6955
1.000
Corrects for
3-foot antenna
in-line for
midcourse
maneuver
This comparison assures the maximum reliability effect of all differences
by assuming them to be in-line. In the reference configuration this is
particularly inclined to enhance configuration differences because of its
higher reliability. It is seen, however, that there is little over-all differ-
ences in mission success which can be attributed directly to the features
of the basic spacecraft configurations A, B and C, as composed. As a
result, reliability was only a secondary factor in selecting the configuration.
4.4 Mean Time Before Failure Design Objectives
The reliability assessment for the augmented configuration {as given
in Tables 3-9 and 3-10 is based upon subsystem implementations using
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the equipment discussed in subsection 4.3.3. This equipment can be
specified in terms of the individual mean time before failure (MTBF)
characteristics, as calculated from the reciprocal of their failure rates
in subsection 4.3.3. Values of MTBF are given for the spacecraft equip-
ment in Table 3-1 1 and, when employed in conjunction with statistical
decision criteria, will form the basis for the Voyager test program.
4.5 Reliability Analysis Ground Rules
The following analytical factors constitute the key ground" rules used
in reliability assessments for the system selection analyses discussed
p reviousl7.
4.5.1 Failure Modes and Criticalit 7
Voyager flight-sequence events, as discussed in Section 5.1 of this
volume, constitute identified failure mode potentials for the interplanetary
vehicle. These events occur within the defined mission phases and are
critical according to the subsystem functions which are jeopardized. Fail-
ure mode recognition within individual subsystems is documented in terms
of the reliability models constructed and given in Section 4.3. Table 3-1Z
lists some areas where functional redundancy was recognized and accounted
for in reliability models. In addition, the selected Voyager spacecraft
incorporates many areas of equipment redundancy. Reliability assessments
recognized parts level redundancy in various instances and based part
failure rates upon known part failure modes and their relative frequency of
occurrence.
4.5. Z Reliability Models and Distributions
The mathematical basis for establishing reliability models for
Voyager analysis purposes is given in the TRW Reliability Manual, which
is available to JPL. Reliability models for Voyager system and subsystem
analyses were based upon an assumed exponential representation for all
nonredundant electronic equipment called upon to operate over extended
time periods. In these instances the electrical part stress levels found
necessary were so modest that electronic equipment failure rates were
found to be essentially the same in their energized state as in their un-
energized state. Thus the projected probabilities of equipment survival
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Table 3-II. Design Objective Mean Time Before Failure
System Elements
Subsystem Equipment MTBF Objective
S- Band Command Detector !84, 774
Receiver Receiver Selector 827, 129
Receiver Component 58,045
I Gimbal Antenna 214, 132
2 Gimbal Antenna 123,456
Omni Antenna 854,700
S-Band Modulator Emitter 198,649
Transmitter
Power Amplifier 65,303
Transmitter Selector 342, 348
1 Watt Transmitter 198,649
VHF Capsule Preamplifier 2,941, 176
Receiver
VHF Receiver Component 568, 181
Capsule Demodulator 675,675
CS_C Input Decoder 616,522
Command Decoder 74,794
Sequencer 85,006
Power Converter 159, 6i6
Power Power Control Unit 73,964
Shunt Regulator 3,846, 153
Battery 138,888
Battery Regulator Z17, 155
Inverters 247,035
Data Bulk Data Storage Unit 17-3,289
Handling Digital Telemetry Unit 150, 761
Electrical Command Distribution Unit 198,412
Distribution
Stabilization
and
Control
Science
Control Electronics
Gyros and Electronics
Sun Sensor, Coarse
Sun Sensor, Fine
Canopus Sensor
Reaction Control
(less valves)
Planet Oriented Package
(2 gimbal)
65,070
37,285
1,020,408
i,265,822
153,988
109,853
242, 130
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Table 3-12. Identified Alternate Modes Or Functional Redundancy
Primary Function
S-Band Receiver
S-Band Transmitter
Digital Telemetry Unit
S-Band Transmitter
Central Sequencing and
Command
Stabilization and Control
Electrical Distribution
Power Subsystem
Thermal Control
Propulsion
Meteoroid Protection
Alternate O]_eratin_ Mode
Alternate antenna(s) with associated
switches provide equal antenna
characteristics for critical mission
phases.
Alternate antenna(s) with associated
switches provide equal antenna
characteristics for critical mission
phases.
Functional mode alternatives are
pro'_ided at circuit level. Estima-
ted effect redundancy, three to one.
An auxiliary I watt transmitter is
provided for Phase l and early
Phase 2 operation. This is a back
up capability for a short part of the
total mission,
Various functional redundancies are
recognized but depend upon specific
S&C operations.
Alternate sequences and repeated
trial features of some stabilization
and control events are recognized.
Extended midcourse corrections are
effectively redundant control events.
Circuit level redundancy is used for
electronics.
Only a fraction of all power circuit
and command distribution controls
are known to be mission critical.
Estimates at Z0 percent for connec-
tions and Z5 percent for command
events are based upon a study of
"in-line" functions relative to all
functions provided.
Means are provided to evaluate
battery charge states. These in-
dividual cell assessments will en-
hance overall reliability. The equip-
ment to measure battery conditions is
not included as in-line reliability
risks.
Louver failures which represent
spacecraft risks must fall into a
pattern of adjacent control elements.
This provides a protective feature
equivalent to functional redundancy.
In the propulsion feed system a
method of functional back-up is used
where solenoid valves back up squib
valves. This redundancy is particu-
larly effective because of the alter-
nate failure modes associated with
the two basic part types.
The main shielding from meteoroid
impact is provided by the external
spacecraft surfaces. There is, how-
ever, a significant protection of mis-
sion critical equipment provided by
all internal structural elements.
Reliability Model Effects
Shown as equivalent equipment
redundancy when reliability
differences are given.
Shown as equivalent equipment
redundanc)/when reliability
differences are given.
Estimated effect as reduced
equivalent failvnre rate by one-
third. Exponential model
assumed as conservative equiva-
ent.
Reliability models do not show
effect of this short period func-
tion as an improvement factor.
The models are conservative to
this extent.
For reliability models no func-
tional redundancy is shown as a
conservative assumption.
Reliability models reflect a nomi-
nal actuation plan and are conserva-
tive in the omission of detailed back-
up events. Circuit level redundancy
is reflected as reduced failure rates.
Reliability models are exponential
but modified to reflect reduced
equivalent failure rates relative to
all "in-line" conditions.
Battery failures rates are based upon
a per-cell risk modified to reflect its
status sensing for charge control.
The estimated louver reliability reflects
this consideration.
The estimated propulsion system reliabi-
lity reflects this part level redundancy.
Reliability estimates for meteoroid pro-
tection are made to include the effect of
secondary (internal) shielding effects.
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are essentially independent of their duty factor and characterized only by
the duration of the individual and cumulative mission phases. This con-
servative worst case also provides that the reliability prediction for se-
quentially redundant equipment (i. e., those energized separately) converges
to the more conservative case of parallel redundance where all elements
are energized. In reliability versus weight analyses the consumption of
power in actual parallel redundant cases was accounted for as equivalent
weight increases (_0_6 pound/watt) incurred by the power subsystem but
attributed to the redundant subsystem.
Reliability functions of a nonexponential form were used to charac-
terize redundant configurations at equipment level. These R(t) functions
were derived (except for phase 1 and and other one-shot events) from the
equivalent parallel redundant models using exponential model constituents.
In all instances where equipment redundancy entailed the use of sensing
and switching functions with significant risk magnitudes, model adjustments
were made to include series-risk increases. The computation of mission
survival for each subsystem employs R(t) for each mission time at mission-
phase termination. Computation of mission survival for the complete sys-
tem combines subsystem reliabilities as a simple product because of their
probabilistic independence as found during failure mode and effect analysis.
Computation of the probabilities of successfully completing each separate
mission phase, for each subsystem, was achieved by dividing the R(t)
probability for the time of phase termination by the R(t) probability for
completing the preceding phase of operation.
The reliability models used to depict probability of success for
phase 1 are based upon a modified interpretation of the exponential R(t)
function. Recourse is taken in the estimation of a significantly intensified
environmental ambient for all equipment for a short phase 1 time period
of 0.3 hour. This estimate provides an equivalent failure rate multiplier
of 10 3 as an operator upon the nominal environment failure rate for indi-
vidual equipment. This concept affords the net effect whereby equipment
level redundancies yield a safeguard (i. e. , better than nonredundant reli-
ability) consistent with a random equipment exposure and response to the
launch phase environmental profile.
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Reliability models pertinent to selected elements of the Voyager
system have been based upon the binomial distribution. Analysis of quad
connected one-shot devices and other actuation (rather than time dependent)
probabilities have been treated in this manner. Selected use was also made
of reliability assessment models where survival is a function of cumulative
events rather than time. These probability numerics are related to the
established mission phases in accordance with their time of expected occur-
rence throughout the flight sequence for the Voyager mission.
Reliability estimates for some subsystem components necessitate
the probabilistic evaluation of violating an important design limit rather
than an irreversible chance failure. For the solar array such modeling
is necessary. In this case the power-reserve state characteristic of
mission phase 2 is not limiting but the long cruise condition is a significant
factor for cell failure potential. In contrast, mission phase 5 places a
maximum power demand on the solar array, thus lowering the threshold
of failure and reducing the probability of surviving a given period of orbital
op eration.
4.5.3 WeiGht and Power Reserve
The reliability goals established for spacecraft subsystems are based
upon the allocation of spacecraft weight reserves (and power as equivalent
weight reserves) to those elements achieving the maximum improvement
to the reliability of the critical mission phase. The details of this process
are discussed as part of the tradeoff for reliability given as Section 4.3.
4.5.4 Command, Switchin$, and Redundancy
One area of system planning for reliability pertains to the achieve-
ment of alternate spacecraft functional modes and alternate equipment
operation (from a redundant set) for a given functional mode. Particular
attention has been given to the problem of recognizing functional modes
which are conditional to the reliability of high priority modes. Thus it
was foreseen that while downlink telemetry is given a high priority among
the competing characteristic criteria, the spacecraft subsystem configura-
tion necessary to assure this function will entail a level of redundancy which
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must be managed (functionally sensed, commanded, and switched) or simul-
taneously energized. This in turn requires a tradeoff between onboard
redundancy management and the accomplishment of uplink command
communications. These supporting modes have been considered in the
establishment of weighted reliability objectives for the spacecraft tele-
communications receiver and the spacecraft central sequencing and com-
mand subsystem. As indicated above, the reliability risks entailed in the
management of redundancy have been incorporated in the reliability models
established for spacecraft subsystems. In all cases, first consideration
was given to redundant equipment with full-on conditions as a means of
avoiding the added risk of sensing and switching. In general, however,
the added penalty of power demand (and the equivalent increase in weight)
denies the use of this redundant interconnection method except for selected
critical system elements. Signal redundancy (where alternate signal paths
are selected by coding, etc.) was applied to good advantage for reliability.
4.5.5 Environments and Deratin_ Policies
The nominal operating temperature assumed for all spacecraft elec-
tronic equipments is 50°C. The maximum temperature for spacecraft
equipments is not expected to exceed this value making it a conservative
basis for analysis. Electronic equipn_ent design criteria include a derating
policy to 40 per cent of rated electrical stress for electronic parts in analog
functions and 10 per cent of rated stress for digital functions. Mechanical
structures are analyzed using a conservative margin of safety equivalent to
the specific preliminary designs developed for the spacecraft frame. No
provisions were made to assess the probabilistic influence of overpowering
environmental factors of unknown limits, viz. Mars radiation levels or
orbit eclipse thermal extremes. Mechanical and pneumatic systems analy-
ses were based upon estimated degradations as a function of mission time
so that critical factors such as reserve strength or gas supply were ac-
counted for as probability parameters pertinent to all critical mission
phases for the elements involved.
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4.5.6 Electronic Packa_in_ Policies
In the utilization of reserve spacecraft weight and power to gain in-
creased system reliability (through redundancy) the weight and power de-
mands for basic nonredundant equipment are critical factors. For the
determination of electronic package characteristics it was established that
discrete part types would be supplanted by selected integrated circuit pack-
ages for repetitive circuit functions. The reliability ramifications of this
policy are productive in three significant areas.
a) Each integrated circuit function incorporated is judged
to be more amenable to the circuit tolerance controls
characteristic of integrated circuit technology. See
Appendix C.
b) Weight reductions inherent in a transition to integrated-
circuit packaging have allowed equipment level redund-
ancies within the constraints of subsystem weights for
equivalent nonredundant discrete part assemblies.
c) Repetitive integrated circuit packages will afford a
means for planning statistical test verification under
stress conditions directly representative of circuit
usage and with cumulative sample sizes enhanced
through integrated circuit standardization to approxi-
mately eight basic types.
4.5.7 Updatin G Reliability Assessments
Throughout the process of spacecraft design evolution, improvements
in the accuracy of reliability estimates were made when a later resolution
of design details was documented. Thus, refined estimates of electronic
part lopulations and types were reflected in updated reliability estimates.
In general, estirmtes made at a latter phase were toward a higher reli-
ability indicating highly conservative estimates at the outset. Preliminary
baseline assessments were updated prior to their comparison with the
optional reference system designs derived later in the design cycle. The
reliability assessments summarized here are representative of the terminal
(updated) estimates for all system configurations and design options.
4.5.8 Assessments for Reliability Apportionments
Two related reliability analysis techniques are inherently applicable
to the derivation of reliability design objectives for Voyager spacecraft
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subsystems. These techniques are reliability apportionments and reliability
assessments. Apportionments are provided to establish system design ob-
jectives and normally utilize gross estimates of design methods, in con-
junction with mission needs, to assign specific first- cut reliability obj ectives
to each significant system element. As apportionments seek to become
more refined and reflect a more intimate knowledge of specific design fea-
tures and environments, they depend more explicitly upon reliability esti-
mates for each contributing subsystem element. When the contributing
elements can be resolved to the parts level, such reliability estimates are
termed assessments in accordance with the terminology discussed in the
TRW Reliability Manual. For this Voyager study effort, the reliability
apportionments presented in Volume 2, Section Ill, are based to a maxi-
mum extent upon detailed reliability assessments.
5. DISCUSSION OF OPERATIONAL AND DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
This section presents a comprehensive review and evaluation of
various alternatives of system operation and design which have been
investigated in the course of the study program. The material presented
includes the results of system analyses involving the comparison of
alternate designs, the determination of their respective advantages and
disadvantages, and the selection of the most promising subsystem and
system configurations and their operational modes.
The discussion of system design and operation alternatives will
be grouped into the following categories:
• General function-oriented analyses which deal
with mission objectives and constraints and
apply with little variation to all alternate designs
• Specialized function-oriented analyses which
provide results indicating major differences in
the performance of alternate designs
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• Configuration-oriented analyses which consider
all pertinent functional characteristics of specific
configurations and identify preferred design
parameters by means of tradeoff study. These
analyses conclude with the selection of the proposed
de sign configuration.
The first category comprises detailed investigations of spacecraft
maneuver sequences and command modes; guidance and accuracy con-
siderations for the entire mission with emphasis on the approach phase;
a discussion of criteria for the selection of suitable Mars orbit
parameters; and a discussion of alternate approaches for dealing with
the solar eclipse problem.
The second category of function-oriented analyses concentrates on
system and subsystem design factors affecting the achievement of
specific mission objectives. These include a study of alternate imple-
mentations and operating modes for achieving Mars surface coverage
by the science payload, an analysis of propulsion system performance,
and a study of design factors and performance of the various communi-
cation links which are in operation during different mission phases.
The third category of analyses involves the tradeoff between design
parameters and the final selection of preferred configurations resulting
in the choice of the proposed Voyager spacecraft design. The rationale
for selection of the solid-engine Configuration A, over its liquid-engine
counterpart, _^._._,_._.._._t_,_ R. and for the selection of Configuration A
over the fixed high-gain antenna alternate, Configuration C, will be
presented. The selection process leading to a preferred two-axis
gimbal mechanization of the planet-oriented package will also be
discussed.
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5. 1 Maneuver Command and Sequencing Functions
In this section alternate maneuver command sequences are con-
sidered for the midcourse maneuver, the flight capsule separation and
deflection, and the orbit insertion maneuver. The objective is to select
sequences which will insure reliable, safe, accurate, and timely execution
of these maneuvers. The reliability criterion is of particular concern for
the time-critical and mission-critical capsule separation and orbit inser-
tion maneuver. Maneuver safety is primarily related to Martian quarantine,
which must not be compromised by erroneous maneuver execution. Maneu-
ver safety therefore imposes major constraints on the choice of maneuver
sequences of the type to be initiated autonomously onboard the spacecraft.
The use of ground command, ground verification, and ground enabling
signals will be preferable from a standpoint of mission safety in spite of
the resulting operational complexity. In some instances the use of backup
modes initiated onboard the spacecraft may serve to enhance reliability
without reducing safety. These criteria will be considered in defining
preferred command modes and sequences and their implications on space-
craft design.
5. 1. 1 Use of Ground Command Versus Onboard Command and
V erification Sequenc e s
The following considerations arise in a comparison of ground com-
mand versus onboard command sequences:
a) Critical maneuvers which may endanger planetary
quarantine probably require positive fail-safe control
from the ground including pre-execution verification
and control by means of "inhibit" or "enable" commands.
b) Backup provisions for uplink command sequences using
onboard sequences, or vice versa, may enhance mission
success probability in critical maneuvers,
c) Ground command modes, in general, have the advantage
of providing human decision-making and diagnostic capa-
bilities in unforeseen events, unless processing, reaction,
and communication times become prohibitive.
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dl A major class of maneuver commands must be provided
from the ground when quantitative maneuver data and
timing cannot be predicted at launch with the necessary
precision. Routine portions of the maneuver sequence
which remain unaffected by uncertainty of flight parame-
ters can be stored in advance and executed by the CSC
subsystem.
el Positive control and verification from the ground prior
to execution is hampered by the fact that communication
must be interrupted as part of the spacecraft reorienta-
tion preceding maneuver execution. This suggests uti-
lization of alternate communication channel via second
antenna available onboard the spacecraft.
The greatest obstacle to effective use of ground commands
in time-critical maneuvers is the communication delay
imposed by the.propagation of signals through large dis-
tances. In early midcourse maneuvers the delay time is
negligible. In mission-critical and potentially unsafe
maneuvers suitable command sequences must be devised
which will assure positive command and control of the
maneuver execution from the ground regardless of the
communication time required.
Simplicity of sequencing and storage and unavailability
of significant computing capacity onboard the spacecraft
are additional grounds for relying on maneuver command
inputs transmitted from the ground. However, there re-
mains considerable latitude in implementation of the
spacecraft command and sequencing subsystems; choice
of maneuver command timing; use of functional redun-
dancy; provision of override and backup modes; and
design of failure indication, detection, and correction
functions.
5. i. 2 Midcourse Maneuver Sequence
The midcourse maneuvers share the following basic requirements
with subsequent maneuver sequences:
Dependence on ground command since precise knowledge
of the maneuver data including timing is unavailable
a priori
Spacecraft reorientation to maneuver attitude with subse-
quent attitude verification from the ground
Loss of radio link on departing from nominal cruise
attitude; need to establish communication in new orienta-
tion
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• Dependence on go-ahead signal (enabling command)
of some kind before execution
• Need to return to nominal cruise attitude at the
earliest possible time due to limited capability
of thermal control and electric power subsystems.
In contrast to the timing of capsule separation and orbit insertion mid-
course maneuver timing is not critical. The communications delay is
negligible, at least at first midcourse correction; spacecraft malfunctions
can be diagnosed and corrected with greater assurance by repeated trials;
Mars quarantine risks are controlled by observing the consfraints outlined
in subsection 5.2. Z. However, a gross error during the first midcourse
execution may well lead to mission failure.
The great number of detailed sequential operations in common with
subsequent maneuvers suggest the adoption of a standardized maneuver
sequence to be followed, keyed to ground commands. Restraint in the use
of autonomous maneuver operation is indicated even in the midcourse
maneuvers to safeguard mission success.
The following sequence containing all elements of a nominal propul-
sion maneuver has been adopted for this study. (See also VS-3-I04,
Items 17,18, 19, Vol. 2, Sec. III.)
l) Transmit maneuver data from ground:
Antenna orientation (i or 2 gimbal angles) _'_
Spacecraft attitude angles (roll-pitch or
roll-pitch- roll _")
Maneuver data, e.g. , time of engine start
and cutoff, or AV magnitude
2) Verify receipt of maneuver data by spacecraft
3) Orient antenna for earth pointing in maneuver
attitude
4) Verify antenna orientation angles
Depending upon use of high-gain or medium-gain antenna in
maneuver attitude.
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5) Orient spacecraft to maneuver attitude (roll-pitch,
or roll-pitch-roll) $
6) Reacquire earth communication lock
7) Transmit gyro-measured angular displacements
to ground
8} Verify spacecraft orientation on ground through
gyro readings and received signal level and trans-
mit go ahead (enabling) signal
9} Execute propulsive maneuver at commanded time
10) Reorient to cruise attitude.
Alternate modes of using the high-gain and low-gain antennas in the
maneuver command sequence have been considered. Proper antenna
pointing after orientation to maneuver attitude is required to permit com-
municating to earth and receiving the enabling command prior to execution
of the maneuver. It is therefore desirable to perform and verify step 3,
which changes the orientation of one antenna while maintaining earth com-
munication via the second antenna. Only if correct antenna pointing is
acknowledged from the ground is the spacecraft attitude maneuver initiated.
This assures a high probability of establishing earth communication imme-
diately after completing the attitude maneuver.
In addition, the ability to communicate to earth immediately on re-
turn to nominal cruise mode is maintained. This is desirable for purposes
of error detection and correction when a malfunction in orientation has
occurred.
Possible alternatives in switching from one antenna to the other in
preparing for the spacecraft attitude change are the use of either the high-
gain or the medium-gain antenna in the maneuver mode. The double-
gimballed high-gain antenna requires at most two successive spacecraft
rotations (roll, pitch) for pointing at earth; the single-gimballed, medium-
gain antenna requires an additional roll maneuver. Thus use of the high-
gain antenna in the maneuver attitude appears preferable. Functional
Depending upon use of high-gain or medium-gain antenna in
maneuver attitude.
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redundancy of the two antennas permits flexible backup operation. For the
first midcourse maneuver the low-gain antenna can serve as a substitute
for the medium-gain antenna in the cruise mode.
If only one antenna were used in the maneuver sequence the reliability
of operation would be decreased since the new antenna pointing angle cannot
be verified in advance before the spacecraft rotates to the maneuver atti-
tude. Otherwise, single-antenna operation serves as a satisfactory backup
mode for midcourse and subsequent maneuvers.
The advantage of using two antennas as indicated is based on the
assessment that antenna switching has greater reliability than antenna re-
orientation.
Alternate implementations of command verification, attitude veri-
fication, and enabling of the maneuver execution are also of interest. The
objective is to minimize the total time involved for completing this process.
Figure 3-36 shows several alternate ground command verification se-
quences requiring different numbers of communication periods. The first
alternative is the "nominal" sequence (A) involving a total of seven commu-
nication periods of which, of course, only three are significant in terms
of maneuver execution timing. This operation has the highest reliability
of providing immediate radio contact, spacecraft-to-ground, on completion
of attitude change (point 4). $ It can be performed as shown only with both
antennas used in staggered operation.
Sequence (B) proceeds to point the high-gain antenna to maneuver
orientation before awaiting verification. Compared to (A) it is a simplified
sequence eliminating point 3. This normally saves time but somewhat de-
grades the probability of resuming earth communication at point 4 on the
first try. The remainder of the sequence is identical to (A).
If only one antenna is operative a sequence similar to (B) will result
except that in this case there is no other option than to reorient the space-
craft and antenna without prior verification of antenna pointing because
"'Events designated as points i, 2, ... are shown as circled number
symbols in iFigure 3'36.
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Figure 3-36. Alternate Orientation and Maneuver Sequences
antenna rotation interrupts ground communication• If signals transmitted
at point 5 are --+,,_received by _h,=,.... ........_p_aft.. the maneuver execution is
not initiated and the sequence must be restarted by returning to cruise
attitude, with the intent of failure correction• The resulting delay can be
tolerated in midcourse maneuvers but would lead to maneuver abort for
time-critical maneuvers, e.g., Mars orbit injection. Sequence (B) is
clearly inferior to (A) from a standpoint of achieving a high mission suc-
cess probability.
Sequence (C) is a minimum backup sequence in which verification
and enabling signals are transmitted from the ground at point 51 "_• ,z the
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signals are received by the spacecraft a correct maneuver attitude can be
inferred. This sequence is unattractive in view of its marginal safety, ex-
cept where mission success and safety would not be endangered as a result
of erroneous maneuver execution. The sequence is useful only as a last
resort in preventing abort of a time-critical maneuver. Sequence (C) may
prove of greater value in combination with onboard° commanded maneuver
sequences where it may serve as a backup mode.
5. 1.3 Capsule Separation Maneuver
A number of alternate sequences are considered here for conducting
the maneuver in which the flight capsule is separated from the flight space-
craft and injected into the desired Mars impact trajectory. A standard
sequence is selected for the nominal Voyager spacecraft system mechani-
zation and justified in comparison with alternate methods.
Factors influencing the choice of the capsule separation and deflec-
tion maneuver include:
a) Selection of capsule landing site
b) Landing point accuracy requirement
c) Permissible capsule entry trajectories and entry
angle of attack
d) Range and orientation requirements of the capsule-
to-spacecraft relay link during capsule cruise,
entry and landing
e) Required velocity increment for capsule deflection
f) Selected implementation of capsule attitude stabilization
and propulsion
g) Safety of capsule deflection maneuver with respect to
spacecraft position.
a. Accuracy Considerations
In accordance with the landing point selection and accuracy con-
straints described in the Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines (pp. 23, 24)
the items (a), (b), (c), and (d) above strongly influence the geometry and
execution sequence of the capsule separation maneuver.
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The capsule deflection by a velocity increment AV oriented at
C
an angle _ relative to the spacecraft trajectory must achieve entry within
a corridor approximately 1000 km inside the grazing trajectories on the
near and far side of Mars. The total deflection of the aim point
B=B -B
C S
is composed of a portion (Bs) to take into account the spacecraft impact
parameter and a portion (Bc) to achieve the desired deviation from Mars
center (point of vertical entry). This is illustrated in Figure 3-37. It
/ B. _'_,. Jr/ iPARAMETER
:__ ..... ...jPLANE
R I I
SPACECRAFT i C S I
Figure 3-37. Impact Parameters of Spacecraft and Capsule
is shown in subsection 5.Z. i that the landing point error is not sensitive
to the magnitude of the required B but to the landing site location relative
to the point of vertical entry. The maximum separation distance at the
time T of capsule entry into the Mars atmosphere is given approximately
e
by
RSL: Te
This distance is deterro_ined primarily by considerations of the maximum
communication range for the capsule-to-spacecraft relay link and by the
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events occurring between capsule impact and spacecraft orbital insertion
time. Assuming an essentially preselected distance RSL (in the range
from Z0,000 to 30,000 kin) it is seen that the ratio B/sin _b remains in-
variant, hence the insensitivity of landing site errors to the magnitude of
the terms B and _ . Errors due to uncertainty in B reflect in the error
S
of B, but are at a relatively small level due to improved knowledge of B
S
at the time of commanding the capsule separation maneuver.
It is pointed out in subsection 5.2. I that the most significant
contributions to the landing point error are the angular injection error
composed of tip-off, spin-up, and thrust execution errors of the capsule
and the orientation error of the spacecraft at separation. Consequently
the selection of the separation maneuver sequence must be made with
attention to minimizing these error sources, whereas the specific choice
of the orientation angle _b is not critical.
b. Capsule Separation Maneuvers
Several different capsule separation and propulsion maneuvers
can be used to achieve the desired deflection of the capsule trajectory and
landing at the selected site. A related objective of the maneuver is to ad-
vance the capsule entry and landing time sufficiently to permit convenient
monitoring by the spacecraft prior to deboost (see next section). The
following maneuver sequences have been considered:
a) Separation of capsule in the desired cruise and entry
attitude with blunt end pointing forward
b) Separation of capsule in opposite attitude requiring
turn-around for thrust execution and entry
c) Separation and propulsion of capsule in direction
perpendicular to approach trajectory. Capsule
propulsion provides the R, T components; space-
craft propulsion provides the S component of the
desired relative velocity vector of the capsule.
Alternate implementations of the capsule thrust phase, attitude stabiliza-
tion, atmospheric entry, and capsule-spacecraft evasive maneuvers are
17Z
Jt
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also of interest. A principal guideline adopted in the formulation of the
separation sequence is to keep the mission profile as simple as possible
without placing the burden of greater complexity on capsule design or
capsule operational requirements. The steps involved in executing the
alternate maneuvers are listed in Figure 3-38 for mode comparison. A
detailed discussion of the modes of primary interest is in order.
Maneuvers of type (a) require a minimum of capsule operations
after clearing the spacecraft. Spin-up is assumed to be the simplest and
most attractive mode of attitude stabilization during the thrust phase and
in cruise in all cases. Despinning just prior to entry by flyball ejection
may be required for cases of large angles of attack that would induce unde-
sirable gyroscopic reactions due to aerodynamic torques
Ejection of the capsule clear of the canister or within the can-
ister, as listed in Figure 3-39 has been considered. To select a pre-
ferred mode would depend on capsule and canister structural design. How-
ever, ejection of the unobstructed capsule appears preferable at this time
because it simplifies the capsule operation sequence, eliminates the chance
of canister parts hitting the spacecraft and avoids tip-off effects of canister
separation from the capsule.
The separation maneuver of type (a) must make provision for
evasive action by the spacecraft or the capsule to remove even the very
small possibility of a collision during or after capsule thrust. This is
illustrated in Figure 3-39. A preliminary calculation will establish
approximate maneuver distances, time, and propulsive force required.
A lateral thrust, T = 0.1 pound, by the spacecraft delivered by a separate
cold gas propulsion unit (oriented at right angles to the spacecraft roll
axis), a desired clearance angle @ = 5 degrees, and a capsule separation
velocity of 1 ft/sec are assumed. For these conditions the required sepa-
ration time becomes ts = 305 seconds. The relative travel of the capsule
is 305 feet in axial direction, and that of the spacecraft 268 feet in lateral
direction. Typically, the cold gas weight consumed is less than 0.6 pound.
A greater separation of the spacecraft fro,-n the path of *_he
accelerating capsule may be desired to avoid any possible impingement of
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Figure 3-39. Geometry of Capsule Separation Sequence
the capsule rocket exhaust on the spacecraft. For example, if the capsule
is allowed to coast for another 30 minutes before rocket ignition it reaches
an axial distance of about 2100 feet from the separation point. A desired
capsule AV of 300 ft/sec can be obtained by a rocket thrust of 800 pounds
acting over a propulsion period of 25 seconds and a distance of approxi-
mately 4000 feet, i. e. , the rockeL n-_otoz" is ...... _, ....... _ ..............
sule passes the spacecraft.
The capsule coast time may be further increased before rocket
ignition such that thrust terminates before the time of spacecraft passage.
A total delay of one hour or more does not have any significant effect on
the accuracy of the capsule trajectory.
Note that the accrued spacecraft evasive velocity increment is
only 0.2 ft/sec, causing a negligible effect (I0 km) on the position of the
spacecraft at time of encounter. Accelerations at least five times larger
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could be used without noticeable effect on the spacecraft encounter. The
tradeoff would also require consideration of the larger separation and
propulsive forces and the propellant weights involved.
Maneuver of type (b) avoid the complication of spacecraft eva-
sive action by ejecting the capsule in the direction of the desired capsule
relative velocity rather than opposite to it. Thus the pointed end of the
ejected capsule points forward. Two alternatives must be considered:
thrust application in the ejected attitude or turn-around before firing the
capsule rocket.
The first alternative is unattractive because it requires either
a rocket strapped to the heat shield (comparable to the Mercury/Gemini
retrorocket configuration) which imposes demands on capsule axial mount-
ing space, or a rocket firing through an opening in the heat shield. Fur-
thermore, capsule entry in reverse attitude would be a problem in near
vertical entry conditions. For shallow entry aerodynamic characteristics
of the capsule configuration are expected to stabilize the capsdle in proper
entry attitude.
The second alternative avoids the complications introduced by
the inverse capsule attitude. However, it requires a precise execution
of the critical turn-around maneuver. The maneuver can be executed by
precessing the spun-up capsule through 180 degrees, using phased pulses
of a pair of tangentially mounted jets (possibly the jets used during spin-
up). A possible way of achieving an accurate final capsule thrust orienta-
tion would be to reference the capsule axis to the sun using a precision
sun sensor. This requirement probably leads to a prohibitive complica-
tion of capsule system design and would introduce weight, power, accuracy,
and reliability penalties. The usefulness of the sun-oriented attitude mode
would also depend heavily upon the geometry of spacecraft arrival at Mars
and on landing point selection.
Another method of controlling the capsule attitude after turn-
around is to use an inertial attitude reference axially aligned with the cap-
sule at time of separation. The turn-around can then be accomplished
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before spin=up. Use of the inertial reference would reduce the effect of
tip=off and spin-up errors on thrust orientation, which have been shown
to be significant contributions to the landing point dispersion (see also
subsection 5.2. 1).
The use of an inertial attitude reference would also permit cap-
sule separation without prior reorientation of the spacecraft into the appro-
priate capsule pointing attitude. In this case, however, a still more
complex implementation of the capsule inertial reference system and
pre-separation sequence would be required.
Maneuvers of type (c) have the advantage of minimizing the
landing point dispersion due to capsule thrust vector orientation error
(see subsection 5.2.1) and of simplifying the capsule separation sequence.
An additional spacecraft maneuver is needed to provide a AV component
in the direction opposite the approach vector, so as to assure sufficient
time for capsule monitoring by the spacecraft during the entry and landing
phase. This spacecraft retardation maneuver also provides a desirable
evasive action and thus eliminates the need for an additional propulsion
unit. However, as will be discussed in subsection 5.2. 1, a sizable
weight penalty (typically 40 to 50 pounds) is associated with this maneuver
sequence. The spacecraft retardation AV component can be deducted from
the total deboost z_V required at orbit insertion, but not in full due to the
less efficient energy transfer at the time of capsule separation. The execu-
tion of the maneuver in two components which combine vectorially will add
up to a somewhat larger AV expenditure than for a single (diagonal)
maneuver. This difference decreases if the AV component contributed
by the capsule is oriented at an angle smaller than 90 degrees from the
downrange direction. In this case the accuracy advantage obtainable by
the split maneuver is largely retained.
Comparison of maneuvers (a), (b), and (c) favors type (a), which
has been selected in this study as the nominal mode of capsule separation
and deflection. Maneuver (b) imposes additional attitude stabilization and
control requirements on the capsule system which will probably be _1_nac-
ceptable from a simplicity and reliability standpoint. Maneuver (c) has
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only the slight disadvantage of a propellant weight penalty for the space-
craft while offering greater landing point accuracy in return. The rejec-
tion of type (c) at this point is based on the slightly more complex sequence,
requiring an added spacecraft orientation maneuver for obtaining the re-
tarding AV component.
c. Detailed Separation Maneuver Sequence
The individual steps of the capsule separation and propulsion
sequence are listed, VS-3-104, Vol. 2, Section III, Items 26 through
30. The selected separation modeindicated, in Figure 3-38, by heavy
connecting lines uses the most conservative alternative where applicable.
The capsule is ejected from the opened canister and spun up
after clearing the spacecraft and canister envelope. The subsequent eva-
sion sequence, discussed under maneuver mode (a) in the previous section,
requires the capsule to coast for 30 minutes in the spun-up condition before
engine firing. During this time the spacecraft executes the lateral evasion
maneuver in the separation attitude. The importance of early return to
cruise attitude makes it desirable to complete evasive thrusting and initiate
spacecraft reorientation before capsule ignition. The total time elapsed
between the initiation of the spacecraft attitude change from cruise condi-
tion until reorientation to cruise attitude is calculated (in minutes) as
follow s:
Spacecraft attitude change
(roll-pitch- roll*)
25
Verification of separation attitude:
Propagation time (Spacecraft- earth-
spacecraft) 30
Acquisition and ground reaction time I0
Capsule ejection to minimum safe distance** 5
Second roll maneuver is required to orient if the medium-gain
antenna is used for verification.
Assumed minimum capsule stand-off 300 feet to avoid contamina-
tion by spacecraft lateral thrust exhaust gases.
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Evasive thrust period
R eorientation to cruise attitude $
(pitch, yaw angles _< 90 deg max:
roll angle < 180 deg)
Maximum total time off- cruise
5
40
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5. 1.4 Capsule Entry and Spacecraft Deboost Sequence
Alternate sequences for the spacecraft covering the period from
capsule entry to spacecraft orbit insertion require comparative evaluation.
Items to be considered include the capsule-to-spacecraft communications
link, which influences the choice of the deboost preparation sequence; the
time period during which the spacecraft must remain off its nominal cruise
attitude; the implications of Martian quarantine, which demand positive
verification of correct spacecraft orientation prior to deboost engine firing;
plus other aspects of enhancing the probability of successful orbit insertion.
a. Constraints
Orbit insertion is the most critical propulsive maneuver. Un-
like preceding maneuver sequences it requires the most precise execution
timing and severely limits the possibility of diagnostic or corrective action
by ground command in case of malfunctions, due to the time constraint. In
short, there is only one chance to do it correctly. The requirement for
receiving and relaying telemetered data from the capsule vehicle through
its landing a short time before orbit insertion imposes a further constraint
ml.._on the deboost preparation sequence. _ _ tirr_ingof ...... _^ ^_+ ..... ,_
landing must be considered in connection with the deboost preparation
phase. Previous discussion (subsection 5. I. 3) has shown that capsule
separation time and velocity increment must be chosen so as to provide an
appropriate time difference between capsule landing and arrival of the
spacecraft at periapsis.
Larger time interval for completion of this maneuver compared
to first attitude change reflects the lower roll rate used when
reacquiring Canopus.
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In addition to these absolute and relative timing requirements
the following major constraints are placed on the execution of the deboost
maneuver and must be considered:
Accurate insertion of the spacecraft at time of
encounter into a Mars orbit of specified periapsis
and apoapsis altitudes, and inclination.
Protection against quarantine violation by positive
verification of spacecraft attitude prior to engine
firing. In case of doubt regarding quarantine
safety, the orbit insertion must be aborted.
Limitation of time period during which spacecraft
is permitted to remain off the cruise orientation,
for reasons of thermal control, battery power,
and inertial reference drift. Sequences with minimum
off-nominal orientation time are preferred.
Ability to monitor flight capsule until landing, i. e. ,
a constraint on spacecraft attitude and relay antenna
field of view.
Ability to communicate to earth prior to and during
deboost maneuver; i.e. , an antenna pointing
constraint.
The requirement of performing orbit insertion in earth view
(i. e. , before occultation by Mars) is a constraint on Mars orbit selection,
not on the deboost preparation sequence.
b. Alternate Sequences
The main alternatives for spacecraft orientation to deboost
attitude with respect to capsule monitoring requirements are the following:
Sequence I: Spacecraft is oriented to deboost attitude
before capsule entry
Sequence 2: Spacecraft is oriented to deboost attitude
after capsule landing
Figure 3-40 shows the sequence of operations, including the
verification and enabling alternatives. The geometry of spacecraft orienta-
tion and antenna field of view for capsule monitoring is illustrated in
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Figure 3-40.
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Figure 3-41for spacecraft configurations Aand B._ Sequences 1 and 2
differ in the following major points:
Sequence 2 gives greater assurance of undisturbed
capsule data monitoring but imposes tight constraints
on timing for completion of deboost preparations.
The maximum spacecraft-to- capsule communication
range tends to be larger for Sequence 2 since a
greater time differential is needed between capsule
landing and spacecraft arrival at periapsis (see
tradeoff analysis below).
*The maneuver sequence for the liquid engine configuration (B)
differs from that illustrated for configuration (A) by the fact
that for typical ZAP angles a larger pitch or yaw angle maneuver
is needed to orient the liquid engine thrust for deboost.
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Figure 3-41. Geometry of Capsule Landing and Spacecraft
Deboost Sequence l, 2
A larger separation range for Sequence 2 implies
also a larger capsule entry error.
Time off the nominal cruise attitude is larger in
Sequence l (see tradeoff analysis).
Sequence 2 permits more convenient monitoring of the
capsule during cruise and at entry and landing, using
a single fixed relay antenna, and avoids critical inter-
ruption for spacecraft orientation maneuver just be-
fore capsule entry.
c. Tradeoff Analysis for Deboost Orientation Sequences l and 2
A detailed analysis of the timing and communication range re-
quirements for Sequences l and 2 was performed using three representa-
tive arrival conditions for the 1971 Mars mission:
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Case a
Case b
Case c
Arrival ZAP V (kin/sec)
Date Angle (deg) co
1 Feb. 1977 _, 60 _, 3.5
1 Dec. 1971 _ 100 _, 3.0
Z0 Oct. 1971 _, 140 _ 4.5
The landing point was assumed in all cases to be near the morning termi-
nator in the Mars ecliptic plane. The time interval from entry to landing
was estimated conservatively for a dense Martian atmosphere to be
1500 seconds. The 3 • highest periapsis altitude for the spacecraft ap-
proach is Z500 kin. The radio horizon is assumed to be 10 degrees above
the ideal spherical horizon.
Figures 3-4Z and 3-43 show the resulting relevant range and
time parameters as functions of ZAP angle, for comparison of Sequences 1
and Z, viz., the maximum capsule-to-spacecraft range (at time of capsule
entry) and the time required off cruise attitude prior to deboost. Also
shown is the minimum time interval between capsule entry and spacecraft
arrival at periapsis, the time between horizon passage and periapsis, and
the reorientation angle required to assume deboost attitude.
The time period off cruise attitude prior to deboost was com-
puted for Sequence Z as follows:
Orientation to deboost attitude
(roll, p_L_._,:'-t_._11ru_.maneuver)
Verification of attitude:
2 x propagation time at 15 rain
Acquisition time, ground re-
action time (including time
margin for contingencies)
Total time off cruise attitude
(before deboost)
lVlinut e s
Z5
30
30
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The computation for Sequence 1 includes the time for orientation and
verification prior to capsule entry and landing plus the time of remaining
in deboost attitude after capsule landing. For ZAP angles greater than
lZ0 degrees, where this time would be excessively long, the verification
sequence was shifted into this waiting period (note the jump in the time
curve for Sequence 1).
For intermediate and large ZAP angles the difference in off-
cruise time between Sequences 1 and Z is most significant. The difference
in communication ranges is small, both sequences requiring maximum
range capabilities of approximately 40,000 kin. Late arrival trajectories
(Case a, ZAP angles 60... 80 degrees) are not likely to be selected for
reasons of launch constraints; hence, more emphasis is to be placed on
the medium and upper ZAP angle range.
In summary the comparative evaluation of the two sequences
leads to a clear preference of Sequence Z because
• The off-cruise time is up to 100 minutes shorter
(alleviation of thermal, electric power, and
attitude control problems)
• The risk of losing capsule data during and after
the reorientation maneuver is higher in Sequence 1
• Large reorientation angles required for low and
intermediate ZAP angles prevent capsule data
reception during early cruise phase in Sequence 1
if only one antenna on spacecraft
The advantages of Sequence 1 are minor by comparison, viz.,
$
reduced communication range and capsule AV in some cases, and greater
time margin for fault diagnosis on the ground and correction before de-
boost.
The preferred nominal sequence is listed in Vol. 2 , Section IIL
VS-3-I04, Items 34-38).
See subsection 5.1.4 f for discussion of the higher data rate obtain-
able with reduced communication range in Sequence 1.
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d. Comparison of Alternate Command and Control Logic
for Deboost Maneuver
The sequence comparison chart, Figure 3-40 shows the follow-
ing alternate means of protecting against an unsafe deboost maneuver
{unsafe from the quarantine standpoint):
• Engine ready to fire unless inhibit signal is received
• Deboost inhibited until enable signal is received
• Verification and go-ahead from the ground
• Verification and go-ahead by onboard sequence
• Conditional go-ahead, enabled by early ground
command if approach conditions are determined
such as to rule out possibility of quarantine vio-
lation.
The objective of the command and control logic is to provide a highly de-
pendable interlocking system of inhibit versus enable signals for the criti-
cal deboost maneuver. The policy must be to abort the orbit insertion
maneuver when in doubt about a possible quarantine violation. The desired
logic is one that minimizes the dubious situations to avoid unnecessary
aborts.
The difficulties lie (I) in the long communication delay which
practically rules out repeated diagnostic and corrective communications
exchanges by the time deboost orientation must be verified, (2) in the
penalty associated with remaining in the deboost attitude for an extended
period of time, and (31 in the fact that communication is likely to be dis-
rupted when deboost orientation is in error. Thus the spacecraft remains
uninformed of the existing error.
The absence of an enabling signal from the ground is likely to
indicate improper deboost attitude; hence the maneuver should probably
be aborted (unless it is known to be safe, regardless of attitude). The
conditional go-ahead signal, transmitted a priori when the trajectory is
known to allow a safe deboost maneuver, is a desirable backup provision
which can eliminate a major class of unnecessary aborts. This backup
makes use of the fact that for the type of trajectories in question the worst
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result of incorrect attitude at deboost would be failure to achieve capture
by Mars rather than the possibility of quarantine violation. This depends
entirely on certain "safe" combinations of Vco, AV capability, and impact
parameter, B. The conditions which provide maneuver safety for all
spacecraft attitudes are indicated schematically in Figure 3-44 for a family
of approach trajectories with equal Vco, with B as parameter, and for a
given AV capability sufficient to establish the desired Mars orbit by a
nominal insertion maneuver at the nominal periapsis.
NOMINAL
PERIAPSIS
DESIGNATED LIMIT OF
SAFE DEBOOST ZONE
TYPE a
/
/ TYPE b
J
TYPE c
EXPLANATION:
POSSIBLE
MARS
ORBIT
CAPTURE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR 4V
IN ANY
DIRECTION
MARS CONTAMINATION
POSSIBLE IMPOSSIBLE
WITH AV FOR _V
IN WORST IN ANY
DIRECTION(S) DIRECTION
I
BOUNDARY I j
1
Figure 3-44. Boundaries of Possible Mars Orbit Capture and Possible
Contamination (for given V and AV)
(DO
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In the diagram a circular boundary (I) is shown which separates
the region where capture is possible under erroneous deboost orientation
from the region where capture is not possible, for the given V and 2_V.
CO
A second boundary {2) designates the region where Mars contamination is
possible under the worst deboost orientation, for the same values of V
CO'
AV. Trajectories may {a) remain entirely outside of the capture region,
{b) cross the region of error-proof deboost for various lengths of time, or
{c) approach Mars too closely to permit deboost; the last alternative ex-
tremely unlikely if midcourse corrections have been successful. Trajec-
tories of Type b allow the use of onboard-commanded debo6st without
attitude confirmation from the ground if the maneuver is confined strictly
to programmed time limits corresponding to the "safe deboost zone"
indicated in the diagram. It is noted that boundary 2 is not as sharply
defined as boundary 1 due to uncertainties of the Martian atmosphere.
Onboard verification and enabling sequences can be considered
acceptable only if they include Mars sensing and redundant timing pro-
visions. This type of command logic can be used either for primary or
backup command or it can include a backup enabling channel from the
ground. The required combination of sensors and redundant channels for
this alternate has not been considered as part of the present spacecraft
command and control system design because of the inherent complexity.
In summary, the present deboost command logic sequence in-
cludes only the conservative mode of using ground verification and ground
enabling signals without assigning backup authority to onboard channels in
case of unconfirmed spacecraft orientation. A further study of conditional
backup provisions would be useful.
e° Probability Considerations for Corrective Action by
Ground Command
In the preceding discussion the relatively short time interval
of 30 minutes has been allocated for ground reaction time, including a
time margin to be used if required for decision making and corrective
action. It can be argued that a larger time margin might be desirable to
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allow for contingencies. On the other hand, failure-free operation of the
deboost preparation sequence must not be penalized by extending the time
in maneuver attitude beyond a reasonable minimum if this would reduce
the over-all probability of success.
The following probability considerations are presented to justify
this policy. Using the definitions
P
m
probability of malfunction in commanded
sequence (a constant),
P (t)
C
probability of correcting the malfunction,
increasing with time,
P (t)
S
probability of surviving extended time
off the nominal cruise attitude, decreasing
with time,
t ___ time counted from instant of departure
from nominal attitude
one obtains for the probability of achieving the mission goal
Pa(t) = Ps(t) [(1 - Pro) ÷Pm Pc (t)]
The tradeoff between increased probability of correction and decreased
probability of enduring the time required for correction is given by the
product term Pm Ps (t) Pc (t) in the above equation (see Figure 3-45a).
The best time at which to discontinue further attempts at correction de-
pends upon the relative magnitude of the terms involved and can only be
discussed here in a general sense.
The optimum time t = T is obtained from
Pa' ' (I - P + P Pc ) + P P P ' = O.(t) = Ps m m s m c
' and P ' are zero initially, Pa'(t) = 0 is satisfiedSince the derivatives Ps c
for t = 0. To yield a positive optimum time T the rate of increase Pc'(t)
must outweigh the negative effect of P '(t) for sonde time interval 0 _ t < T
S
or
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Otherwise the best policy is expressed by T = 0, i.e., the decision to
abandon efforts of corrective action.
Two classes of malfunctions may be distinguished, viz. , some
that yield to early correction and others that require lengthy diagnostic
and corrective routines. This is portrayed in Figure 3-45b. Only the
former type of malfunction can be expected to give a nonzero optimum
time, T, for corrective effort. The product Pc(t) Ps{t) in this case has
two maxima .of which only the first one increases Pa(t) such that
P(T) < P(O)
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Practical considerations indicate that there will be few possible
sources of malfunctions that can be detected and corrected within less than
one hour, considering the impossibility of including two-way communica-
tion in the corrective routine. An example of the first type (amenable to
early correction) would be failure of communication link acquisition and
lock on first attempt after a correct spacecraft reorientation maneuver.
An example of the second type (not amenable to early correction) is incor-
rect deboost orientation of the spacecraft which cannot be corrected without
reacquiring earth communication, i.e., by return to cruise attitude.
An arbitrary choice of 30 minutes was made to provide for ade-
quate ground reaction time and contingencies and to avoid undesirable
extension of the time for maintaining deboost attitude.
f. Growth Potential for HiTher Capsule Data Rate
Consideration of the usefulness of a higher data rate capability
of the capsule-to-spacecraft relay communication link leads to reexamina-
tion of the capsule monitoring and deboost orientation sequence. The
attainment of higher data rates by one or two orders of magnitude is a
desirable growth objective (e. g., for more comprehensive transmission
of atmospheric entry and descent phenomena). The approach envisaged
to meet such an objective consists of the following steps:
• Reduce the maximum communication range, if possible,
by an alternate deboost orientation sequence (see
Sequence 1 discussed under 5.1.4. b)
• Increase the relay antenna gain by using a larger an-
tenna and placing it in a more convenient location
on the spacecraft.
The geometry of capsule monitoring and deboost sequences
depicted in Figure 3-41 suggests that the maximum communication range
can be reduced from 38,000 km to approximately 8000 to 10,000 km by
adopting the alternate Sequence 1 in which the spacecraft assumes the re-
quired deboost attitude before monitoring capsule entry and landing.
One implication of this goal is to eliminate from consideration
capsule landing sites which are located much farther from spacecraft
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periapsis than 90 degrees. For arrival dates with a large ZAP angle this
implies foregoing the otherwise desirable landing sites near the morning
terminator. Referring again to Figure 3-41 which corresponds to ZAP
= 120 degrees, disappearance of the capsule beyond the horizon would then
occur much later than would be the case for the more remote landing site.
A short time interval between loss of capsule visibility and arriving at
periapsis permits a sizable reduction of the over-all time in deboost
maneuver attitude, and reduces the operational risks associated with
Sequence 1. This time estimate is revised downward from 180 minutes
to 100 or 120 minutes for approach conditions with large or small ZAP
angles, provided capsule landing near the terminator is not a firm con-
straint. On this basis Sequence 1 is acceptable. The maximum range
from spacecraft to capsule at entry time is reduced to 9000 kin.
One consequence of the revised sequence is the angle variation
of the line of sight between entry and landing which can increase to 45 de-
grees, depending on landing site location, angle of entry, and over-all
estimates of the descent time. The relay antenna should therefore be
oriented on the spacecraft so as to accommodate 45 degrees of capsule
coverage in the center of its beam. No substantial line-of-sight angle
variation as a function of arrival date is anticipated for the relatively in-
variant geometry of horizon passage and periapsis. The antenna would be
mounted so the center of its gain pattern is in the plus roll direction. This
mounting is now independent of ZAP angle.
The gain of the relay antenna can be raised from 4 to 10 db (as
discussed in Volume 5, Section III, 1.2.5} by substituting a larger antenna
which will provide a beam width of 50 to 60 degrees. This beam width is
adequate for angle coverage during capsule descent.
As a result of range reduction by a factor of 4 and antenna gain
increase by 6 db the communication data rate can be raised by a factor of
4 x 16 = 64 to 640 bits/sec. Although the desirability of the modified se-
quence and the feasibility of deploying a larger antenna structure (e. g., a
3 x 9 foot helical antenna} must still be further evaluated, the above dis-
cussion points the way to an effective growth of capsule data rate capability
which may prove desirable as mission objectives develop.
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5. _ Maneuver and Orbit Determination Accuracy
The Preliminary Voyager 1971 Mission Specification (JPL Project
Document 45) has established the target accuracy goal for the approach
of the Voyager planetary vehicle to Mars at +--500 km, 3_, impact parame-
ter space. This goal has been interpreted in the Voyager 1971 Mission
Guidelines (JPL Project Document 46) to extend to these aspects of
accuracy:
a) The orbiter initial (before orbit trim) periapsis
• altitude shall be controlled to %500 km (3_).
b) The orbit plane shall be established to within
+5 degrees (30-) of the nominal aiming point in
t--he R, T plane.
c) The landing point latitude and longitude shall
each be controlled to +7.5 degrees (3_).
Ignoring, for the present, the execution errors associated with the
spacecraft-capsule separation and the insertion of the spacecraft into
orbit about Mars, the 500 km approach accuracy (30- impact parameter
space) transforms into dispersions of orbit periapsis of less than 500 km
(because of the focusing effect of Mars' gravitational field), and into
orbit-plane dispersions of appreciably less than 5 degrees. For near-
vertical lander entry angles, the 500 km approach accuracy is similarly
more restrictive than the 7. S-degree latitude and longitude goal. How-
ever, for entry angles shallower than about 60 degrees, the 7.5-degree
latitude and longitude goal is more restrictive, for typical Voyager
approach geometries.
Normal programming of the orbit insertion operation appears to
introduce negligible additional error in the spacecraft altitude at peri-
apsis, and only a minor additional error in the orbit plane, so the 3_
impact parameter accuracy of 500 km remains the critical requirement
for the spacecraft. For the capsule approach, both the possibility that
landing site selection may call for entry angles substantially different
from 90 d_grees and the recognition that the capsule trajectory deflection
maneuver may introduce appreciable error lead to the conclusion that the
500 km accuracy of the spacecraft impact parameter may not be as
critical as the 7.5-degree latitude and longitude requirement. Therefore
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both of these accuracy requirements will be borne in mind in assessing
system performance.
5.2. 1 Control and Determination of Orbit Uncertainties
The ability of the Voyager to achieve these approach accuracy
requirements depends on a number of factors:
• Injection accuracy capability of the launch vehicle
• Maneuver accuracy capability of the spacecraft
• Maneuver accuracy capability of the capsule
• Accuracy of knowledge of certain astronomical
physical constants
• Accuracy of knowledge of the solar pressure
force on the planetary vehicle
• Accuracy of knowledge of the vehicle state vector
prior to each maneuver due to earth-based radio
tracking
• Choice of interplanetary trajectory, orbit about
Mars, and landing site.
Since these factors are under the control or responsibility of several
different major elements of the Voyager project organization, and some
(particularly the capsule accuracy capability) have not yet been outlined
to any quantitative degree, it is not possible to abstract from the general
accuracy requirements a completely definitive requirement for space-
craft system performance. Nor, conversely, is it possible with any
spacecraft system performance to guarantee meeting the Voyager mission
target accuracy goal.
However, it is possible to appraise the maneuvers which produce
the major contributions to the dispersions of the approach parameters,
and the tracking operations which most significantly resolve the uncer-
tainties. Figure 3-46 is a diagram which presents these effects ina
conceptual manner. In this diagram corrupting influences, those tending
to increase the uncertainty of the trajectory, are incorporated as series
elements, while refining influences, those decreasing the uncertainty,
are introduced as parallel elements. As the mission proceeds, the
corrupting and refining influences are added, progressing to the right
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in the diagram. The magnitude of the uncertainty at any time in the
mission is analogous to the "impedance" seen to the left of the appropriate
terminal pair in the diagram. These magnitudes are indicated by the
length, in kilometers, of the semi-major axis of the 10- dispersion ellipse
of B', the impact parameter, except, as noted, for the orbiting phase,
where periapsis location uncertainties are indicated. The combination of
the uncertainties of the elements to deduce measures of accuracy of tra-
jectory control or accuracy of trajectory knowledge, considering the
various elements to be statistically uncorrelated, follows these rules:
• Elements in series with uncertainties Ul, u2,
u 3 .... combine to give a net uncertainty
2 u22 2u s = (u I + + u 3 + ...)
l/z
• Elements in parallel with uncertainties Ul, u Z,
u3, ... combine to give a net uncertainty
-2 -2 -z -1/2
u = + u 2 + u 3 + )p (Ul • . .
These assumptions were used in generating Figure 3-46:
a) There are only two spacecraft interplanetary
trajectory corrections. The second of these is
relatively late in the interplanetary cruise
phase, after approximately 75 per cent of the
transit time.
b) The radio tracking of the spacecraft during
the interplanetary cruise phase serves to
refine not only the estimate of the spacecraft
orbit but also the estimate of the solar light
pressure force on the spacecraft and the
estimate of the magnitude of the astronomical
unit.
c) Sensing of the direction to Mars by on-board
instruments is indicated for both the approach
phase and the orbiting phase.
d) The programming of the capsule trajectory
deflection maneuver is based on the planetary
vehicle approach trajectory as estimated
rather than as intended at the time of the second
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Figure 3-46. Orbit Uncertainty Control and Determination Diagram
midcourse correction; therefore, the contributing
base uncertainty (before separation and deflec-
tion execution errors) is that due to knowledge
of the trajectory state at the time of separation,
not that due to control of trajectory.
el On the other hand the programming of the space-
craft orbit insertion maneuver is based on a
predetermined AV impulse of fixed magnitude,
with timing appropriate to and direction contrary
to the periapsis" passage of the nominal hyper-
bolic trajectory. Therefore, the contributing
base uncertainty is that due to control of the
trajectory at the completion of the second mid-
course execution.
The landing capsule operates open-loop once it
is separated from the spacecraft.
gl For evaluating orbit determination for the space-
craft in orbit about Mars, it was assumed that
the gravitational constant, _, of Mars is known
exactly.
The sources of numbers appearing in Figure 3-46 are as follows:
al Uncertainty in AU and in Mars' ephemeris
(a priori): 300 km effect on B. By assumption.
Refinements of this figure: t50 km at second
midcourse, and 100 km at capsule separation.
By estimate.
bl Injection by Centaur (135,000 kin). Figure of
merit of 15 m/sec times sensitivity of
900 kin/0. 1 m/sec, for May 19, 1971, launch
and November 12, 1971, arrival.
c) Ground radio tracking, at first midcourse (i000
kin), at second midcourse (100 kin), at separa-
tion (70 kin), at encounter (50 kin). From orbit
determination results for Mariner 1964, $ and
estimates for Mariner 1969. **
d) First midcourse execution (1000 kml. Approxi-
mately 0.7 per cent of injection dispersion.
el Uncertainty of solar pressure constant at first
midcourse (150 kml, and at second midcourse
(30 km}. At first midcourse, a 5 per cent
N. R. Haynes et al, "Mariner 4 Flight Path to Mars, " Astronautics
and Aeronautics, June 1905, p. 29.
JPL EPD 250, Section VIIIC, and JPL EPD 201, Section VIB.
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f)
g)
h)
i)
J)
uncertainty produces 150 km uncertainty in B,
by comparison with the article by Haynes et al,
in which the Mariner 1964 trajectory produced
t000 km for a spacecraft with an area-to-mass
ratio 7 times VoyagerWs. At second midcourse,
150 km is reduced by a factor of 2.5 to account
for refinement in uncertainty to Z per cent, and
by a factor of 2. to account for reduced sensi-
tivity at that point in the transit phase, giving
30 km.
Second midcourse correction (50 km). The 1_
error to be corrected includes some 1400 krn
(non-gaussian) accruing from the first mid-
course correction and solar constant uncertainty
superimposed on a fixed bias of some 5500 km
(estimated) to satisfy quarantine requirements.
0.7 per cent execution error gives 40 km, 1¢,
e s sentially gaus sian.
On-board sensing of Mars (approach) (i25 and
50 km). An on-board device for sensing the
(celestial) direction to Mars_ is assumed to have
a 10- accuracy of 0.25 x 10-- rad at a distance
of 500,000 km, leading to 125 km as the effect
on B. Near encounter, the same angular
accuracy at Z00,000 km range leads to 50 km.
On-board sensing of Mars (in orbit) (0. i5 degree
initially). This is based on Mars sensing ele-
ments on the planet-oriented package which can
determine the (celestial) direction to Mars to
0.5 degree (3_).
Capsule-spacecraft separation (10 and 5 kin).
A relative separation velocity of 0.5 m/sec
was assumed, and an uncertainty of 0. 1 m/sec,
split 2/3 to the lander and 1/3 to the spacecraft.
Occurring 48 hours before encounter, the effect
B is
(0.06, 0.03) " 10 -3 km/sec • 48 • 3600 sec = 10,
Spacecraft orientation at separation (120 km),
capsule tip-off and spin up (I00 krn) and separa-
tion propulsion error (115 kin). These are
based on the separation and approach geometry
for the sequences outlined in Section 5. I.
Figure 3-47 shows how these error contributions
are calculated, based on y, the lateral com-
ponent of the lff dispersion ellipse.
5kin.
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Figure 3-47. Geometry of the Separation Execution Error
z z 2 z 1/2
y = (x' sin _ + y' cos 4)
%b = 20 degrees, sin th = 0.35
6B = y • (lateral separation of asymptotes at entry)
sin
lateral separation = 10,000 krn
Ope ration
Spacecraft Tip-off
Orientation and
at Separation Spin up
Separation
Propulsion
x' 0 0 0. 670/0
y' 0. 0043 tad 0. 0035 tad 0. 0035 rad
y 0. 0043 rad 0. 0035 tad 0. 004 tad
6B 120 knu 100 krn 115 km
k)
1)
Capsule entry atmospheric force uncertainty (50 km).
Estimated.
Orbit insertion execution error (0 krn, 0.65 degree).
The magnitude of AV affects apoapsis radius, but
not periapsis altitude accuracy which is listed in
Figure 3-46. The pointing accuracy of the AV is
taken as 1.5 degrees (I0-). This applies to a AV of
about !. 5 __m__/sec. The uncertainty of the direction
of the velocity after the propulsive maneuver,
based ona velocity of 3.5 km/sec, is 0.65 degree.
This imposes a 0.65 degree inaccuracy in orbit
plane orientation but adds negligible inaccuracy
to the periapsis altitude.
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m) Ground radio tracking (orbit) (1 km initially, 0. 025
degree in one week). By using earth-based two-way
doppler radio tracking of the spacecraft in orbit
about Mars, very accurate estimates of the orbit
can be made, provided the orbital geometry does
not coincide with the several insensitive configura-
tions. (See Voyager t971 Mission Guidelines,
page 23, first paragraph. ) Initially (after one or
two orbital pas sage s) the accurate determination
applies to 5 of the 6 orbital elements. The sixth
element f_, rotation about the earth-Mars line,
may be estimated from a priori knowledge of the
orbital insertion operation, but is refined only
after the passage of additional time.
The Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines (p Z6),
indicates that doppler radio measurements of
range rate are possible to 0.001 m/sec. This
figure presumably applies to a series of measure-
ments lasting several hours, to reduce effects
of random noise. When the spacecraft is in
orbit, the range rate varies so rapidly that
significant measurements must be constrained
to periods of the order of a minute. It is esti-
mated that the 10- accuracy of such doppler
measurements may be about 0.05 m/sec. Even
so, the resolution and interpretation of the
oscillating function, z, range rate corrected
for earth-station motion and earth-Mars distance
rate, is very accurate. In Appendix E of this
volume, it is shown that for typical orbits
varies over a range of some 3000 to 4000 m/sec.
With doppler measurements as indicated, the
orbital period, T, can be determined to 12 to
15 parts per million. If the gravitational
parameter, _t, of Mars were known exactly,
then a, the orbital semi-major axis, would be
known to 8 to 10 parts per million, because
a = (2_r) -z/3 T z/3 1/3
_t •
Other orbital parameters, except _2, can also be
deduced, although not to quite the same extreme
of accuracy. For typical orbits these t0- accura-
cies would exist:
2O0
a, semi-major axis 0. 15 km
rp, ra, distance from planet center
at periapsis or apoapsis
Ikm
These accuracies are limited by the uncertainty in
knowledge of _. Because of wide possible varia-
tions in this uncertainty, its effect was not included
in Figure 3-46. In the Voyager 1971 Mission
Guidelines (p 26), it is indicated to be 25 (if
Mariner 64 is successful) to 25,000 parts per
million. Other estimates put it from 1000 to
5000 parts per million. The influence on deter-
mination of a, rp, and ra could range from 8 to
8000 parts per million. Of course, even if the
a priori knowledge of _ has large uncertainties,
it may be refined by treating it as one of the
variables to be solved for in the orbit determina-
process. In particular, this may be done by
observing the attracting influence of Mars during
the spacecraft' s approach.
After initial establishment of five orbital elements,
it is still necessary to refine the sixth one, _,
which fixes the rotation of the orbital ellipse about the
earth-Mars line. If the earth-Mars line were sta-
tionary with respect to the orbit, this parameter
would remain unresolved. For typical 1971 orbits,
the earth-Mars line rotates at 4.5 degrees per week
to the east soon after arrival, and the regression of
the orbit plane is of the order of 1 degree per week
to the west. The resolution of the critical parameter
is best illustrated by noting the change (in the week's
time) of the range rate, _, at a point in the orbit
where the orbital velocity component in the plane of
the ecliptic and perpendicular to the earth-Mars line
is maxhl_u_-n. For +.._,4t-_1 _,-h-_t-_, this velocity com-
ponent, V x, may be 1.5 km/sec. Then
A_ = V x /k_ sin 4.5 deg
We assume earth-based radio tracking can discriminate
between values of _ measured 1 week apart in I minute
intervals when A9 is as low as 0.05 m/sec. Then,
solving for A_2,
2O 1
Af_ =
V x sin4.5 deg
0.05m/sec
1500m/sec 0.08
= 0.0004 rad = 0.025 deg
Thus the orbit plane orientation may be ascertained to
0. 025 degree.
The correspondence between a 220-kin uncertainty in the capsule
impact parameter and a 2.5 to 5.0-degree uncertainty in the landing site
location is based on Figure 3-48, which illustrates the landing geometry
and the sensitivity of the landing site to approach asymptote location, as
a function of approach Voo and impact parameter. The larger landing
site errors occur with the approaches closest to graze. (The restriction
of the Preliminary Voyager 1971 Mission Specification (p 36), on how
close to a graze trajectory the capsule approach may be is indicated by
points at B = B - 1000 km.)
graze
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Figure 3-48. Sensitivity of Landing Site to Approach
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Similarly, the sensitivity of the location of spacecraft orbit
periapsis to spacecraft approach asymptote is given by
0 (periapsis location) = 0.92 to 0.95 (in orbit plane - radial)
0B
= approximately 0.6 (out-of-orbit plane).
The in-plane figure is the more critical, and it accounts for the appear-
ance of 180 krn as the uncertainty of control of the orbit {referring to
periapsis position) based on 190-km uncertainty in the control of the
spacecraft approach asymptote relative to Mars. (The corrupting
influences of capsule-spacecraft separation and orbit insertion are
negligible.
The diagram of Figure 3-46 indicates performance which falls
slightly short of the accuracy objectives of the 1971 Voyager mission,
but which is based on a mission profile of minimum complexity. It
should be recognized that this analysis is oversimplified: it carries
only one quantity as an uncertainty, rather than the multi-component
state vector; and the combination of various error sources is represented
crudely. Yet it is fruitful to examine where the performance is deficient,
what are the principal sources limiting the achievement of accuracy, and
what improvements, either within the assumed mission profile or by
altering the sequences, might logically be used to meet or exceed the
accuracy requirements.
First, it is noted that the 3_ landing site accuracy is indicated to
be 7.5 to 15 degrees, depending on the entry angle. Thus, for vertical
entry (aiming the lander at the center of Mars) the requirement is
marginally met, but not at entry angles differing appreciably from 90
degrees. Second, the 3v periapsis altitude accuracy is 540 km, com-
pared with a requirement of 500 km. The orbit plane orientation
accuracy requirement is met with adequate margin.
a. Capsule Landing Accuracy
As the capsule separation and trajectory deflection sequence
is assumed to be programmed to compensate for the approach trajectory
as it is known at the time of separation, the error due to the uncertainty
Z03
of the transit phase is the 85-kna uncertainty of the knowledge of the
transit trajectory, relative to Mars. This is not a major contribution
(in a root-sum-square process) to the 220-krn uncertainty in control of
the lander approach asymptote. The principal contributions arise from
the assumed errors of spin up and separation propulsion after the cap-
sule is released from the spacecraft. Examination of paragraph j),
above, and Figure 3-47 shows that the effect of these errors on B, in
addition to depending on the attitude and _V accuracy of the separation
process, is proportional to the lateral separation AB between space-
craft and capsule asymptotes, and inversely proportional to the angle
%b between the spacecraft asymptote and the (relative) AV vector.
The spacecraft sequence encompassing capsule entry and
landing and spacecraft deboost outlined in Section 5. I requires an approxi-
mately constant time interval between capsule entry and spacecraft
encounter, regardless of the choice of landing site. This leads to
capsule-spacecraft separation distances at entry which are relatively
constant and large compared with the planet diameter or AB. The
ratio AB/sin q_, equal to this separation distance, is essentia11y inde-
pendent of AB. Thus the choice of landing site does not influence the
accuracy of control of capsule approach asymptote location. It follows
that improvement of the accuracy of the landing site requires either
improved separation processes or a revision in the sequence.
A possible alternate sequence for capsule-lander separation
would be to let the capsule propulsion supply only the lateral component
of the separation, with the longitudinal component produced by a retarding
propulsive maneuver by the spacecraft after the separation. The same
percentage errors for spacecraft orientation and capsule tipoff, spin up,
and propulsion as employed in paragraph h) above would now cause an
error in capsule approach asymptote (based on _ = 90 degrees) of only
6B = x' AB = 67 kilometers for AB = 10,000 kilometers,
and even less for smaller values of AB corresponding to landing sites
Other capsule-lander sequences which, for certain approach
geometries, would result in similar landing accuracy improvement
are discussed in Section 5. 1.
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nearer the spacecraft approach trajectory. In addition to this reduction
of lander approach error to an acceptable magnitude, this sequence has
the se benefits:
a) For a given time of separation (before entry) the
capsule propellant weight required is reduced to
about one-third. Conversely, if propellant weight
is not reduced, the separation event could be
delayed, leading to provision for more accurate
approach guidance and a shorter time for the
lander to be separated from the power and telem-
etry resources of the spacecraft.
b) The requirements for evasion of the capsule path
by the separated spacecraft could be met by the
spacecraft propulsive maneuver. No special
evasion maneuver would be required.
c) The same longitudinal spacecraft propulsion
maneuver could be combined with slight lateral
AV components to introduce a final correction
in the spacecraft approach trajectory. It is
unlikely that this trajectory refinement could
substitute for a second spacecraft midcourse
correction, but it could well serve as a third
correction maneuve r.
On the other hand, this sequence introduces these disadvantages:
a) The separation sequence is complicated by an
additional propulsive maneuver, with attendant
attitude control, command, and verification
requirements. {These requirements are more
severe and complicated than the simple evasion
maneuver which would be replaced. )
b) The lander entry is at a much greater angle of
attack, which is more likely to require the
insertion of a despin operation of the sequence.
c) The capsule, changing its orientation significantly
at entry, requires a wider antenna beam to main-
tain communication with the spacecraft.
d) The sizing of the spacecraft midcourse propellant
capacity must be increased. For example, for
the spacecraft propulsion to produce 30,000 km
separation in 48 hours requires a retardation
of:
_V = 174m]sec
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For a monopropellant with I s_ = 230 sec and an
initial weight of 5500 pounds,_'the weight of pro-
pellant required is
wpwitexplIsp0>]
[ ( 174)]= 5500 I - exp - 230 • 9.8
= 408 ib
e)
This propellant requirement of 408 pounds is
partially compensated by reduced orbital inser-
tion propellant requirements, as the approach
Voo will be reduced, but a penalty does exist.
The monopropellant usage is less efficient than
the retropropellant, because I) it has a lower I ,
and 2) its use at the point of capsule separation sp
is inferior to the use at the point of spacecraft
periapsis in reducing areocentric energy. In a
typical example the increase of 408 pounds of
monopropellant is accompanied by a decrease of
Z89 pounds of retropropellant to achieve the
same orbit, resulting in a net penalty of i 19
pounds in spacecraft payload.
Meanwhile, the capsule propellant weight reduc-
tion which would be achieved by this sequence
(advantage a) is I00 pounds. However, because
of the economics of lander entry, I00 pounds
saved from the capsule propellant weight amounts
to only a few pounds additional landed payload.
Thus it appears that this sequence causes a net
weight penalty, when assessed for the entire
planetary vehicle.
Note also for the 50-pound thrust monopropellant
engine proposed, the burning of 408 pounds of
propellant would require over 1750 seconds, an
unduly long life requirement. Thus this engine
would have to be sized to a higher thrust rating,
resulting in a loss of some of its capabilities for
fine AV resolution.
The spacecraft propulsive maneuver would be con-
ducted at a time and place such that a malfunction
causing an error in the direction of the ZXV vector
could place the spacecraft on an impact trajectory.
For a ZXV of the desired magnitude, but with
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random orientation, some 1.5 per cent of the
resulting spacecraft trajectories would intercept
Mars. Attitude verification would be required
before execution, so the probability of getting
onto an impact trajectory would be greatly
reduced. However, this small possibility,
coupled with the short time available for tracking
and the initiation of corrective measures, does
degrade somewhat the observance of the plane-
tary quarantine requirement.
Because this alternate sequence for the capsule-lander sepa-
ration introduces substantial complications into this phase of the mission,
it was not adopted in this study, even though it promotes substantially
greater accuracy for the capsule approach. It is preferred to first
examine the possibility that the capsule-spacecraft separation of the
chosen approach can be accomplished with small enough errors to meet
the mission accuracy requirements. The for errors indicated in
Figure 3-46 for the separation process and l?0 krn due to the spacecraft
orientation and i50 km due to capsule tipoff, spin up, and propulsion.
The i20 km figure for the spacecraft orientation error stems largely
from a gyro drift rate of approximately 0.4 degree per hour (3o-) during
the interval between leaving celestial references until the separation is
initiated. Because of the communications time required for verification
of altitude before permitting separation, this interval could be as long as
i. 5 hours. The uncertainty of 120 km due to spacecraft orientation does
not appear to be reducible by easy means consistent with the hardware
chosen for the spacecraft. The errors due to capsule operations are due
to a number of mechanical and propulsive processes, and the possibility
that they may be reduced by appropriate capsule design is beyond the
scope of this section.
b. Spacecraft Approach Accuracy
As the errors introduced by the operation of inserting the space-
craft into orbit do not appreciably degrade the accuracy with which peri-
apsis altitude is controlled, the critical quantity in achieving the desired
accuracy of the flight spacecraft in orbit _ __',the impact parameter of
the approach. A summary of the 1_ contributions to the error in B',
given as i90 km in Figure 3-40, follows:
Z07
Solar pressure constant uncertainty
after second midcourse
Second midcourse execution
Ground radio tracking before
second midcour se
Knowledge of AU before second
midcourse
30km
40km
I00 km
150 km
The root-sum-square error, i90 km, is greater than the target error
for the approach, 167 km (lcr).
Although the amount by which the target uncertainty is ex-
ceeded is small, and although the principal contributions arise from the
sources with the least firm estimates, it is still desirable to evaluate
possible means of improving this accuracy. The approach immediately
coming to mind is to attempt to reduce the two largest contributions, the
accuracy of ground radio tracking, and the uncertainty in the knowledge
of the astronomical unit. Both of these values as they apply to the
Voyager spacecraft approaching Mars have been assumed in the present
analysis; further study should be pursued to verify or fix their effects.
It is likely that the uncertainty in the AU in 1971 will be substantially less
than it is at the present because of the accumulation of experimental
measurements in the interim. In particular, the Mariner 64 mission to
Mars may reduce this uncertainty appreciably.
A second method improving the accuracy of the spacecraft's
approach trajectory can be achieved by a revision of the sequence of
events. Several possibilities may be considered:
a) An additional midcourse trajectory correction is
added to the sequence. This correction would take
place later, when the tracking uncertainty is
reduced. Presumably, in this case, the second
midcourse trajectory correction should be per-
formed earlier than otherwise planned, in order
that enough time is available for subsequent
tracking to compensate for the corruption intro-
duced by the maneuver.
b) No additional midcourse trajectory corrections are
added, but the timing of the second midcourse is
delayed, so that it occurs closer to encounter.
2O8
c) A thirdmidcourse correction is added, and timed
to occur so late that terminal guidance sensing may
be used to act for the influences of the proximity of
the spacecraft to Mars before the third correction
is executed.
Each of these revised sequences would serve to reduce the uncertainty of
the spacecraft's approach to Mars, and therefore the uncertainty of peri-
apsis altitude for the orbital phase. However, there are disadvantages
associated with each of these alternate sequences:
a) The incorporation of a third propulsive maneuver,
as in sequences a) and c) for the spacecraft, and
the required preceding terminal guidance sensing
and analysis would result in a greater mission
complexity.
b) If the late propulsive maneuver is conducted before
capsule separation, the reduced time available for
tracking and re-estimating the new spacecraft
trajectory would increase the uncertainty of the
estimate of the spacecraft's position at the time
the capsule is separated and would lead to greater
capsule approach error.
c¿ Another effect of a late propulsive maneuver is the
verification that the planetary quarantine require-
ment will be met by the spacecraft is also delayed.
This delay leads to a reduced probability of being
able to successfully conduct a diversion maneuver,
if an entry trajectory must be spoiled, or the alter-
nate possibility of deliberately accepting a less
favorable orbit about Mars in order to permit
earlier verification of a satisfactory trajectory.
For these reasons a late propulsive maneuver for the flight spacecraft is
not proposed during the approach to Mars.
A third concept for improving the accuracy of control of the
spacecraft orbit about Mars is to adjust the orbit insertion maneuver to
correct for known deviations in B-. Although this method does not reduce
the accuracy of the impact parameter (which is one of the target goals) it
may serve to correct the principal beneficiary of approach accuracy, the
control of the spacecraft altitude at periapsis. In this method, the timing
and orientation of the propulsive maneuver associated with orbit insertion
would be varied depending on the estimated value of B. For example, it
could be the policy that the lower estimate of B would serve to fix the
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accepted value of periapsis altitude, and for any approach trajectory known
to have a greater value of B, the orbit insertion maneuver would be
"spoiled" by performing the maneuver before the time of closest approach,
and orienting the thrust axis so that the spacecraft is diverted somewhat
inward from its hyperbolic approach trajectory. An illustration of this
method of spoiling the insertion maneuver is shown in Figure 3-49.
MARS
ELLIPTICAL ORBIT
(OPTIMUM ENTR_
LOCUS OF PERIAPSI5
POSITIONS: 6800 KM
APPROACH: NOMINAL: V_ = 3.25 KM/'SEC, B = 10,080 KM
NON-NOMINAL: PARALLEL TO NOMINAL, V_0 = 3.25 KM/'SEC
IS VARIED, BUT IN THE SAME DIRECTION AS
FOR NOMINAL APPROACH.
ORBIT: PERIAPSIS ALTITUDE: 3,400 KM (RADIUS = 6,800 KM)
APOAPSIS ALTITUDE: 10,200 KM (RADIUS = 13,600 KM)
INSERTION: CONTOURS INDICATE ._V REQUIRED TO ENTER A 3,400 X 10,200 KM
ORBIT FROM VARIOUS POINTS OF VARIOUS APPROACH TRAJECTORIES.
OPTIMUM ENTRY INTO /
/
AV = 1.91 KM/SEC /"
o
c_ c_
m
PARALLEL
APPROACH
I
!
_i I ii
ASYMPTOTES
Figure 3-49. Orbit Insertion from Non-nominal Approaches
In a sense, this third method for reducing periapsis altitude errors
is similar to the proposed sequence for capsule separation, in that it
takes advantage of the best known estimate of the approach trajectory at
the time the maneuver is to be performed, rather than depend on the
accuracy to which the approach trajectory was controlled. It is evident
that the potential improvement in the orbit accuracy by this method is
substantial, as Figure 3-46 indicated control of the approach trajectory
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to i90 km, and knowledge to 85 km (i_). However, this method also has
its disadvantages. In the first place, it imposes an inefficiency on the
orbit insertion maneuver for all except the worst case values of periapsis
altitude. Secondly, while itis possible to cause periapsis altitude and
several other orbit parameters to conform more closely to those of the
desired orbit, the accuracy of other parameters, notably the argument of
periapsis, are sacrificed. Furthermore, a11 the orbital elements have a
greater sensitivity to the execution errors when the orbit insertion
maneuver is conducted prior to the point of minimum altitude of the
approach hyperbola. As a consequence, there are possible implications
in which the use or extension of this method may infringe on the observ-
ance of the planetary quarantine. However, it is possible to restrict the
method of spoiling the orbit insertion to relatively small variations in
periapsis altitude, with consequently relatively small deviations from
nominal retropropulsion timing and attitude. A further disadvantage is
the requirement that the detailed maneuver parameters must be deter-
mined a relatively short time before the execution of the insertion
maneuver.
Therefore, the program which serves as a model for this
section does not make use of an orbit insertion maneuver dependent on
terminal sensing.
5. Z. Z SatisfyinH the Quarantine Requirement
Requirements on the maneuver and orbit determination accuracy of
the flight spacecraft for the purpose of satisfying the planetary quarantine
requirement are based on the assumption that the flight spacecraft is con-
taminated, and therefore must not be permitted to enter the Martian
atmosphere, and that a certain portion of the probability of contamination
is allotted to contamination by entry of the flight spacecraft. It has been
established that the probability of contaminating Mar_s by a single Voyager
mission be no greater than 0. 0001. This probability must be allocated to
all of the possible means by which Mars might be contaminated, so a
smaller number, for example 0. 00000, may be chosen as Pc' the
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required maximum probability that the flight spacecraft trajectory will
contaminate Mar s.
This leads to the establishment of a set of constraints on the inter-
planetary trajectory which will serve to meet this requirement. Methods
of generating and observing these constraints have been proposed. The
steps are outlined below.
a) Dispersion of Impact Point. As of the completion of
injection by the launch vehicle or of any midcourse
propulsion maneuver, the dispersion of spacecraft
velocities can be propagated to the impact plane (R,
T plane) at Mars. There then exists a probability
function, f, of the coordinates ]_'. l_', ]_'. _r, which
can be determined from estimates of tracking
errors, maneuver execution errors, and uncertainty
in the knowledge of Mars' position. (It is noted that
this distribution function may or may not be gaussian,
depending on the nature of the preceding propulsion
maneuver. For example, as of the completion of
the first midcourse trajectory correction, the
magnitude of which depends on the error in the
injection by the launch vehicle, the distribution
is distinctly non-gaussian. )
b) Entry Cross Section. An effective cylindrical
cross section exists for the approach of a space-
craft to Mars. The size of the cross section
depends on the approach velocity, Voo, and on
the radius from the center of Mars to the minimum
permitted altitude of the approach hyperbola. This
minimum altitude may be qualified by the proper-
ties and characteristics of the subsequent propul-
sive maneuver which will insert the spacecraft into
an orbit about Mars. If the orbital insertion maneu-
ver essentially preserves the altitude at periapsis,
then the closest permitted approach will be that
corresponding to the minimum allowable for a 50-
year lifetime of the ensuing orbit. If the orbital
insertion maneuver is conducted so that an appre-
ciable change in periapsis altitude ensued, either
intentionally or unintentionally, the permitted
closest approach would have to be revised accordingly.
JPL EPD 250, Section VIIID, and Voyager Spacecraft System, Volume I -
Technical Proposal, February 1965, TRW Space Technology Laboratories,
Answer to Question 3.
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c) Probability of Entry. The probability of entry is
obtained for each propulsive maneuver by
Pentry =/f dA
where f is the probability distribution function
defined in a) above, dA is an element of area,
and the integral is over the entry cross section
defined in b) above, all expressed as projected
on the impact plane.
d) Probability of Failure of Subsequent Propulsive
Maneuvers. This is pf, say, and pertains to a
failure which prevents deflection of the spacecraft
from a trajectory entering Mars. We assume
Pf_ Pc.
e) Categorization of Each Propulsive Maneuver.
Depending on the aiming point for each maneuver,
one of the following conditions holds for the proba-
bility of entry, and the particular maneuver may
be so classified.
i) 0 "_ Pentry -_ Pc
ii) Pc _ Pentry _ Pc/Pf
iii) Pc/Pf <pentry
The trajectory constraints can now be expressed as follows:
I. The "target point" is the aiming point of the
final propulsive maneuver, and its location
must satisfy i).
II. The selection of the aiming point for each
other propulsive maneuver must satisfy
either i) or ii).
In summary, these constraints prescribe that the spacecraft must never
be on a trajectory which has greater probability than Pc of being within
the entry cross section if no further propulsive maneuver is to take place.
However, if a subsequent propulsive maneuver is to take place, or could
be implemented, then the permitted probability of the spacecraft attaining
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an entry trajectory can rise to pc/pf where pf is the probability of
failure of the subsequent maneuver. Trajectories which have a higher
probability of pc/pf are not permitted in any instance.
As an example we consider the observance of trajectory constraints
for a flight spacecraft with launch date May 19, 1971, and arrival date
November 12, 1971. We assume that the probability of a successful
diversion from an entry trajectory, if necessary, is 0.98 if conducted
during the first two weeks of the mission, and 0.90 if conducted later
than the programmed second midcourse trajectory correction, at about
the three-quarter point of the interplanetary cruise phase. We assume
also that the radius of the cylindrical entry cross section is 7500 kin.
If the launch vehicle injection is programmed to put the spacecraft on a
trajectory aiming for the center of Mars, the semi-major and semi-minor
axes of the 1, dispersion ellipse are 135,000 and 70,000 kin, respectively.
These values are large compared with the radius of the entry cross
section, and so the probability of entry is approximately equal to the
area of the cross section times the maximum value of the probability
density function, 1/(2rr or or ). The resulting probability of entry is
x y
given by
2
ro (7,500) z
Pentry 2 o- o- 2, • 135, 000 " 70,000
x y
= 0.0030
This probability is greater than the value of Pc' 0. 00006. However,
multiplying by the probability of failure of subsequent maneuvers, 0.02,
gives a probability of irreversible entry of 0.00006. Therefore, condi-
tion ii) is satisfied and is satisfactory for the initial aim point to be the
center of Mars, or any other point we choose. (It is noted that the same
constraint which applies to the spacecraft also applies to the spent third
stage of the launch vehicle after injection. Therefore, it will be neces-
sary that the achievement of a retro maneuver on the Centaur stage have
a reliability of no less than 1 - Pd/0,0030, where Pd is the portion of the
0. 0001 contamination probability allocated to the launch vehicle. )
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In applying the same precepts to the aiming point to be established
for the first midcourse trajectory correction, reference to Figure 3-46
indicates a predicted dispersion with a semi-major axis of 1400 krn (10-).
The semi-minor axis is approximately half this number, 700 kin. We
have assumed that the next propulsive maneuver to be conducted after the
first midcourse will be relatively late in the mission and therefore will
have a probability of success of 0.90. Thus the first midcourse maneuver
will be performed so that the probability of achieving an entry trajectory
is less than 0.0006. For a gaussian distribution of the probability density
function, this would require biasing so that the aim point is 3.3_ outside
of the entry cross section. However, recognizing that the distribution
as assessed before the injection maneuver has been performed is highly
non-gaussian, we assume the necessity of a 3.60- separation. This leads
to an elliptical dispersion about the first maneuver aim point with semi-
axes of 5000 to 2500 km. Figure 3-50 shows the planet Mars, a circle
LAUNCH DATE MAY 19, 1971 ENTRY CROSS SECTION
ARRIVAL DATE NOVEMBER 12, 1971 /RADIUS = 7500 KM
/ /L. LANDING SITE |O. INSERTION POINT FOR ORBIT /INCLINED 45 ° TO EQUATOR / LOCUS OF CLOSEST PERMITTED
_./_ I _J'_.. ,AIM POINTS, FIRST MIDCOURSE
//// _'_,,_\ MANEUVER
I\\ T
I \/
3.60" DISPERSION ELLIPSESR
FOR FIRST MIDCOURSE MANEUVER
Figure 3-50. Target Geometry for Trajectory 3
representing the entry cross section, the location of the assumed approach
target point for the mission, the location of an assumed desired landing
site, a 3.60- dispersion ellipse for the first midcourse correction maneu-
ver, and the oval representing the locus of permissible aim points for the
first midcourse maneuver, all projected on the impact parameter plane.
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The selection of the particular aiming point for the first midcourse
maneuver is subject to a number of considerations; some have been
reviewed in JPL EPD Z50, and others are discussed below in Section
5. Z.4. Generally, however, it is desired to make the actual aim point
fairly close to the vicinity of the target point for the mission.
In the mission profile, which is the model for this article, the
second midcourse trajectory correction maneuver is the final propulsive
maneuver for the spacecraft before orbit insertion. Therefore the aim
point for the second maneuver must be the orbit insertion point, pro-
jected on the R, T plane. This point must be chosen so that the
probability of the trajectory being within the entry cross section is less
than 0. 00006, to conform to condition i). Although Figure 3-50 indicates
a bias distance of 4000 kin, a distance of 5000 km is used to estimate the
error due to the second correction maneuver at 40 km (l_). However,
control of the trajectory is limited by other factors to give an uncertainty
of 190 km (I_). This dispersion is distributed close to gaussian, as the
bias distance is large compared with first maneuver uncertainty, and to
achieve the 0. 00006 figure requires at least a 4.0_ separation, or 760 km,
between the entry cross section and the orbit insertion point. To the
extent that a later propulsive maneuver would be relied on to correct
trajectory deviations (for example, by programming the orbit insertion
maneuver to raise extremely low periapsis altitudes) this separation
requirement could be reduced.
5. Z. 3 Midcourse Corrections
a. Programming and Number
As noted in Section 5. Z. I, a mission sequence is proposed in
which the planned number of midcourse trajectory corrections is two.
The first of these occurs early in the mission, probably within the first
I0 days after launch, and has principally the function of correcting for
dispersions of the process of injection by the launch vehicle. The time
indicated for the execution of the second maneuver is at approximately
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three-fourths of the completion of the earth-to-Mars transit phase. It
is appropriate to examine at this time the influences leading to a choice
of execution time for the second maneuver.
The following factors would tend to support an earlier execu-
tion time for the second maneuver.
a)
b)
It is anticipated that higher reliability will accrue
to earlier execution times, principally because
the spacecraft components necessary to the execu-
tion of such a maneuver are subject to greater
probability of failure if the time of operation is
extended. The principal subsystems whose per-
formance is vital to a successful trajectory
correction maneuver include telecommunications,
stability and control, command, and, of course,
the midcourse propulsion engine.
The earlier the maneuver is performed the less
weight of propellant is required for it.
c) The earlier the mission is performed the more
accurately the subsequent orbit may be determined.
d) As a consequence of c), it is easier to detect a
subsequent impact course, should such a course
result from the maneuver, and more time would
be available to divert the spacecraft from such
a course.
The following factors tend to make later times desirable for
the second maneuver:
a) More accurate orbit determination is available
_ the _ _v t_ m_aourse correction.- _ tJ.LAAe v_ ..........
b) The uncertainties of the subsequent trajectories
arising from unpredictable changes in the solar
pressure constant for the vehicle (due to reflec-
tive parameters) are reduced.
c) At a later midcourse execution, the irreducible
resolution error of the propulsion system pro-
jects to a smaller error in the approach impact
parameter. This factor has greater importance
for a high thrust propellant engine (typical of
+ _ low thrust monopro-Configuration B) _h n for a
pellant midcourse engine associated with the
solid retropropellant engines (Configurations
A, C).
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d) As a consequence of a), b), and c) the later the
second midcourse maneuver is conducted, the
lower the probability will be that a third mid-
course correction is necessary.
The advantages, other than b), of conducting the second mid-
course earlier are destroyed if it then becomes necessary to add a third
midcourse correction to take place later. Therefore, the conclusion is
reached that the optimum time to conduct the second midcourse trajectory
maneuver is just late enough so that no third maneuver will be required.
From the limited study which has been made at this point,, it would
appear that this time will be somewhere between the mid point and the
three-quarter point of the transit trajectory.
b. Propellant Requirements
In examining the propellant requirements for midcourse
trajectory corrections, it is noted that for Configurations A and C a
single engine with its own separate propellant supply is to be used for
trajectory corrections in the interplanetary phase of the mission as well
as for possible orbital trim corrections. For Configuration B a single
engine of substantially higher thrust level is employed for all propulsive
maneuvers including orbit insertion. For the low-thrust midcourse
engine of Configurations A and C it is noted that the gross weight of the
vehicle changes from 7800 pounds in the interplanetary cruise phase to
approximately 2700 pounds in the orbit phase. This leads to a require-
ment of 3.5 pounds of propellant to effect a trajectory correction of
I meter per second in interplanetary cruise, but only 1. Z pounds to
achieve 1 meter per second in the orbital phase.
The selection of the optimum amount of midcourse propellant
to be carried may be subjected to the same analytical processes employed
in Section III. 4 of this volume for properly allocating spacecraft weight
margin to enhance the probability of mission success. For the time, let
us assume mission success does not depend on retaining an orbital trim
capability, but is concerned solely with getting the spacecraft on an
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approach trajectory which will permit the capsule to perform a success-
ful entry mission, and the spacecraft to successfully enter into an orbit
about Mars. Next, it is noted that almost all the midcourse propellant
requirement is necessary to compensate for expected injection disper-
sions, and that only a relatively small amount would normally be
employed during the second or subsequent maneuvers. It is also noted,
from the above cited section, that the allocation of weight reserves
seems to be justified to the point where one pound may be employed to
improve the reliability of the mission by 0. 001.
Now to increase the midcourse velocity increment capability
from 40 to 75 meters per second, say, would require an additional
f20 pounds of midcourse propellant. This would increase the ability to
compensate for injection dispersions from 2.7 to 56, based on a figure
of merit of t5 meters per second for the Centaur. In order for this
increase to be justified, it should be possible to indicate that it will
increase the probability of success of the mission by approximately 0. 120.
(The 0. 001 increase per pound refers to the use of margin
which otherwise may be devoted to spacecraft payload. The i20 pounds
of propellant weight comes from the 3500 pounds allocated to the pro-
pulsion system. Although these are nominally coming from separate
allocations, in effect, they both may be construed as detracting from
available spacecraft payload. The midcourse propellant may be so
construed because it directly subtracts from orbital insertion propellant
weight, and if this weight were increased to maintain the same orbital
insertion capabilities, the increase would ultimately have to come out of
the spacecraft payload. )
Although the Saturn IB-Centaur injection errors have not been
examined in detail, it seems unlikely that increasing midcourse propel-
lant capacity from 2.7 to 56 will, on a statistical basis, salvage as many
misdirected launches as would correspond to an increased probability of
In the example of the preceding section, Lhe second midcourse maneuver
causes a change of _- of 5500 kin. If it is conducted 45 days before
encounter, it requires a velocity increment of 1.4 meters/sec.
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success of 0. t20. Therefore, in the spirit of the analysis for allocating
weight reserves to increased probability of mission success, the require-
ment of a capability of 75 meters per second velocity increment should
be justified on other bases. In formulating midcourse velocity require-
ments as expressed inVS-3-102, Volume 2, TRW observes the recom-
mendation for a total capability of 75 meters per second, but has chosen
to add no additional requirement for orbit trim propellant. It is assumed
that the fraction of launches which would actually require more than 40
meters per second to correct for injection errors is quite small, and it
is reasonable to risk the inability to perform an orbit trim maneuver for
this small a fraction. On the other hand, for all of the injections which
can be corrected using no more than 40 meters per second velocity
increment, t20 pounds of monopropellant would remain available to pro-
vide a 100 meters per second orbit trim capability.
A similar interpretation of propellant requirements corres-
ponding to Configuration B has not been formulated to the same extent.
5.2.4 Effect of Transit Trajectory Selection
The nominal earth-to-Mars trajectory which was analyzed for the
purpose of establishing the approximate accuracies of Figure 3-46 is
based on a launch date of May 19, 197t, and arrival date of November 12,
1971. It happens that this trajectory, compared with other trajectories
of the i971 opportunity, has substantially lower sensitivities at the time
of injection. Examination of Figure 14 in the Voyager 1971 Mission
Guidelines illustrates this point. By reduced sensitivities, it is meant
that a given velocity error at injection leads to small dispersions of the
approach vector at Mars.
For the sample trajectory chosen the dispersion due to a velocity
error at injection of 0. 1 meter per second is elliptical with semi-axis
of 900 and 450 kin, approximately. Other trajectories possible during
this opportunity, and not excludedby other constraints, lead to corres-
ponding ellipses with semi-major axes up to 7000 km; however, the
semi-minor axes do not exceed 700 krn.
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For the family of trajectories most compatible with the communi-
cations antenna design proposed by TRW, the arrival date is restricted
to earlier than January 8, 1972, and over this range the semi-major axis
of the dispersion ellipse varies from 700 to 5500 km. An imposition of
a maximum dispersion of about 4500 km does not substantially restrict
the family of trajectories available.
The principal influence of the elongated dispersion ellipses on the
trajectory accuracy which may be achieved is on the necessity of biasing
the aim point for the execution of the first midcourse trajectory correc-
tion. Because the dispersion at the completion of this maneuver depends
on the initial dispersion caused by injection by the launch vehicle, it
tends to be elongated in the same manner. Therefore, in comparison
with the geometry of Figure 3-50, other trajectories from the family
proposed would lead to dispersion ellipses for the first midcourse
maneuver which are much longer in the "T" direction but without much
change in the width (R" direction). The corresponding diagram for a
trajectory from a region with larger dispersions is shown in Figure 3-51.
LAUNCH DATE MAY 11, 1971
ARRIVAL DATE DECEMBER 17, 1971
L. LANDING SITE
O. INSERTION POINT FOR ORBIT
INCLINED 45 ° TO EQUATOR
ENTRY CROSS SECTION
RADIUS = 7500 KM
LOCUS OF CLOSEST PERMITTED
AIM POINTS, FIRST MIDCOURSE
MANEUVER
_k_3.6o-DISPERSION
ELLIPSES FOR FIRST
MIDCOURSE MANEUVER
Figure 3-51. Target Geometry for Trajectory I
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The oval locus of permitted aim points for the first maneuver is expanded
in the east-west direction but not appreciably in the north-south direction.
Depending on the relation between the nominal aim point and the enlarged
oval locus of first maneuver aim points, the biasing distance may have to
increase. However, it is always possible to move the aim point north
or south (in the case of a target point with southerly latitude it would be
to the south) towards the flatter part of the oval, without increasing the
bias distance unduly.
Although other considerations also influence the direction in which
the aim point for the first maneuver should be biased, it would seem that
the method ilhstrated in Figure 3-51 will tend to prevent the biasing
distance from growing above 8000 km ina worst case. It is recognized,
however, that because the biasing distance is now not so large compared
to the semi-major axis of the dispersion ellipse, the probability distribu-
tion function of the approach parameter due to the second midcourse
correction may now be more non-gaussian, if it is assessed before Munch.
By these means the uncertainty due to the second midcourse
correction may increase from 40 kin, as indicated in Figure 3-46, to no
more than 70 km, even though the initial dispersion ellipse has grown
from 700 to 4500 km (simi-major axis for 0. 1 meter per second velocity
error). This increase in uncertainty of the influence of the second
maneuver on the impact parameter is not enough to invalidate the two-
midcourse correction program outlined in this article.
If the trajectory family were extended to include even the very late
arrivals possible, dispersion ellipses of almost double the size would
have to be accommodated, and the approach uncertainty due to the second
midcourse would be correspondingly larger. It would then be somewhat
more difficult to conduct the mission under the same plan of employing
two midcourse trajectory corrections to achieve the necessary approach
accuracy.
5.2. 5 Terminal Guidance and Maneuver Requirement
a. General
This section examines the necessity of obtaining terminal
guidance information and conducting terminal trajectory correction
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maneuvers. In this sense "terminal" refers to the portion of the inter-
planetary cruise phase when the proximity of the spacecraft to Mars may
be sensed either by on-board optical instruments or by earth-based
detection of Mars' gravitational influence.
The objective of terminal guidance is to eliminate from the
uncertainty of the spacecraft's position the contribution due to the uncer-
tainty in the knowledge of Mars' position, and thereby improve the
accuracy of tracking the spacecraft relative to Mars. The t.wo general
methods for accomplishing this are by two-way doppler radio tracking
of the spacecraft when it is close to Mars, and by on-board optical
instruments which measure the direction (in celestial coordinates) from
the spacecraft to Mars. The earth-based measurements can detect the
influence of Mars' gravitational field on the motion of the spacecraft when
it is very far from Mars; however, the detection is sensitive enough to
improve the knowledge of the trajectory appreciably only during the last
several days of the transit phase. For example, it has been estimated
that an ability to discriminate range rates to an accuracy of 0.001 meter
per second will permit a resolution of the distance of the spacecraft from
Mars of i00 kin, when the spacecraft is 1,000,000 km from Mars. This
ability is degraded if the direction of the spacecraft approach relative to
Mars is nearly perpendicular to the Mars-earth line. Earth-based radio
tracking can help to resolve other components of the position of the space-
craft relative to Mars, but these are lower order influences, and may be
resolved only after the spacecraft has approached even closer to Mars.
On-board optical instrumentation, with the objective of
accurately measuring the celestial direction from the spacecraft to Mars,
may consist of a pictorial instrument, such as a television system which
indicates Mars against a star field background, as seen from the space-
craft, or it may be based on several single readings, each one giving
the angle intercept at the spacecraft by Mars and some other celestial
object. In either event, the position in space of the Mars-spacecraft
line may be ascertained. These measurements will serve to resolve the
two dimensions other than radial distance from Mars. Because the
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desired resolution is of the order of 100 km or less, these instruments
must be able to define the direction to Mars to a considerably greater
-:¢
accuracy than the apparent size of the disc of Mars.
The objective of a terminal maneuver is to take advantage of
the refinement of terminal guidance sensing in order to introduce a late
trajectory correction. Although it would appear that the incorporation of
such a maneuver into the sequence would automatically improve the
accuracy of approach to the target, there are some disadvantages which
have been noted in subsection 5.2. 1.
b. Capsule
In a qualitative sense, the assumptions leading to Figure 3-46
indicate that terminal guidance, as defined above, is a part of the technique
proposed for achieving landing site accuracy for the capsule vehicle. This
is because the timing and aiming associated with the capsule separation
maneuver is to be programmed based on the most current estimate of the
spacecraft approach trajectory. To the extent that this estimate is based
on proximity influences of Mars, the terminal guidance influence has
already been inserted.
It is also evident that improved terminal guidance would
improve the accuracy of the landing site, although it is not a dominant
factor in the accuracy indicated in Figure 3-46.
c. Spacecraft Approach
The sequence of events outlined in Figure 3-46 for the space-
craft approach and orbit insertion does not incorporate terminal guidance
sensing or a terminal maneuver to limit the uncertainty. However, one
alternate sequence described in Section 5. Z. l.a incorporates such
processes in a late propulsive maneuver for the spacecraft, performed
at the time of capsule separation, and others are considered in Section
5.2. 1.b. The advantages and disadvantages associated with these
revised sequences have been discussed in the sections referred to.
'_See Appendix G for a discussion of on-board approach guidance sensing.
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The use of terminal guidance to improve the accuracy of
achieving a desired orbit by adjusting the orbit insertion maneuver to
correct for known deviations in B" has also been reviewed in Section
5.2. 1.b.
5.3 Selection of Orbit About Mars
5.3. i Selection Criteria Determined by Scientific Objectives
Compatibility of the geometry of the spacecraft orbit around Mars
with the scientific objectives of the mission is of principal concern in the
s election of
• Orbit inclination
• Periapsis and apoapsis altitude
• Apsidal position
• Orbit period
Some of these parameters are interdependent. In general, their choice is
restricted to a limited range of variation under the cons traints imposed by
the spacecraft's hyperbolic approach vector (Vco, ZAP angle, ETS angle)
and by functional requirements of various subsystems.
The Voyager i97i Mission Guidelines specifically discuss the influ-
ence of scientific objectives upon orbit selection in terms of coverage and
visibility of Mars surface areas of primary interest; repeated observation
of seasonally varying phenomena; illumination and viewing angle require-
ments for topographic TV, color TV, and radiometric scanning experi-
ments; visibility of terminator regions; and timing and direction of sensor
aiming for atmospheric observations dictated by sun and earth occultation.
Similar orbit selection criteria have been discussed in EPD-250 ( "Mariner
Mars 1969 Orbiter Technical Feasibility Study, " JPL, i6 November i964,
Section VIII).
This subsection interprets the requirements of the scientific objec-
tives of the orbit mission and considers their implications on orbit
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selection alternatives. Orbit characteristics which are preferable for
achievement of scientific mission objectives will be compared with orbit
characteristics desirable from a system engineering and orbit dynamics
standpoint. Tradeoff considerations will be discussed in cases where con-
flicts between the scientific objectives and engineering constraints of the
spacecraft system arise.
a. TV Mapping and Mars Scanning
The Voyager Mission Guidelines lists criteria for effective TV
mapping, high TV picture resolution, and radiometric scanning experi-
ments (see Guidelines, p. i9-22) which reflect in preferred orbit charac-
teristics as follows:
I) Orbit inclination to the Mars equator at angles between
20 and 60 degrees provides favorable conditions for
coverage and visibility of surface regions of greatest
scientific interest, viz., in the zone between i0°N and
40°S latitudes.
z) Illumination requirements differ for topographic (black-
and-white) TV mapping and color TV observation, of
surface physical properties. Topographic mapping is
preferably performed in areas..of high contrast with
40 to 80 degree lighting angles", i.e., at 50 to 10 degrees
from the terminator. High-illumination, color TV map-
ping is best performed near local noon, i.e., in a region
surrounding a point 90 degrees from the terminator.
Considerations as to preferred periapsis locations derived
from this guideline will be discussed below.
3) Periapsis and apoapsis altitudes have a dominant influence
on viewing conditions and TV picture resolution but are
strongly constrained by the approach trajectory, by pro-
pulsive capabilities, and by the Martian quarantine.
The Mission Guidelines discuss advantages of a near-
circular orbit in terms of nearly constant observation
altitudes and orbit rates favoring the TV and Mars scan-
ner experiments (see pp. 21, 22), but also point out the
fact that such an orbit minimizes altitude variations which
are desirable for secondary orbit experiments, e.g.,
magnetometer, planetary fields, and particle density
measurements. These objectives would be favored by the
selection of a highly eccentric orbit.
Incident angles of sunlight measured from local vertical.
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Selection of the orbit period, related to the choice of peri-
apsis and apoapsis altitudes, should be governed by the
objectives of (a) obtaining a pattern of evenly spaced strip
maps, and (b) returning to the same area after several
months in orbit for a second look, in the interest of re-
cording, if possible, any observable seasonal variations.
The guideline indicates that the orbit period should not
exceed the rotational period of Mars for a favorable
spacing of observation points.
Interpretation and further discussion of the above criteria in terms of
preferred orbit parameters is required,
Selection of an orbit inclination near 45 degrees is desirable for
convenient mapping and scanning of the zone of scientifically interesting
surface features, see Item I). A 45-degree inclination is compatible with
engineering and mission constraints involving earth occultation and solar
eclipses. This inclination results in an early period of earth occultation
and a late period of solar eclipse as required. Canopus occultation will be
avoided. A close proximity of and interference by the Mars limb with the
Canopus sensor field of view which would necessitate frequent switch-over
to the inertial roll reference is thereby minimized.
The choice of periapsis position on the Orbit track relative to the
terminator affects the conduct of the high-contrast and high-illumination
TV experiments. The conflicting selection criteria mentioned under
Item 2) above can be resolved as follows:
For a periapsis located initially in the vicinity of the evening
terminator (a condition typical for the nominal orbit referred to in
Appendix D) seasonal changes and orbit perturbations cause the periapsis
to move close to the subsolar point after approximately three months, and
subsequently to approach the morning terminator. This variation of peri-
apsis position provides an acceptable compromise which meets the ob-
jectives of both TV mapping experiments. This sequence of events is
typical for early arrivals.
For later arrival dates the periapsis initially falls closer to
the subsolar region and in time moves close to and across the morning
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terminator. This sequence again provides a desired compromise regard-
ing TV mapping and scanning experiment objectives.
Under unfavorable conditions of periapsis location relative to
surface regions of primary scientific interest it may be preferable to
conduct the observation from points not in close proximity to periapsis to
improve the viewing angle. At orbit points 30 to 60 degrees away from
periapsis an acceptable range of viewing altitudes is usually not exceeded.
In the case of the nominal orbit (eccentricity e = 0.63), for example, the
altitude increases from 2000 km at periapsis to 3270 krn at a true anomaly
of 60 degrees. To deal with cases of very unfavorable periapsis locations
it will be advantageous to select an orbit of lower eccentricity by choosing
a lower apoapsis altitude and, if required for Martian quarantine, by
raising the periapsis altitude slightly. In the resulting orbit the relative
increase of viewing altitude with angular distance from periapsis will thus
be minimized.
Near-circular orbits which would provide nearly uniform view-
ing conditions over a large orbit segment have the disadvantage of requir-
ing a higher minimum altitude than orbits of high eccentricity to assure
the long orbit life demanded by quarantine.
For a given approach vector _ the periapsis position depends
primarily on the impact parameter _ which in turn is related to the choice
of orbit inclination. The periapsis position can be influenced, to some
degree, by the performance of the orbit insertion maneuver, i. e. , by the
maneuver timing and maneuver orientation of the spacecraft.
Additional discussion of the effect of orbit parameters on TV
mapping coverage, especially the effect of the choice of orbit period, is
contained in Section 5.5.
b. Other Scientific Objectives
A highly eccentric orbit with nominal apsidal altitudes of 2000
and 20, 000 km is well suited for the objectives of the measurements of
the Martian "geophysical" environment. A still higher apoapsis would
provide the greatest variation of environmental data, but would increase
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the orbit period, in proportion with the 3/2 power of the increased semi-
major axis. Thus an apoapsis of 25,000 krn altitude increases the orbit
period from 14.5 to 18.5 hours, an altitude of 31,800 km increases the
period to 24.6 hours (synchronous orbit). However, strong arguments
arise against selecting orbits with periods much larger than that of the
nominal orbit (14.5 hours), viz. :
1) Assuming the same maximum rate of data acquisition
and the same maximum rate of data communication, the
data storage requirements per orbit increase with the
orbit period. For orbits approaching the synchronous
orbit period this requirement would place greater demands
on the data automation, processing, and storage capacity
of the spacecraft.
2) Increase in orbit period decreases the number of TV and
other data acquisition cycles per month, tends to produce
a less uniform spacing of mapping strips, and reduces
the probability of adequate coverage of selected surface
zones in case of early failure of the orbital mission.
3) Long orbit periods increase the duration of solar eclipses
and accentuate the eclipse survival problem (see Section
5.4).
It is concluded, in concurrence with a statement in the Mission Guidelines
(p. 21) that the orbit period should be substantially shorter than the syn-
chronous period.
Observation of the dark side of Mars for measurement of low-
intensity radiation, ionization phenomena, and auroras will benefit from
the absence of sun illumination of the objective lens and other stray illu-
mination interference. The use of a baffle structure on the optical instru-
ments would unduly burden the design of the POP gimbal system and
increase weight and volume. Hence these measurements are best per-
formed during solar eclipses.
Other requirements related to eclipse periods include the
measurement of atmospheric absorption and scatter phenomena, which
require aiming the sensors at or near the Mars limb on entering or leav-
ing "-_-^ ^_I :LL,_ _-_pse zone.
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The timing (onset and termination) and duration of eclipses are
discussed in Section 5.4. Since the effects of extended eclipses on various
spacecraft subsystems are largely unfavorable, the objective of eclipse-
related measurements conflicts with engineering considerations favoring
a late occurrence of eclipses. A compromise permitting eclipse-related
measurements three or four months after arrival but under acceptably
short eclipse duration (I to I. 5 hours) can be achieved by placing a con-
straint on orbit selection, notably on orbit inclination (see Section 5.4).
Orbits with slightly higher periapsis and lower apoapsis altitude than the
nominal orbit, and with an increase of orbit inclination to 50 or 55 degrees
will meet this objective.
5.3.2 Satisfyin_ the Quarantine Requirement
This section discusses the constraints imposed by the quarantine
requirement on the orbit about Mars. In this context, it is assumed that
some portion of the I0 -4 probability of contaminating the planet is allocated
to contamination which can occur by insertion into an orbit which is so close
to the planet that it will decay and enter within 50 years.
Figure 3-52 illustrates constraints on the orbit size. The coordin-
ates are altitude at periapsis and at apoapsis. Three types of constraints
are indicated. The first constraint is that imposed on the orbit period,
according to the discussion of the preceding section. A set of parallel
straight lines indicates orbits of constant period. A second constraint is
the quarantine, indicating the minimum size orbit for a 50-year lifetime.
This is indicated in Figure 3-5"_%by a set of curves, each one for a different
value of the spacecraft ballistic coefficient (m/CDA). The third constraint
reflects the capability of the propulsive maneuver for inserting the space-
craft into orbit. This constraint depends on the velocity increment
available and on the V0o of the approach trajectory, and is indicated by
lines sloping up to the right.
The 50-year lifetime constraint on orbital decay involves two sources
of orbit perturbation: atmospheric drag, which tends to lower apoapsis
altitude until the orbit is more nearly circular, and then to reduce the
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Figure 3-5Z. Constraints on Orbit Size
orbital altitude; and the gravitational influence of a third body, the sun,
which imposes a cyclic variation of periapsis altitude. (Perturbations
due to the oblateness of Mars are not directly involved, as they affect
orbit plane orientation and periapsis location, but not periapsis or apoap-
sis altitude; however, these perturbations have an indirect effect via the
solar gravitation perturbation. )
A preliminary analysis of the magnitude of variation of periapsis
altitude due to solar gravitation effects alone gives the following results
for several orbit sizes:
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Altitude at Altitude at Maximum _hp(km)
periapsis,(km)hp, apoapsis,(km)ha, i'_ = 0° i':_= 90 °
2800 iO, O00 19 4
2000 20,000 36 32
1600 20,000 62 96
i500 40,000 100 227
1400 50,000 i34 440
i is the angle between the Mars-sun line and the orbit plane of the space-
craft. With the spacecraft orbit inclined at 45 degrees to th_ Martian
equator, and Mars' orbit about the sun at 25 degrees, then i'" will assume
values throughout the range
20 ° -<i" -< 70 °
during an extended period in orbit. Variations of periapsis altitude will
then be expected in the range indicated in the above table.
The results suggest that for the Voyager orbiter, long-term lifetime
predictions based on drag perturbations only will suffice for apoapsis alti-
tudes under 30,000 km, as uncertainties in the atmospheric model lead
to errors which will overshadow the predicted third-body effects.
The location of the lines indicating 50-year lifetime of the spacecraft
due to drag in a conservatively estimated atmosphere is determined by
making cross plots from Figure 12 in the Voyager i971 Mission Guidelines.
The line indicated for a ballistic coefficient of 0.29 slug/ft 2 corresponds
to the estimated mass and effective cross sectional area of TRW's selected
Voyager spacecraft design. This line represents the closest permitted
orbit. It is necessary to arrive at a policy which establishes the proba-
bility with which the orbit actually entered may lie to the left of this line.
A completely realistic policy would deduce the probability of entry through
orbital decay as an integral of the product of two probability functions.
The first function would describe the probability that an orbit of specified
size would result in orbital decay within 50 years. This probability
function reflects principally the uncertainty in the estimates of the Martian
atmosphere. If the atmospheric density at high altitudes were known pre-
cisely, this probability function would be essentially a step function, with
the step occurring at the critical altitude. The second probability function
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would assess the guidance and control scheme for orbit insertion, and
determine the probability of entering orbits of various size. The
probability of contamination would then be determined by integrating
the product of these two probability functions.
Because the first of these two probability functions depends on
confidence in the estimate of the atmospheric density, our interpre-
tation of the quarantine requirement is to accept the quarantine con-
straint as indicated on Figure 3-52, and to assume orbits within that
constraint must be avoided to a probability of less than 10 -4 .
The effect of this policy on the available family of orbit sizes
which may be planned is illustrated in Figures 3-53 and 3-54. The
first of these figures shows how the various constraints may block out
a certain family of permissible or desirable orbits. In the example shown,
a triangular region is bounded on one side by a maximum orbital period
of 20 hours, on a second side by an orbit inserted velocity increment
of 2.0 km/sec (and an approach Voo of 3.5 km/sec), and on the third
side by the quarantine constraint. It also indicates the location of the
"nominal" orbit, 2000 x 20,000 kilometers, which is defined and des-
cribed in Appendix D of this volume and employed as a sample through-
out this entire report. Figure 3-53 illustrates how the closest permitted
aim point must be raised above the line indicating closest permitted
orbit, in order to satisfy the quarantine constraint with the desired prob-
ability, in the face of imperfect guidance and control. It indicates a
separation of the two curves of 4.0_ to achieve a probability as low as
approximately 0.00006. For purposes of illustration, 4_is indicated
as 700 to 720 kilometers in the uncertainty in periapsis altitude,
corresponding to the analysis of Section 5.2. In the construction of the
locus of closest permitted aim points of Figure 3-54, it is assumed that
the orbit insertion maneuver is programmed according to the trajectory
as controlled by the performance of the last midcourse correction
maneuver, rather than updating it according to the most current
estimate of the approachtraj_ctory. For +_,_o _ea_,, = ¢_v_ _T_]_c_ty
increment (_V) for the orbit insertion maneuver is assumed, and a 4.0
measurement refers to the horizontal component of a displacement along
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the line of constant AV. The construction of the locus of closest
permitted aim points in Figure 3-54 is conservative for these reasons:
a)
b)
It doesn't place any reliance on the ability of
a subsequent orbit trirr_ rr,aneuver to raise
oeriapsis altitudes in the event they are
determined to be too low.
The assumption that the orbit insertion maneuver
is programmed according to the nominal trajectory
intended at the time of the last midcourse does not
make use of the likely improvement in periapsis
altitude uncertainty which could be achieved by
programming the orbit insertion maneuver according
to the best estimate of the approach trajectory.
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A more complete assessment of these two possibilities may permit
reduction of the width of the left boundary of the region of permitted aim
from 4o" to perhaps l or 2o-.
A comparison of Figures 3- 54 and 3- 53 indicates that the nominal
u_u-u,---_""_,_,,_ .... _" perm _t_.._ .....by the constraints, is too close to the quaran-
tine limit to be aimed for as the intended orbit.
Another possible mode of entering the final orbit, somewhat related
to the refinements discussed in the preceding paragraph, is to permit a
less accurate entry for the orbit insertion maneuver, and to adjust to a
more desirable orbit at a later time by an orbit trim maneuver.
Specifically, the initial orbit would be above or to the right of the region
of desirable orbits, and can be moved down by orbit trim retropropulsion
applied later at periapsis, or it can be moved to the left by later retro-
propulsion at apoapsis. This sould serve to limit the error of the
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resulting orbit due to uncertainty of the spacecraft position and velocity
vectors at the time of execution, because of the extremely accurate orbit
determination which may be made after the spacecraft has been in orbit
about Mars for several days. On the other hand, it may raise the risk
of contamination of Mars due to execution error, particularly through
the failure mode in which the orbit trim propulsion is initiated but cannot
be terminated at the desired time.
5.3.3 Propulsion Capability
The figures in the preceding section indicate that one of the
constraints on orbits about Mars into which the spacecraft may be
inserted is the limitation imposed by the capability of the propulsion
system. Section 5.7 determines the magnitude of the velocity incre-
ment which can be achieved for the orbit insertion maneuver by the
spacecraft propulsion system for the various alternate configurations
described in this volume. It also recognizes that this capability is
dependent on the total velocity increment which was required by
interplanetary trajectory corrections. The application of those results
to the figures of the preceding section assume that the transfer from
the approach hyperbolic trajectory to the elliptical orbit about Mars
is by a co-planar periapsis-to-periapsis impulsive transfer. As this
type of transfer is the most efficient, in therms of reducing areocentric
energy, it represents, for a given periapsis altitude, the minimum
periapsis altitude which can be achieved with the same available V.
Conversely, for a given orbit size and approach Vco, it represents the
minimum V necessary for insertion; insertion by any other type of
transfer would require a greater value of AV.
Generally, orbits close to Mars are more desirable than more
distant orbits with the qualification that a greater quarantine hazard
exists. Therefore we assume that the most desirable orbits are those
approximating the locus of permitted aim points, a sample of which is
illustrated in Figure 3-54. A cross plot of the limitations of pro-
pulsion capability on insertion into this class of orbits is shown in
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Figure 3-5Z. In the figure, the abscissa is altitude at periapsis
but because we have selected the locus of closest permitted aim points,
altitude at periapsis is given as a vunction of the abscissa. The maxi-
mum value of V which will permit entry into orbits of the size indicated
OO
by the abscissa is plotted for several different values of the z_V capability
of the propulsion system. It too is based on the most efficient periapsis-
to periapsis orbit transfer.
For the liquid propulsion engine of Configuration B, a capability
exists to achieve a variable velocity increment, and any orbit of
Figure 3-55 can be entered from any approach V by a periapsis-to-
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periapsis co-planar transfer if the AV capability is greater than or
equal to the indicated AV requirement. (it is noted that because of the
duration of this propulsive maneuver, a small gravity loss will occur,
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compared to a completely impulsive propulsion maneuver. This penalty
is very small. ) For Configurations A and C the solid engine, once
ignited, burns to completion, providing a fixed value of AV. {The use
of thrust terminators to achieve a variable AV with the solid engine,
although considered, has not been incorporated into the designs presented.)
Therefore, Figure 3-55 applies to insertion by the optimum transfer only
if the AV capability equals the required _V.
It is possible to consider orbit insertion methods which are less
efficient in terms of areocentric energy, but which permit a more
accurate placement of the space craft into a desired orbit. This process
of deliberately conducting the orbit insertion maneuver is a manner which
utilizes less than the available energy of the propulsion system, is called
"spoiling. " A first category of spoiling the orbit insertion maneuver is
a co-planar transfer, but not perapsis-to-periapsis. In the general case
the transfer takes place at neither the periapsis of the hyperbolic
approach trajectory nor at the periapsis of the ellipse. One use of this
type of transfer has been indicated in Figure 3-49, where it serves to
compensate for variations in B, the magnitude of the approach impact
parameter, to achieve elliptical orbits which conform more uniformly to
the desired periapsis and apoapsis altitudes. This type of orbit insertion
is applicable for either a fixed or a variable velocity increment. In the
first case, there are only two appropriate times to execute the maneuver,
once before and once after the point of closest approach. For the variable
velocity increment, there is a continuous range of possible execution
times. The principal effect {in terms or orbital elements) of this method
is that the argument of periapsis varies as the maneuver execution time
varies.
A second approach to spoiling the orbit insertion maneuver is to
orient the thrust vector out of the plane of the approach orbit. This
serves to alter the plane of the elliptical orbit from the plane of the
approach orbit. It may serve to permit an orbit insertion maneuver of
fixed AV to achieve an orbit size which would require a smaller AV in
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a more efficient transfer. It also may be used to achieve an intentional
change of orbit plane with a variable _V. This method may be used in
a periapsis-to-periapsis orbit insertion. As the out-of-plane angle of
the thrust vector is increased, the altitude of periapsis and the argu-
ment of periapsis remain constant, but the altitude at apoapsis increases.
By the methods of orbit insertion indicated in this section it is
seen that, although the variable velocity increment propulsion of
Configuration B is more versatile than the fixed propulsion of Configura-
tions A and C, there are methods or orbit insertion which permit orbits
of any size to be entered by either class of propulsion system, even
though optimum transfer requires less velocity increment that the
irreducible ziV of the solid propellant system.
5.3.4 Guidance and Control
The accuracy of the orbital entry process is of interest for several
reasons. First, it is a factor in influencing the constraint against
orbits which threaten contamination of Mars by eventual decay. Second,
it determines the accuracy with which orbit-dependent scientific objectives
may be achieved.
In the optimum orbit insertion maneuver, periapsis-to-periapsis,
co-planar transfer, the principal errors in the establishment of the orbit
are those arising from the uncertainty of knowledge of the approach of the
spacecraft relative to Mars. Execution errors have only a secondary
effect on the accuracy of achieving a desired orbit. This is particularly
true with respect to the size of the orbit, and ......L,l= v_ _,'^-+_+;-_-_,_.....,_¢w+_..._ _h_t.....
plane. Execution errors do have some appreciable effect on the accuracy
of establishing the location of periapsis {argument of periapsis) in this
orbital plane. As discussed in Section 5.2, uncertainty in knowledge of
the approach impact parameter, B, is the primary source of uncertainty
in the periapsis altitude of the ensuing orbit. Apoapsis altitude is even
more sensitive to this parameter and therefore the orbital period is quite
sensitive to it also.
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When the orbit insertion maneuver is spoiled, as outlined in the
preceding section, it is found that the sensitivity to execution error
increases. Where the deviation from the most efficient transfer is
greatest, this increased effect of execution error may become appreciable
in establishing the accuracy to which the desired periapsis and apoapsis
altitudes are met. For small deviations, however, the guidance uncer-
tainties from the approach phase will still predominate.
Guidance and control also applies to the determination of the orbit
which is achieved. This orbit determination may be accomplished by
earth-based radio tracking, by the use of on-board measurements of the
celestial direction of the Mars-spacecraft line, or both. The accuracies
of these methods of orbit determination have been treated in Section 5.2.
One of the purposes of analyzing the accuracy of orbital entry and
conducting the orbit determination process is to determine the require-
ments for an orbit trim maneuver, and to assess the possible value of
conducting such a maneuver. This is described in Section 5.3.6.
5.3.5 Eclipse Duration
The timing of solar eclipses and the duration of each eclipse period
depend strongly on the choice of orbit parameters, particularly
• Orbit inclination
• Orbit period (and hence, apsidal altitudes)
• Eccentricity
• Apsidal position
These effects are discussed in Section 5.4. The nominal orbit will encounter
eclipses after approximately three months in orbit with a duration growing
to two hours after another i. 5 months. A relatively small increase of
periapsis altitude, decrease in apoapsis altitude, and increase or orbit
inclination can significantly abridge the eclipse duration and postpone the
onset of the eclipse cycle.
Computed for arrival date on 12 November 1971.
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From the standpoint of protecting eclipse-sensitive subsystems and
for purposes of performing eclipse-related scientific measurements (Sub-
section 5.3. 1) some constraints on orbit parameters may be necessary.
It is proposed to avoid stringent limitations on orbit parameters and to
consider conditions close to the nominal orbit as typical, pending further
evaluation of limits to be imposed on eclipse duration for survival of
critical subsyst eros.
5.3.6 Orbit Trim
The purposes of an orbit trim maneuver are diverse. Apossible
benefit which may be achieved by orbit trin_ capability is to preserve the
observance of the quarantine requirement for Mars, if it should be
determined that the spacecraft is in an orbit which is too low. In this
event an orbit trim maneuver conducted at apoapsis will raise periapsis
to an acceptable level. Other goals may be altering the plane of the orbit
to achieve better operational or experimental characteristics, and
changing the size of the orbit and therefore the orbit period. This latter
goal may be a positive one, in which it is desired to achieve a specific
orbit period, or it may be a negative one to escape from a particularly
undesirable orbit. Control of the orbit period has significance in terms
of the uniformity of coverage of Mars for the purpose of mapping, as
discussed in Section 5.5. For purposes of mapping there are goals which
conflict with each other in terms of desired orbit period. One goal is
to spread the ground tracks out so that a minimum gap in their traces
on Mars will exist. This generally calls for orbit periods not related
to the period of rotation of the planet by any simple rational fraction.
The contrary goal is to achieve a certain amount of repetition of the
orbital coverage, so that time variations or seasonal changes may be
detected by observing the same portion of the surface at different times.
Orbit coverage which achieves this sort of repeition requires an orbit
period which is related to the p4anet rotation period by a rational fraction.
The more frequent it is desired to repeat the coverage, the more simple
the rational fraction should be. Figure 3-56 illustrates the variation in
the coverage of a 30-day interval as a function of the period of the orbit.
That is, an interval of 30 Martian sidereal days.
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The ordinate in that figure is the maximum gap (measured in difference
of longitude) between successive northward crossings of the equator by
the ground track of the point directly under the spacecraft. The extreme
variations in this parameter with orbit period indicate that a very small
change in the orbit period, or major axis, has a locally profound effect
on the periodicity of the orbit as compared to the planet rotation, and
therefore on the minimum gap in coverage. In particular, it is noted
that major spikes occur where the orbit period is a simple fraction, for
example one-half or two-thirds of the period of rotation of the planet.
In planning an orbit trim maneuver, it should be recognized that
certain hazards must be faced, in particular, that the orbit trim
maneuver will degrade the observance of the quarantine requirement by
achieving an orbit which is too low. Generally speaking, an orbit trim
maneuver executed at periapsis is the safest and those executed at other
points are less safe. This is because the quarantine constraint is most
sensitive to the altitude at periapsis, a parameter which is less affected
by execution at periapsis than at other points.
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If the intention of the orbit trim maneuver i s to reduce apoapsis
or periapsis altitudes, then the application of a greater velocity incre-
ment than the desired amount (for example, if the engine fails to shut off
at the appropriate time) would jeopardize the quarantine constraint. In
Figure 3-52, this failure would result in the orbit point moving too far
to the left or too far down.
If the intention of the orbit trim maneuver is to change the plane
of the orbit, this can be done at any point in the orbit by pointing the
thrust in a locally horizontal direction, perpendicular to the plane of
the current orbit. For this mode of orbit plane change, the quarantine constrin
constraint is not jeopardized by the magnitude of AV employed, but it
could be jeopardized by failure to achieve the proper spacecraft orienta-
tion for the maneuver.
Reference to Section 5.7 gives an indication of the velocity increment
capability which will remain for the orbit trim maneuver. For Configura-
tion B the liquid engine will permit entry into some orbit by use of sub-
stantially less than its capability, and the remaining propellant may be
used to give a relatively large orbit capability. Many useful orbits may
be entered with avelocity increment of about 1.6 km/sec. An example
is entry from the nominal interplanetary trajectory into the nominal orbit
described in Appendix D. The remaining orbit trim capability would then
be approximately 500 meters/sec, 400 meters/see arising from the excess
but unused orbit insertion capability, and 100 meters/see which was
reserved for orbit trim capability. This is a substantial velocity incre-
ment for orbit trim. It may be even too large if fine re solution of the
orbit period is the primary goal, but it has a capability of causing
significant changes in the orbit size, shape, and orientation.
In Configurations A and C, a reserve of midcourse propellant is
designed to provide 100 meters/sec orbit trim capability in 99 percent
of the cases, with the median available orbit trim capability about
200 meter/sec. While less than the reserve available for Configuration B
4-'11in many instances of orbit insertion, this is sL_ a large _=-_a_t,r and
provides a substantial flexibility in causing changes in the orbital elements.
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As noted above, the accuracy required of the orbit trim maneuver,
if the goal is to achieve coverage of Mars by setting the orbital period to
a desired value, may involve a very fine resolution of the velocity incre-
ment. This is because of the steepness of the spikes in the coverage
curve. Figure 3-56.
5.4 Eclipse Survival
Solar eclipses have potentially serious effects on the pe.rformance
and reliability of various spacecraft subsystems, including the power
system, thermal control, and stabilization and control. The timing and
duration of the eclipse are of primary concern in determining these effects.
The brief eclipse time near earth at the beginning of the mission (less than
45 minutes) will cause no difficulty, but the effects of the much longer
eclipse periods which can occur in highly eccentric Mars orbits must be
carefully evaluated.
Of major concern for survival of extended eclipses is the temperature
drop of the solar array panels due to high emissivity of the backside and
low thermal capacity. The exposure of the solar array is considered the
most critical problem in eclipse survival. The effect of eclipses on other
parts of the spacecraft can be more readily controlled. The thermal don-
trol system will be designed to cope with the longest eclipses (two or more
hours) anticipated in the mission. The power system must include suffi-
cient battery capacity to provide the required powe r level in the absence of
solar power, not only during eclipses but also when the spacecraft is in a
maneuver attitude such that solar power is lost for extended periods. The
stabilization and control system responds to eclipses by switching its pitch
and yaw attitude reference to gyros. The duration of the eclipse is not
critical in this connection.
5.4. 1 Thermal Load Problem of Solar Array
Excessive temperature drop in the solar panel structure as a result
of long eclipse will cause damage to the solar cells and the substrate. High
emissivity of the back surface is desirable to avoid high temperatures when
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operating in normal sun illumination in the early transit phase, in direct
conflict with the objective of low emission during eclipses. An increase
in thermal capacity of the panel structure, by increasing the weight of the
substrate, to reduce the temperature loss during long eclipses could in-
volve a serious weight penalty.
Figure 3-57 shows the temperature drop versus time for repre-
sentative panel weight coefficients and for high and low emissivity coeffi-
cients and for high and low emissivity coefficients of the back surface. The
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Figure 3°57. Solar Panel Temperatures
During Occultation
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of solar panel. Past experience with similar solar panel designs indicates
that no problem need be anticipated in passing qualification tests involving
a large number of low-temperature cycles to -120°C and a limited number
of cycles to -140°C. However, serious problems can be anticipated for
qualification tests with temperature cycles to -170°C (see also Volume 5,
Sec. 3). for related detail on panel design considerations). For the
Voyager mission a qualification temperature of -150°C represents a rea-
sonable objective for the panel design.
For purposes of this analysis it is assumed conservati.vely that a low
temperature of -120°C reached after 45 minutes of eclipse is consistent
with guaranteed survival (TG) without damage to the solar array, and that
-140°C reached after 71 minutes of eclipse permits a high survival proba-
bility (estimated survival TE). Subsequent analysis will show eclipse
survivability in terms of time-in-orbit as dictated by these temperature
limits. Note that the above solar panel design parameters were selected
primarily on the basis of structural requirements, weight constraints,
and conversion efficiency. Eclipse survivability of this design must be
considered in relation to specific Mars orbits and the eclipse timing and
duration encountered with these orbits. The analysis will indicate if an
acceptable compromise for eclipse survival is feasible.
5.4.2 Dependence of Eclipse Timing and Duration on Orbit Parameters
The time of occurrence of eclipses (onset time, time of maximum
eclipses, termination time in terms of months after arrival) and their dura-
tion (in hours) depends strongly on orbit parameters such as periapsis
altitude, apoapsis altitude, and orbit inclination. They also vary greatly
for different arrival conditions. A parametric study of eclipse timing and
duration was conducted for sample orbits typical of the 1971 mission. The
following conditions characterizing the arrival at Mars were assumed:
Launch date May 19, 1971
Arrival date Nov. 12, 1971
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Asymptotic approach velocity, V
CO
Impact parameter, B
3, 2S'o
km/sec
8473 km
Angle between Mars-sun
line and Voo vector, =?'p 120 deg
Angle between Vco vector and
Mars orbit plane, yp
Season angle (Mars) at arrival
(from Mars' vernal equinox
to sun)
-3 deg
292 deg
The nominal elliptic orbit around Mars is characterized by
Altitude at periapsis, h
P
Altitude at apoapsis, h
a
Orbit inclination to Mars
equator, i
(i.e. initialpassage on
sunny side of southern
hemisphe re)
2000 km
20,000 km
45 deg
Orbital period,
Eccentricity, e
T 14.5 hr
P
0. 628
Constraints on apoapsis and periapsis altitudes are dictated by the
requirements of planetary quarantine, by the available deboost AV-capability
and by the restriction that the orbital period be less than the Martian day.
These constraints are reflected in the hp, ha diagram shov.._. ;_ Figure 3-58
and designate a triangular region of permissible orbit dimensions roughly
between apoapsis altitudes of 12,000 and 30,000 kin.
_he orbit inclination is subject to constraints indicated by the Voyager
mission guidelines (see also EPD-250 VIII b) such that
a) Solar eclipse does not occur within the first month
of the orbital phase
b) Canopus occultation is avoided throughout the orbital
phase
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Figure 3-58. Orbital Constraints and Deboost
Velocity Requirements
c) The orbit inclination should favor observation of the
planetary surface between 30°S and 10°N in the
vicinity of the periapsis.
The above constraints will be observed in the subsequent analysis.
For the sample orbit of 2000 by 20,000 km altitude with 45 degree
inclination, solar eclipses will begin at 3.2 months after arrival. Maxi-
mum eclipse durations of two hours will be reached approximately two
months later. The fact that the eclipses occur nearly at the time of apo-
apsis passage explains their relatively long duration.
The primary objective of the analysis is to determine how sensitive
the timing of eclipses is to variations of orbital characteristics and if
possible to define conditions which remove the eclipse zone from the vicinity
of apoapsis. It is important in this connection to exploit variations of nodal
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regression, {_, and apsidal advance, _, as functions of the orbit charac-
teristics such that a significant departure from the undesirable eclipse
timing of the nominal case is achieved.
The motion of the spacecraft orbital plane and the line of apsides
relative to the sun, and the timing of eclipses can be conveniently analyzed
graphically using a projection on nonrotating celestial coordinates refer-
enced to Mars equator and equinox. A sample diagram for various apoapsis
altitudes is shown in Figure 3-59. The time of maximum eclipse, tin,
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Figure 3-59. Graphical Determination of Eclipse Time (for orbit
inclination, i --45 deg. periapsis altitude, 2000 kin)
is obtained from the intercept of the sun and the orbital track. The true
anomaly _t of this point is determined by the distance from the locus of
m
apoapsides. The duration of the maximum eclipse, Tec I, is derived from
the true anomaly, the areocentric distance and the local orbital rate. The
onset of the eclipse, to , is determined as the _'_ which+h_ orbital
track is tangent to the projected zone of sun occultation.
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Note that the variation of eclipse time from onset to termination as
a function of time in orbit is given approximately by an elliptic curve. The
exact times differ slightly as a result of the nonuniform rate at which the
orbit plane moves across the occulted zone and the nonuniform orbital
motion of the spacecraft while crossing the zone.
Figure 3-60 (a,b, c) shows the eclipse time as function of time in
orbit for various altitudes of apoapsis and periapsis and for various orbital
inclinations under conditions which bracket the nominal case, 2000 by
20,000 km and 45 degrees. See also Table 3- 13.
These results show that a significant reduction of the long eclipse
duration (Tec I = 2.03 hr) encountered in the nominal 45-degree orbit can
be achieved by a suitable combination of changes in altitude ha, h andP
inclination, i. A change in inclination by 5 to i0 degrees offers a major
improvement in terms of eclipse duration and timing within the envelope
of desirable orbit altitudes. Figure 3-61 shows lines of constant eclipse
duration, Tecl, and eclipse onset, t o , in the hp, h a diagram for the case
i = 55 degrees, derived by extrapolation of the data given in Table 3- 13.
Table 3-14lists eclipse conditions for six sample orbits identified as
points 1 through 6 in Figure 3-61. The results indicate desirably short
eclipse durations and late occurrence in the mission for points 3, 4, 5, and 6.
It is noted that variation of altitudes h a, h along lines of constantP
Tec 1 does not involve a significant change in deboost velocity increment,
but has a major effect in changing eclipse onset time. On the other hand,
reduction in Tec 1 by variation along lines of constant t o can be accom-
plished only by higher DV expenditure.
Interpretation of the results in terms of eclipse survival times is
of practical interest. The "guaranteed survival time," t G, is defined as
the time (in months) during which eclipse durations do not exceed the safe
period of T G = 0.75 hour corresponding to the lower panel temperature
limit of -120°C. A less conservative criterion is given by the "estimated
survival time," tE, during which eclipses do not exceed the limit
T E = 1.20 hours (corresponding to -140°C temperature). Survival times
and eclipse duration limits are illustrated in Figure 3-60c in relation to
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Table 3-13. Eclipse Timing and Sensitivity
Parameter
I0h
a Z0
(103km) 3050
h Z.0
P 3.5
103kin) 5.0
30
i
(deg) 4560
Duration
of Eclipse
Tecl
(hr)
0.77
2.03
Z. 59
3.06
Z. 03
1.57
1.41
2.17
2.04
1.31
Time of
Onset of
E clipses
t
(mOo)**
0.6
3.2
4.2
4.8
3.2
3.8
4.2
-l.Z
3.2
4.5
Time of
Maximum
Eclipse
Duration
t
(m)**
3.1
4.8
5.9
7.3
4.8
5.6
6.1
3.5
4.8
6.0
Sensitivities
_T _t bt
ecl o m
_p bp _p
(10 -3 hr/km) (10 -3 mo/km)
O. 056 O. 10 O. 1 t
0. 047 0.06 0. 14
(10-3 hr/km) (10-3 mp/_)
-0.3 0.4 0.53
-0.1 0.3 0.33
(hr/deg) (mo/deg)
-0.01 0.294 0.087
-0.05 0.087 0.080
*Orbit parameters: h = Z0,000 kin, h
this column, a p
**Months after encounter.
= ZOO0 kin, i = 45 deg, except as stated in
Table 3-14. Eclipse Conditions versus Orbit Characteristics (for i = 55 deg)
No.
Altitude at Apsides
h h
p a
(t03km) (103 kin)
2. 0 20
3. 0 26
2.0 16
3.0 22
2.5 14
3.5 19
T
ecl
(hr)
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.25
1.0
1.0
t
o
(mo)
4.10
5.05
3.65
4.6O
3.65
4.65
t
m
(mo)
5.60
6.70
5.10
6.20
5.20
6.15
V
forV = 5
oo
(km/sec)
2.80
2.85
2.87
2.90
2.95
3.0
V
for V = 4
oo
(km/sec)
2.05
2,08
2. I0
2.13
2.22
2.25
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eclipse onset time, to, maximum eclipse time, tin, and maximum dura-
tion, Tec I. The following relations can be derived from this diagram
2
tG = tm - (tm - to) I - I
Tecl
tE = tm- (tm- to) - Tecl
Typical survival time c_..tvu._ _
. .. = __ plotted in Figure 3-62 in the h h
p a
diagram within the envelope of desired orbit dimensions for the case
i = 45 degrees. It is seen that the nominal case of a 2000 by 20,000 km
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orbit has a "guaranteed" survival time of 3. 3 months and an "estimated"
survival time of 3.5 months. For 55 degrees orbit inclination these
figures would be increased to 4.3 and 4.7 months, respectively (see Fig-
ure 3-60c).
5.4. 3 Dependence of Eclipse Conditions on Approach Vector Geometry
The results discussed so far illustrate the influence of orbit parame-
ters on eclipse conditions for a particular earth-Mars trajectory as stated
at the beginning of this section. Changes in arrival date, V and ZAP
OO'
angle will, of course, also influence eclipse conditions significantly.
Variations in the vicinity of the sample trajectory can be discussed in
first order approximation with the aid of the eclipse timing diagram,
Figure 3-59 . A delay in arrival time by one month reduces the ZAP angle
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by 30 to 90 degrees. If other conditions remain unchanged this angle varia-
tion would advance the occurrence of the maximum eclipse, tm, by two
= 2 8 months after orbit injection. The eclipsemonths, such that t m .
would then almost coincide with apoapsis. The change in arrival date
also entails a reduction in Voo to approximately 2.9 km/sec. With lower
arrival velocity it will probably be advantageous to establish a smaller
orbit, say of 3000 by 8000 kin, using the available amount of AV. This
in turn would reduce the maximum eclipse period to I. 1 hours.
On the other hand, an earlier arrival by one month would delay the
eclipse onset by approximately two months and shift its occurrence to a
point approximately 40 degrees from apoapsis. Vco is increased to
4.5 km/sec, increasing the apoapsis altitude, and consequently the maxi-
mum eclipse duration to 2.5 hours or more.
The strong dependence of eclipse conditions on arrival date evidenced
by these examples points up the need for more detailed analysis in future
studies to permit determination of the solar array survival time as a func-
tion of approach trajectory conditions as well as Mars orbit parameters.
5.4.4 Approaches for Avoiding Solar Eclipse Problems
The analytical results indicate the existence of potentially serious
effects on the solar array of eclipses occurring at an early time in the
orbital mission phase. The following alternative approaches may be con-
sidered for eliminating or minimizing the eclipse problem and enhancing
the probability of survival to the maximum required orbital life time:
a) Increase in solar panel thermal capacity. The additional
panel weight required to increase survival time to six
months under adverse orbit conditions could amount to
200 to 300 pounds or more, which is considered prohibi-
tive
b} Decrease in panel back surface emissivit.y {modification
of design criteria}. The resulting higher temperatures
in the early part of the transit phase are significant
but are believed to be more acceptable than the alternate
low temperature during eclipse. The possibility of
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orienting the panels at a sufficient angle from the sun
during this phase to alleviate the thermal problems
associated with lower emissivity was considered and
remains a way out of the problem. Implementation
would demand development of a gimballed or accurate
aspect sun sensor, however.
c) Selection of orbit parameters such that solar eclipse
occurs late in the mission or is of short duration.
The constraints imposed on mission performance by
this approach may prove undesirable. Increased orbit
inclination may violate desired objectives of Mars
scientific coverage. Increasedperiapsis altitude tends
to degrade photographic resolution. Nevertheless,
flexibility in orbit selection will aid in enhancing
eclipse survival during part or all of the orbital phase.
Develop, a solar array capable of withstanding lower
qualification temperatures.
In general the solution to this problem will encompass a combination
of all these approaches to affect maximum performance at a minimum
penalty in weight and system complexity. During Phase IB the establish-
ment of a minimum survival temperature by development testing and a
more detailed analysis of the spacecraft weight and power requirements
will yield the most compatible approach to solving this problem. Depend-
ing upon the test results obtained and the mission profile selected, the
eclipse survival time can be predicted with greater accuracy and orbital
constraints can be imposed if necessary to enhance survival time.
5.5 Coverage of Mars Surface by Scientific Payload
This section discusses geometrical and mechanization aspects re-
lated to Mars surface observation from orbit with the objective of compar-
ing methods of orientation of the planet oriented package (POP). Of
primary interest are
The articulation of the POP viewing axis
by one or two gimbals
• The angular excursion of the gimbals
• Effects of limited gimbal rotation and gimbal lock
The utilization of backup viewing modes in the
event of gimbal drive failures.
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The mission requirements and constraints on surface areas to be
scanned by the payload will be examined and their implications on pre-
ferred normal operating and backup modes will be derived.
Also of interest is the surface coverage obtainable as a function of
time in orbit, for TV mapping and radiometric scanning purposes; the
geometrical requirements of limb-viewing; visibility of polar regions;
terminator regions and subsolar regions; and observability of atmospheric
absorption and scattering phenomena during earth and sun occultation.
Articulation requirements for the POP viewing axis will be con-
sidered for two classes of spacecraft configurations: (I) attitude stabilized
configurations where a two-degree-of-freedom aim capability of the POP
gimbal system is desirable (Configurations A, B), and (2) configurations
which permit roll angle variation to augment a one-degree-of-freedom aim
capability of the POP gimbal (Configuration C). In addition, the question
of possible field-of-view limitations imposed by the spacecraft structure
is of interest. This section addresses itself primarily to view angle re-
quirements and viewing geometry in general rather than to the design
implementation and optimum choice of gimbal arrangements. The selection
of preferred gimbal designs will be discussed in Section 5.8.
5.5. I Orientation and Gimballing of POP
Complete articulation of the POP viewing axis by a two-axis gimbal
system has obvious advantages in terms of unlimited coverage of Mars
surface features that are visible from the selected orbit. This also pro-
vides unrestricted view angle capability for limb and atmosphere observa-
tion with the spacecraft remaining oriented in nominal cruise attitude
(spacecraft Configurations A, B).
In the case of failure of one gimbal drive in the two-axis system a
single-degree-of-freedom backup mode for Mars observation is provided
by the remaining gimbal rotation capability. To gain an additional degree
of freedom for the POP viewing axis, a single reorientation of the space-
craft in roll, pitch, or yaw must be pe_.formed, depending upon the type of
gimbal failure experienced and on the angular coverage desired. For a
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spacecraft which nominally is attitude stabilized relative to sun and
Canopus (Configurations A and B) such attitude changes may present com-
plications in disrupting communication to earth, degrading or interrupting
solar power generation, adversely affecting thermal control, and requiring
repeated reacquisition of the celestial references.
If a one-axis gimbal system rather than a two-axis system is used a
required second degree of freedom for POP view axis orientation can only
be provided by spacecraft reorientation. A one-gimbal system has been
considered in connection with Configuration C which is nominally earth-
Canopus oriented and does not lose earth communication when rotated
around its roll axis. Solar power generation is maintained at the same
level for any roll angle since the array illumination remains unchanged.
During the orbital mission Configuration C is not restricted to a fixed roll
attitude determined by the Canopus seeker but will use a star monitor or
Mars sensor as roll reference during continued roll maneuvers.
In case of failure of the one-axis gimbal system unlimited Mars
viewing capability can be provided by a spacecraft rotation in pitch or
yaw in addition to roll reorientation, but the complications previously
mentioned will arise.
The alternative of mounting the angle-dependent scientific payload
in a fixed orientation relative to the spacecraft rather than on an articu-
lated scanning platform has also been considered to avoid the complexity,
weight, and volume of a gimbal system and the possibility of gimbal drive
failure. However, the disadvantages involved in requiring payload aiming
by two spacecraft rotations continuously or repeatedly as a nominal opera-
ting mode during the slx-month orbit mission appear prohibitive. This
alternative is not in serious competition with the other aiming modes dis-
cussed in this section.
5.5.2 Mars Coverage by Two-Axis POP
Continuous aiming of the POP viewing axis at Mars center requires
a continuous rotation in the orbit plane, i. e. , around an axis which is per-
pendicular to that plane (see Figure 3-63 ). If the inclination of the orbit
relative to sun and Canopus, i.e., relative to the spacecraft coordinates,
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were fixed and precisely known at the time of launch, a one-degree-of-
freedom articulation of the POP would be sufficient for viewing suborbital
points* for the entire duration of the orbital mission. Actually, a one-axis
gimbal system does not fully satisfy payload aiming requirements because
1)
z)
The orbit orientation relative to sun and Canopus
changes slowly in the course of a six-month mission
due to orbit perturbations, i. e. , primarily nodal
regression, and seasonal changes
The orientation of the orbit achieved will vary with
launch and arrival dates and as a result of uncer-
tainties in the orbit insertion maneuver
3) Unrestricted aiming of the POP at other than the
suborbital points (e. g. polar region, Mars limb),
which is an important part of the mission objec-
tives, would not be feasible.
The term "suborbital point" is used to describe a surface point
vertically below the spacecraft.
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However, there are several advantages in arranging one axis of a two-
gimballed POP in an orientation close to that of the perpendicular (i. e.
the pole) of a typical Mars orbit. For the task of continuous aiming at
the suborbital point such an arrangement permits the use of one-gimbal
rotation for primary aiming, while the second gimbal serves to provide
the necessary residual motions. This simplifies the design of the second
gimbal drive mechanism and alleviates field-of-view obstruction problems
on the spacecraft.
In the 1971 Voyager design Configuration A, the firs.t gimbal axis
or "shaft axis" of the two-axis POP gimbal system is oriented close to
the south pole of a typical Mars orSit having 45 degree inclination relative
to the Mars equator.
The variation of pole position relative to the spacecraft as a function
of time due to orbit perturbation and seasonal rotation of the sun-Canopus
coordinate system is plotted in terms of cone and clock angles in Fig-
ure 3-64 for a six-month time period. The figure also shows the position
of the shaft axis G (cone angle 112.5 degrees and clock angle 15 degrees)
of the gimbal system selected for Voyager. The orientation of G does not
differ by more than 20 degrees from the orbital south pole during most of
six months of orbital operation depicted in the diagram. Continuous aiming
of the POP at the suborbital point in the presence of these orientation dif-
ferences requires a periodic motion of the second gimbal with an amplitude
of less than 20 degrees during this time period.
A more general case where the first gimbal axis (G) is not aligned
with the pole of the orbit is illustrated in Figure 3- 65 . The gimbal axis
is oriented at right angles to the sun line S, parallel to the spacecraft body
axis Z, i.e. , at 90 degrees cone angle and 0 clock angle. (The sun-
Canopus oriented spacecraft body axes, S, Y, Z form a right-handed
orthogonal coordinate system as illustrated in the d{agram. The S-Z
plane is the sun-spacecraft-Canopus plane, with Canopus at or near the
positive Z-axis; the positive Y-axis has a clock angle of 270 degrees.)
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The aim angle diagram shown in Figure 3-65 depicts the gimbal
angles, _ and _ , and the corresponding cone and clock angles, _ and _ ,
as arcs of great circles on a unit sphere centered at the spacecraft. The
great circle corresponding to the orbit plane provides a means for pro-
jecting the central angle v traversed by the spacecraft and the corre-
sponding displacement of the suborbital aim point P.
The gimbal angles and the cone and clock angles of the aim point are
related by
COS_ = sin e cos
tan _ = cos _ cotan
Gimbal lock occurs for arbitrary angles (i if _ = + 90 deg, i.e. , when
the cone angle _ = 90deg, and Lheclock angle _] = 0 or 180 deg. (The
equations apply only to the case where the shaft axis is parallel to the Z
axis. In other cases %= 90 deg and _ = 0, 180 deg do not produce gimbal
lock. )
For aim points in the vicinity of gimbal lock the shaft angle, a , is
highly sensitive to aim point variation, and the angular rates _ required
to follow the aim point may become large. If the POP is aimed by open-
or closed-loop operation to follow the relative motion of suborbital points,
dv
becomes a function of the orbital rate d---_'viz.
d_ da dv
dt d v dt
This equation exhibits the influence of shaft angle sensitivity, expressed
da dv
by the term dv ' separately from the influence of the orbital rate d--_-"
d______acoincides with the maximum and minimum of _.
The maximum of dv
In the case illustrated by Figure 3-65 this occurs at the points of maxi-
dv
mum orbit deviation from the S-Y plane. Maximum _ at periapsis
generally does not coincide with d____% . Thus, the maximum ofd v max
occurs somewhere between these events.
Z6Z
Figure 3 66 shows a, _ and da
- ' dv as functions of central angle v
and _max" For an aim point 30 degrees from gimbal lock the maximum
da
of d-'T is 2, for aim points 15 degrees from gimbal lock the maximum
is nearly 4. These results indicate the importance of a careful choice of
the orientation of the shaft axis in relation to the expected distribution of
aim points. The choice represented by Figure 3-65 would not be suitable
for orbits that pass through the Z-axis. However, such orbits will be
unlikely for the 1971 Voyager mission, which favors inclinations from
20 to 60 degrees relative to the Mars equator, i.e., maximally 85 degrees
inclination relative to the S-Y plane.
The choice of a gimbal axis orientation in close vicinity of the orbit
pole, as shown in Figure 3-64 , has the advantage of minimizing the value
of _max' hence no gimbal lock will occur when viewing suborbital points.
A condition close to gimbal lock may be encountered when the POP is
aimed at nearly right angles from the orbit plane, e.g., along the termi-
nator, or in the direction of northern and southern polar regions. Earth
and sun occultation experiments require look angles not too far out of the
orbit plane and hence are not critical from this standpoint.
5.5.3 Backup Modes for Full and Partial Coverage of Visible Areas
Scanning of the Mars surfaceunder conditions of partial or total
malfunction of the POP gimbals will be possible by using the following
backup modes:
a) Utilization of remaining serviceable gimbal capability
to achieve partial surface coverage during the orbit.
The spacecraft remains in the fixed sun-Canopus atti-
tude.
b) Utilization of remaining serviceable gimbal capability
plus spacecraft reorientation in roll to increase sur-
face coverage. The spacecraft remains oriented to
the sun.
c) In case of fully disabled gimbal drives, temporary
departure from fixed sun-Canopus orientation to aim
the entire spacecraft at points of interest.
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Mode (a) has the advantage of maintainingcontinuous nominal space-
craft attitude. Thus the power output of the solar array remains at nomi-
nal level, and continuous telemetry capability via the high-gain antenna is
maintained. The partial scan capability using one serviceable gimbal drive
is illustrated in Figure 3-67 for the case of a disabled yoke gimbal drive
( _ = const). The feasibility and usefulness of this mode depends on the
orbit inclination and the fixed position of the disabled gimbal.
Mode (b) can provide full scan coverage by replacing the function of
one disabled gimbal by roll reorientation of the spacecraft. This has the
disadvantage of releasing Canopus lock and probably of disrupting the
communication link while scanning. However, solar power is maintained
at normal level during the maneuver. Roll attitude control is temporarily
transferred to the inertial roll reference.
Mode (c) can provide full coverage by temporarily entering into a
three-axis maneuver sequence under control of the attitude gyros. This
mode is functionally more complex than (a) and (b) and involves partial
loss of solar power. It also disrupts telemetry while scanning and affects
thermal control adversely. Periodic reacquisition of the sun and Canopus
is necessary.
Figure 3-68 illustrates the various possible backup modes and lists
the major advantages and disadvantages associated with each.
A limited region near periapsis is of primary interest for TV map-
ping. Each Ui----L':4-_luj.t.o.J, pass -_a_..........._ly y_la a 1_.mited number of TV frames of
this region, consistent with the data storage and data rate communication
capabilities of the spacecraft subsystems (e.g. 2 sets of 6 frames per
orbit). This fact indicates that major portions of the intended TV mapping
program can be realized even with partial coverage by some of the above
backup modes which maintain nominal spacecraft attitude. However, fuller
coverage required by the POP scientific payload (e.g. limb and terminator
viewing) can only be provided by spacecraft reorientation.
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Partial Scan Capability of Backup Mode for Fixed
Gimbal Angle
Since a gimbal drive may become disabled in an arbitrary position
it will be necessary to adopt a flexible approach toward implementation of
backup modes. Depending on the orientation of the immobilized gimbal
angle relative to spacecraft coordinates and desired viewing directions a
backup not only by the workable gimbal drive but by spacecraft rotation
may be required.
In order to achieve a more predictable and controllable backup capa-
bility it has been proposed to design the gimbal drive mechanism with a
provision for returning it to a nominal zero-angle position if the drive
mechanism should become disabled. Such a provision may include an
optional spring-loaded activation of the gimbal drive shaft. Another pro-
posed design approach has considered a locking mechanism for fixing the
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position of a loose gimbal axis if necessary. Further study will establish
whether the resulting complications of the gimbal drive mechanism are
justified by the greater assurance of a controllable backup mode.
5.5.4 Coverage by a Single-Axis Gimbal System
The alternate single-axis gimbal arrangement is applicable to space-
craft configurations (such as C) which do not require a stabilized roll
attitude. This has the advantages of a simpler, more compact design and,
in general, a reduced probability of failure, which must be weighed against
the operational problems inherent in continuous or incremental roll ori-
entation changes of the spacecraft and additional modes of the attitude con-
trol. The Canopus sensor will be converted into a star monitor, or a
separate star monitor will be used to provide roll orientation references
at times when Canopus is not in the field of view. The Mars sensor
mounted on the POP can serve as an alternate roll reference.
The combined use of a single-axis gimbal and roll reorientation of
the spacecraft provides flexibility of pointing the POP not only at suborbital
points on the Mars surface but at other surface regions of interest and at
aim points near the limb for atmospheric scatter and absorption measure-
ment during solar eclipse.
Considerations presented in the preceding section regarding limited
scan capability in the event of gimbal drive failure remain valid in the one-
gimbal case with the exception that backup modes must be based entirely
on spacecraft attitude changes, including rotations in pitch and/or yaw.
Limited surface coverage is achievable by a single-axis gimbal sys-
tem without requiring spacecraft attitude changes. This mode is based on
the small variation of the orbit pole relative to the sun-Canopus or earth-
Canopus attitude references used in spacecraft configurations A, B, or
C, respectively, which was discussed in connection with Figure 3-64 .
Selection of an optimum gimbal axis orientation for a specific orbit orienta-
tion can provide satisfactory surface coverage in regions of interest over
an extended period of time in orbit. Following this period the capability
to point the POP at the desired suborbital region will gradually deteriorate.
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A provision for late prelaunch alignment changes in cone and clock
angle of the POP gimbal axis to achieve optimum orientation as a function
of launch ancl arrival dates will permit acceptable TV coverage by single-
axis gimbal without spacecraft roll by keeping the center of the TV frame
near the orbital track. For example, an out-of-plane error of less than
15 degrees, i.e., approximately 500 km for a periapsis altitude of 2000 kin,
can be maintained for 50 per cent of the orbit mission in the sample orbit
considered above. The resulting view angle distortion is of no serious con-
cern.
5.5.5 Surface Visibility from Orbit
a. Surface Visibility Boundaries
Surface view angle requirements for the TV mapping and Mars
scanning experiments have been analyzed for the visible part of the Mars
surface. Of primary interest are the visibility conditions prevailing over
regions of greatest scientific interest for the TV mapping and surface
radiometric scanning experiments. These regions are located in the zone
between 10ON and 30°S latitudes, as designated by the mission guidelines.
The guidelines also state that for good visibility of these surface regions
the viewing angle of --+30 degrees should not be exceeded, i. e., the line of
sight from the spacecraft must be less than 30 degrees from the zenith.
Variation of visibility from different points of the orbit is illus-
trated by Figure 3-69, This diagram presents the swath of visible
surface and loci of constant viewing angles on both sides of the orbital
track mapped on a Mercator projection of Mars-centered celestial coordi-
nates, i.e., coordinates which do not reflect the rotation of the planet.
The date for the sample orbit shown is 12 November 1971. Similar dia-
grams of the same orbit three and six months later are presented in
Appendix D, Figures D-6 and -7.
The following information which is relevant to the TV mapping
and the radionaetric experiments is displayed in the figures:
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During the six-month orbital mission the periapsis moves across the
daylight hemisphere from a position approximately 30 degrees from the
evening terminator, through a position within 15 degrees of the subsolar
point at midpoint of the mission, to a position approximately 35 degrees
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ifrom the subsolar point in the direction of the morning terminator. The
distances from Mars center at time of terminator crossing vary from
1.8 to 4 Mars radii for the evening terminator and from 5, 5 to 1.9 Mars
radii for the morning terminator, during the six-months orbital mission
(see also Figures D-5, D-6, D-7, Appendix D). This shows that visibility
and lighting conditions over the zone of maximum scientific interest are
very satisfactory for orbit characteristics typified by the sample orbit
(inclination 45 degrees; periapsis altitude, 2000 kin; apoapsis altitude,
20,000 kin).
b. Illumination of Visible Regions
Illumination of points visible from the spacecraft can be obtained
from the orbit chart, Figure 3-69 based on the intersection of the orbit
track with lines of constant lighting angle (concentric curves around the
subsolar point).
The lighting angles of suborbital points are plotted versus lati-
tude in Figure 3-70 a, b, c for the early, intermediate, and late phases of
the mission. Dashed lines shown on both sides of the orbit projection are
Figure 3-70a.
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the boundaries of surface areas within + 30 degrees viewing angle, from
Figure 3-69 . Surface regions of maximum scientific interest and de-
sired lighting conditions for topographic TV coverage are indicated by
shaded rectangles. The latitude of the subsolar point and the visibility
from orbit of near-subsolar areas are indicated in the diagrams by the
respective sun position and its distance from the orbit track. These Con-
ditions are of primary concern for color TV coverage.
The diagrams show that the early phase provides good viewing
conditions for topographic TV coverage of the desired surface zone, with
the periapsis located near 30°S latitude. The intermediate phase is less
favorable for purposes of topographic TV coverage but favors TV mapping
of the subsolar region, with the periapsis near 10°S latitude and over a
region of approximately Z0 degrees lighting angle. The final phase is
characterized by a further shift of the orbit track relative to the zone of
interest so as to provide favorable viewing conditions both for topographic
and color TV, except that the subsolar point has moved north of the equator.
It is noted that the viewing and lighting conditions are highly
sensitive to orbit characteristics and timing (see also EPD-Z50, Section
VIII, pp. 86-96) and must be considered carefully before final orbit selec-
tion. An orbit trim maneuver may be required to achieve better visibility
and lighting coverage of selected surface areas at an early time in the
mission.
c. Surface Visibility and Coverase for One-Gimbal and
Spacecraft Roll Motion
It is of interest to consider the effect of POP articulation by a
one-axis gimbal system plus roll displacement of the spacecraft (configura-
tion C) on the mapping sequence, and to compare the result with the cover-
age obtained by a two-axis gimbal system.
Figure 3-71 shows a sequence of visible discs of the Mars sur-
face as seen by the spacecraft from four successive positions along a
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Figure 3-71. Mars Visibility from Four Orbital Positions.
140 degree segment of its orbital track s starting with a distance of 5 Mars
radii and ending at periapsis {1.6 Mars radii). The discs, the orbit track,
the ecliptic and the equator are shown in a stereographic projection of the
Mars surface as viewed from the spacecraft. The coordinates are cone
angle {varying in radial direction from the map center) and clock angle
{increasing counter-clockwise). Note that the periapsidal view (No. 4)
This corresponds to the sample orbit previously examined.
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presents the largest apparent disc of the viewing sequence due to the large
angular subtense at low altitude.
The roll orientation of the spacecraft is dictated by the orienta-
tion of the center line which passes through the respective suborbital points
of the visible discs. It is seen that the spacecraft roll attitude must corre-
spond to the clock angle of the suborbital point for exact vertical aiming of
the POP. Incremental roll motions of the spacecraft permit scanning per-
pendicular to the center line. It is also seen that the longitudes and latitudes
of the visible surface area undergo orientation changes from one view to the
n ext.
The relative portion of illuminated area on the visible disc, i.e. ,
the gibbous, increases in passing from position 1 to position 3 which ex-
hibits the best lighting angle conditions of the sequence. It decreases again
toward periapsis. The change of lighting angles is indicated by markings
on the center line of each visible disc.
In Figure 3-7Z the viewing conditions in the region encompassed
by the discs l, 2, 3, and 4 are presented in terms of loci of constant
lighting angles and viewing angles, plotted in the same stereographic pro-
jection as Figure 3-71 . Only those points of the visible disc which are
scanned by one-axis gimbal motion (radial center lines) are represented
by the loci. For comparison, the visibility boundary (horizon locus)
encompassing the entire region that can be scanned by gimbal motion and
roll is shown in the diagram. This region is approximately twice as large
as the one scanned radially by the one-axis gimbal.
5.5.6 Cumulative CoveraGe of Visible Surface
Figure 3-69 has shown the orbital track and visible
regions of the Mars surface in a nonrotating celestial coordinate system
centered at Mars. For a coordinate system rotating with Mars the orbital
track appears as shown in Figure 3-73 . It is seen that due to the high
eccentricity of the sample orbit the orbital track near apoapsis loops back-
ward over surface regions previously viewed, ..._i_,,,,_,_near r""_'__---_-_-_it
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proceeds monotonically with longitude. Since viewing from points near
periapsis is of primary concern the orbit track distortion near apoapsis
will be ignored for purposes of this discussion.
For the long orbital periods typical of the desired Mars orbits
(14.5 hours for the sample case) not more than two passages of periapsis
occur per Martian day. Cumulative TV coverage of the surface area near
periapsis therefore is spread over large interspaces.
Figure 3-74 shows a typical process of building up cumulative
surface coverage by strip mapping over a constant angular interval near
periapsis. The resulting strips of overlapping TV frames* will in time
cover a zone of latitudes which depend on the central angle of TV coverage
per orbital pass, on periapsis position and on orbit inclination. Advance
of the periapsis position along the orbit produces a gradual displacement
of the zone in latitude and automatically provides progressive surface
MARS
NORTH POLE
_APPING
ZONE
Figure 3-74. Cumulative TV Mapping Process (Six TV Frames
Near Periapsis).
See Volume 2, Section IV, VS-4-210 for discussion of TV mapping
program.
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coverage. The magnitude of the zonal displacement per month depends on
the original position of the periapsis. For a periapsis located at the equator
the zonal displacement per month is a maximum.
A preliminary calculation of maximum surface coverage during a
six-month orbit mission for the sample case considered here yields the fol-
lowing results :
Strip map width at periapsis 350 km
Strip map width projected on equator:
350 cosec 45 deg 495 km
Number of strips for ideal zone coverage
2_r R
m
(assuming no clustering) : 495 42.2 strips
Number of days for ideal zone coverage Z5.7 days
Apsidal advance (5.7 deg/month), 6 months 34.2 deg along
orbit track
Apsidal advance projected on meridian:
34. Z x sin 45 deg 24.2 deg of
latitude
Strip length at periapsis (assuming
6 contiguous TV frames) 36.2 deg along
orbit track
Single zone width: 36.2 x sin 45 deg 25.6 deg of
latitude
Cumulative zone width over 6 months
resulting from apsidal advance: 24.2 + 25.6 49.8 deg of
latitude
The assumed ideal zone coverage in 25. 7 days can only be ob-
tained if successive strip maps do not form overlapping clusters which
would result from an unfavorable orbit period. Figure 3-75 is a diagram
of coverage versus time illustrating a favorable and an unfavorable choice
of orbit periods. It has been previously discussed (Section 5.3) that condi-
tions of surface coverage can vary significantly due to small variation of
The dimension of 350 km reflects an allowance of 18 km for
TV frame overlap.
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Figure 3-75.
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the orbit period. For example, if n orbital passes coincide with m or
very nearly m Mars revolutions (m, n integers and m < n), i.e., if the
ratio of the orbit period T and the period of Mars' revolution T is given
O m
by m:n;a periodically repeated coverage of the same surface area will re-
sult. If the period of repeated coverage is small, e.g., if m T is much
m
shorter than a month, the coverage will be restricted to only a few surface
strips for which a cluster of overlapping strip maps is obtained. The cases
presented in Figure 3-74 were chosen for the period ratios m _ 4
- n "_
(T O = 14. l hours) and rnn - "_ I--_ii(T o = 15.0 hours) with corresponding
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periodicities of 4.13 and 11.4 days. The latter case is much more favor-
able for uniform coverage.
The previous discussion (Section 5.3) has suggested that the
orbit dimensions be selected such as to avoid conditions of periodic cover-
age. If the achieved orbit has an unfavorable period with a short-term
periodicity of coverage it will be desirable to execute an orbit trim maneu-
ver sufficient to change the orbit period slightly. In the above example a
= 14.1 to 15 0 hours can be achieved by a4 per cent change
change from T o
in apoapsis distance.
Apsidal advance per month for an orbit inclination of 45 degrees
is very small and thus yields considerable zonal overlap. With a strip
length of 36.2 degrees the monthly advance of 5. 7 degrees produces ap-
proximately 85 per cent overlap of zones covered in successive months,
even for the case where the periapsis is near the equator which yields the
maximum rate of zonal translation.
The slow shift of the mapping zone resulting from apsidal ad-
vance is insufficient for comprehensive TV coverage. A progranamed slow
change in the timing of TV mapping periods relative to periapsis will pro-
vide a desirable, broader cumulative zone of coverage. This program
can be designed, for example, to perform surface mapping 20 or 30 degrees
before periapsis at the beginning of the mission, shifting to 20 or 30 de-
grees past periapsis at the end of the mission, at a rate of 7 to I0 degrees
per month. The total cumulative coverage over the six months mission
can thus be increased from the previously noted 50 degrees to 70 or
85 degrees, taking into account the originally shallower orbit path inclina-
tion at periapsis with respect to the circles of latitude. Viewing altitudes
are only insignificantly affected by the programmed change in TV mapping
periods: 20 degrees departure fromperiapsis increases the viewing alti-
tude (nominally 2000 kin) to 2130 kin, 30 degrees departure increases the
altitude to 2300 kin. The resulting minor resolution penalty is considered
acceptable compared to the gain in mapping coverage achievable.
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5.6 Communication Antenna Coverage
The S-band communications antenna subsystem of the 1971
Voyager spacecraft is required to provide adequate spatial coverage and
gain for telemetry, command, and tracking during all phases of the
mission. A second antenna subsystem (VHI_) is required to provide
coverage for reception of data from the flight capsule during the capsule
separation, cruise, entry, and landing phases, and, if possible, to cover
landed operations for the expected short period of capsule survival on
the Mars surface.
This section discusses the coverage requirements and capabilities
of the proposed antenna system. Primary attention will be given to the
coverage obtained from the fixed low-gain, and the earth-pointed
medium-gain and high-gain antennas comprising the command and
telemetry link, including a description of suitable gimbal mechanization,
alternate pointing modes, and failure mode performance.
5.6.1 Mission Recluirements
Coverage requirements for the S-Band antenna system are listed
in Table B-15 in terms of communication ranges and spacecraft attitudes
for the various mission phases. During certain phases, as indicated in
the table, the spacecraft will not be sun-Canopus-stabilized for a period
of several hours. The roll axis may assume any direction as required
for maneuver purposes. To maintain communication during these phases
of the mission, 47r steradian coverage is required with sufficient gain to
maintain an adequate telemetry bit rate {minimum presently set at
128 bits/sec). This may be obtained either with 4_ steradian coverage
by a fixed low-gain antenna or by pointing a directional antenna at earth,
using antenna articulation by gimbal rotation combined with a spacecraft
roll maneuver, if necessary. Mission requirements involving specific
demands on antenna coverage capabilities include the following:
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Table 3-15. Mission Phases Affecting
S-Band Antenna Design
Spacecraft -to-Earth
Mission Phase Time From Launch Range (106 kin) Spacecraft Attitude
Launch - - - = 0.01 Specified
Injection + 30 inin. = 0.01 Known except possibly for roll
Start sun-Canopus acquisition Few hours <0.03 Any
Cruise From injection to encounter 0.03 to 185 Sun -Canopus; roll axis in sun direction
Early trajectory corrections 2 to i0 days i to 4 Roll axis in any direction
Late trajectory corrections 100 to 150 days 30 to 130 Roll axis in any direction
Capsule separation 90 to 185 Predictable
Capsule entry 90 to 185 Sun-Canopus
Landed operations 90 to i85 Sun-Canopus
Orbital insertion 90 to 185 Predictable: nominally -z axis points in
vicinity of earth
90 nlin to Sun- Canopus
Orbital operations 390 n,ax
• Verification of spacecraft attitude prior to execution
of commands for trajectory correction, capsule
separation, and orbit insertion to enhance mission
success probability and to minimize possibility of
violating planeta r y quarantine,
• Turnaround ranging to encounter plus one month
to assist in orbit determination,
• Back-up antenna capability for the high-gain antenna
which should provide, in addition to 4_ steradian
coverage for maneuvers, a reasonable telemetry
bit rate for failure mode transmission of science
data during the orbital operations phase,
• Command during cruise and orbital operations, using
only the low-gain antenna.
5.6.2 Cone and Clock Angles for S-Band Antennas
In the cruise and orbital operation phases of the mission, the space-
craft is three-axis attitude stabilized, using the sun and canopus as
celestial references. Cone and clock angles of the earth can be plotted
as a function of launch and arrival dates which determine the pointing
requirements for medium-gain and high-gain antenna radiation patterns.
Figure 3-76 shows cone and clock angles for a representative set
of trajectories in 1971. The projected direction toward the earth may
be visualized as a trace on a unit sphere centered at the spacecraft. Time
elapsed from launch is indicated on this trace by time markers.
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An important result derived from this graph is the fact that the
angles are confined very nearly to the arc of a great circle. The
deviation of the curve from the great circle is less than 6 degrees during
most of the transit phase and all of the orbit phase. This suggests that
a one-gimbal mechanization of antenna motion relative to the sun-
canopus oriented spacecraft can orient the antenna beam at earth with
pointing errors not exceeding 6 degrees. (No pointing errors would
result if the cone and clock angle trace were exactly circular. )
The cone and clock angles of representative 1973 trajectories,
shown in Figure 3-77, indicate that greater deviations from an ideal
one-gimbal antenna mechanization are to be expected compare_l to the
1971 mission.
From these curves and communication link budgets (see Volume 2,
VS-4-310) the pointing and coverage requirements of the S-Band antenna
system were determined. The results will be presented in subsections
5.6.3 through 5.6.7.
5.6.3 S-Band Low-Gain Antenna Coverage Considerations
Ideally, 4_ steradian coverage for the command of the spacecraft
would be desirable using only a body-fixed low-gain antenna. Preliminary
link analysis and Mariner experience has shown that this is not achiev-
able, since a minimum antenna gain of +2 dbi is required to provide
command capability to encounter plus one month, using the 100 kw trans-
mitter and 85 foot antenna at the DSIF station.
The use of a low-gain antenna with limited spatial coverage during
cruise and orbital operations is made possible by the sun-Canopus sta-
bilized spacecraft attitude, which maintains the roll axis close to the
spacecraft-earth line, except during maneuvers and near-earth. For
this reason it is important that sun-Canopus acquisition or reacquisition
should be automatic and independent of direct command. Within these
constraints, an analysis of cone and clock angles from Figure 3-76
shows that the low-gain antenna should have a gain in excess of +Z dbi
over a 360 degree clock angle and 45 degree cone angle.
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An antenna fulfilling this requirement has a theoretical gain in
excess of -20 dbi from 0 to 140 degrees cone angle. This is sufficient
to support command and low data rate telemetry at 128 bits/sec to
a range of l06 km for all cone angles from 0 to 140 degrees, using the
standard i0 kw/85 foot antenna DSIF stations. Unfortunately, this
performance can only be realized by mounting the antenna on a 15-foot
boom to minimize shadowing by the spacecraft.
An alternative approach, adopted in the proposed design, is to
use two body-fixed low-gain antennas to provide near-earth coverage
when the spacecraft is sun oriented. The second antenna with a gain
of -5 to -i0 dbiwill accommodate the large variations in cone angle
occurring during the early mission phases. This antenna is decoupled
through a directional coupler and oriented at 70 degrees clock angle,
135 degrees cone angle. The use of the directional coupler permits the
low-gain antenna system to be connected to a single receiver without
switching.
5.6.4 Hi_h-Gain Antenna Coverage Considerations
Although maximum antenna gain is desirable for high data rates,
stowage volume during launch limited the size of the high-gain antenna to
approximately a 6 ft paraboloid. This size antenna has a 3-db beam-
width of +--2.5 degrees and a l-db beamwidth of +- I. 5 degrees. Because
the cone angle varies approximately 45 degrees during the six-month
orbit period (s_ee Figure 3-76) at least one gimbal axis is required.
Figure 3-78 shows the pointing error as a function of range for a
single-gimbal antenna with gimbal axis orientation at an 85-degree
cone angle and a 15-degree clock angle. Curves a and b illustrate the
pointing error for the worst case trajectories of Figure 3-76. Curve c
is the pointing error occurring during the orbital phase. These curves
assume that the antenna orientation is continuously updated and that no
spacecraft attitude error exists.
The figure also shows the limits of data rate capability plotted as
contours of maximum range and maximum pointing error for the four
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data rates (4096, 2048, i024, and 128 bits/sec) selected for the Voyager
communication system. These contours converge at the first null in the
antenna pattern which occurs at + 6.5 degrees. The plot shows that the
performance of a single-degree-of-freedom, 6-foot high-gain antenna
is marginal for the 1971 mission for the 4096 and Z048 bit rates at Mars
ranges. When an attitude stabilization error of 0.5 degree (in each axis)
is considered, the performance is even further degraded. One might
still consider using a single-axis high-gain antenna for the 1971 space-
craft if the attitude control pitch sensor could be adjustably biased off
the normal cruise position to effectively give a few degrees of tilt to
the yaw plane. However, this mechanization would not be compatible
with the 1973 mission which has a wider variation in cone and clock
angles (refer to Figure 3-77).
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In view of the above performance limitations of the single-axis
gimballed antenna a two-axis articulation of the high-gain antenna was
adopted for the Voyager spacecraft (Configuration A). This is illustratea
schematically in Figure 3-79. The first gimbal axis (hinge axis) is
oriented at a 90-degree cone angle and a 105-degree clock angle.
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Figure 3-79. Antenna Gimbal Angles
The advantages of this orientation of the gimbal axis are:
i)
z)
A location opposite the POP helps to maintain
the spacecraft center of gravity within required
limits,
The desired cone angle coverage can be achieved
by rotation around the second gimbal (shaft axis)
without shadowing the solar panels,
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3) Antenna rotation around the shaft axis does not
encounter field-of-view obstructions, thus all
required roll axis orientations for midcourse
maneuvers, capsule separation, and orbit in-
jection can be accommodated without restriction.
The hinge axis serves the dual purpose of deploying the high-gain
antenna from its stowed position at launch and of providing the small
angle corrections dictated by pointing accuracy requirements. Thus
instead of deploying and locking the antenna assembly at a fixed hinge
angle, it was decided to make the hinge axis mechanism a servo driven
unit. This mechanization allows the total spacecraft antenna pointing
error to be held to less than 1 db for both the 1971 and 1973 missions.
However, failure of the hinge axis mechanization after deployment is
not catastrophic to the 1971 mission as the attitude control system could
provide small pitch axis variations to substitute for the required hinge
axis correction.
The double-gimbal arrangement simplifies the maneuver required
for midcourse. In general, the antenna can be pointed at the earth if
only a roll-pitch maneuver is performed. The single-gimbal mechani-
zation demands a roll-pitch-roll maneuver.
5.6.5 Medium-Gain Antenna Coverage Considerations
The medium-gain antenna was incorporated primarily from over-
all reliability considerations. The weight of an additional 6 ft "%ntenna
could have been supported by the spacecraft. However, because it is
primarily a back-up antenna, its size was limited to 3 ft for three reasons.
First, the single-gimballed 3 ft mechanization satisfied both the 1971
and 1973 orbital phase of the mission. Second, the physical size of a
3 ft antenna was more readily integrated into the spacecraft configuration.
Third, it is a different design for functional redundancy.
Because it is a backup antenna it was felt that some reduction in
data rate or maneuver freedom was justified. For the selected configura-
tion (Figure 3-79) with the capsule on-board, antenna coverage is obstructed
Z89
within a cone of about 15 degrees half angle centered at the negative roll
axis. This cone would be excluded for orbital correction maneuvers in
the event of high-gain antenna failure.
Figure 3-80 shows theperformance limits for the medium-gain
antenna in a diagram of pointing error versus range corresponding to
Figure 3-80. It can be seen that the medium-gain antenna provides
Figure 3-80.
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coverage for the entire flight from approximately 15 days after launch.
Thus a single-axis mechanization is sufficient for the medium-gain
antenna to cover the variation in cone angles that occur during the
transit and orbital phases of the mission.
Backup coverage for trajectory corrections is provided over
approximately 4Tr steradians (exclusive of the 15 degree cone about
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the minus roll axis) by using an additional roll maneuver to point the
antenna toward earth after establishing the desired thrust vector orienta-
tion.
5.6.6 Summary of Communication Sequence
There are two possible modes being considered for the Voyager 197t
mission. The first one uses a hinge angle and shaft angle program for up-
dating the high-gain antenna pointing while the second uses only a shaft
angle updating with the hinge axis used exclusively for deployment.
In the first mode, the low-gain antenna is used for approximately
the first two days of the mission. This supports a 1024 bits/sec telemetry
link using the standard 85 foot 10 kw diplexed DSIF stations. A summary of
DSIF coverage requirements is presented in Table 3-16.
After sun-Canopus acquisition and high-gain antenna deployment,
the downlink is switched to the high-gain antenna while the uplink con-
tinues to use the low-gain or medium-gain antenna. At this time the bit
rate is increased to 4096 bits/sec. For trajectory correction, a two-
maneuver sequence is used. The high-gain antenna is slewed to the correct
shaft and hinge angles and the antenna orientation is confirmed over the
low-gain antenna for early corrections or the medium-gain antenna for
late corrections. A spacecraft reorientation execute command is then
sent and is received over the low- or medium-gain antenna. When the
spacecraft is properly oriented for midcourse engine ignition, the high-
gain antenna illuminates the earth;and spacecraft orientation is confirmed.
The engine ignition execute command is then sent and is received over
the high-gain antenna. After completion of the midcourse correction, the
spacecraft reacquires sun-Canopus lock and reestablishes normal cruise
communication : telemetry over the high-gain antenna_ command over the
low-gain antenna. This communication mode is used for cruise until the
spacecraft-earth range requires the high- (or medium-) gain antenna for
the uplinkwith the 10 kw standard DSIF station (see Figure 3-81).
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Table 3-16. DSIF Requirements for Voyager Program
Mission
Pha s e
i
Launch
Early Cruise
Early Midcour se
Late Cruise
s
Late Midcourse
Cap sule
Separation
Capsule Entry
Orbit Injection
Orbital
Operations
Primary
DSIF
Confisuration
10-30 ft Listen
85 ft, 1 0 kw
Diplexed
85 ft, 1 0 kw
85 ft, 1 0 kw
85 ft, 10 kw
85 ft, 10 kw Tx
210 ft, Rx
85 ft, 10 kw Tx
Z10 ft, Rx
85 ft, 10 kw Tx
Z10 ft, Rx
85 ft, 10 kw Tx
210 ft, Rx
Back -up
DSIF
Configuration
Launch Vehicle
Telemetry System
Bit Rate
(bits/sec)
1024
85 ft, 10 kw Tx
210 ft, Rx
85 ft, 10 kw Tx
21 0 ft, Rx
85 ft, 100 kw Tx
21 0 ft, Rx
85 ft, 100 kw Tx
210 ft, Rx
85 ft, 100 kw Tx*
85 ft, 1 0 kw
.4096
4096
2048 then
1024
Diplexed
85 ft, I00 kw Tx
85 ft, l0 kw
Diplexed
85 ft, I00 kw Tx
85 ft, l0 kw
Diplexed
85 ft, 100 kw Tx*
Rx-None unle ss
bit rate is re-
ducedto 128
1024
1024
1024
1024
4096, 2048,
then 1 0Z4
_ |
*Required for emergency command transmission in the event space-
craft loses sun-Canopus lock beyond approximately 7 x 107 Km and
for range code transmission beyond approximately 6 x 107 Kin. Both
of these functions can be _erformed utilizing the 100 Kw Venus site
to approximately 2.5 x I0° Kin.
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For the downlink, the bit rate is lowered as a function of range from
4096 to 2048 and then to 1024 bits/sec to permit communication to be con-
tinued using the 10 kw, 85-foot diplexed DSIF station until after encounter
(see Table 3-16). During encounter, the 210-foot DSIF is also used for
reception, thus providing two independent ground receivers at the time
when capsule data is transmitted.
After orbit injection, the telemetry bit rate is increased to 4096 bits/
sec to provide high data rate for the science payload. At this time and
until expiration of the orbital mission the 210-foot DSIF station will be re-
quired for reception if the maximum possible data rate is to be maintained.
The bit rate will be reduced in binary increments to accommodate the
change in range from encounter to encounter-plus-six-months.
This first mode uses hinge and _i_-_-_*axis ,,_f___.._ of the hi_h-_ain__
antenna to permit maximum data transmission throughout the entire mission.
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The uplink will use the high-gain antenna and the I0 kw, 85-foot DSIF
stations. This mode of operation is summarized in Table 3-17.
The 100 kw Venus site DSIF station will only be required for either
range code transmission at Mars ranges, or failure mode command trans-
mission via the low-gain antenna at Mars ranges.
For the second mode of operation, the hinge axis is used only as a
deployment mechanism. With this constraint, the mission is altered
slightly. First the low-gain antenna is used for the downlink until the
medium-gain antenna can illuminate the earth. This means that a lower
bit rate (Ig8 bits/sec) is used and the 210-foot receiving sites are required
for the first 30 to 40 days of the mission. It also means that a three-
maneuver trajectory correction sequence (roll-pitch-roll) is required.
Beyond the initial 30 to 40 day period the bit rate could be increased and
the I0 kw, 85-foot diplexed DSIF station can be used as the ground terminal.
For the remainder of the mission, the over-all operation would be the
same as described for the first mode except that the bit rates at Mars
ranges would be reduced sooner due to the additional pointing loss. for
the high-gain antenna. However, for orbit life times beyond six months,
hinge axis correction would be necessary.
5.6.7 Failure Mode Performance
Table 3-18 summarizes the telemetry bit rates versus range for the
selected Voyager spacecraft. This table assumes the use of Zl0-foot ground
receiving antennas. A more complete description of communication perfor-
mance versus range is given in Volume 2, VS-4-310, Section 5.3. This table
shows that should the high-gain antenna fail completely the medium-
gain antenna will support a 10Z4 bit rate until encounter plus one
month and a IZ8 bit rate until encounter plus six months. Three-axis
spacecraft stabilization is required for downlink communication at
Mars ranges. However, uplink communication can take place over
the low-gain antenna if the spacecraft is sun-oriented to encounter
plus one month by using the 100-kw Venus site transmitter. If there
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Table 3-17. Normal Modes of Telemetry Operation
Mission Phase Transmitter Antenna Bit Rate DSIF Station
Power
(watts) {Bits/sec) Configuration
Launch
Injection
Acquisition
Cruise
Trajectory
Correction
Capsule Separation
Deflection and Entry
Orbital Insertion
Orbital Ope rations
! Low-gain l 024
1 Low-gain 1024
1 Low-gain 1024
20 High-gain 4096/2048]
1024
20 High-gain 4096
(verify high-
gain position
using medium-
gain antenna )
High-gain
20 (medium- 1024
gain for
position
verification)
20 High-gain 4096
+ I month 20 High-gain 4096
+ 3 months 20 High-gain 2048
+ 6 months 20 High-gain 1024
30-ft for tele-
metry only
85-ft, 10 kw
diplexe r
85-ft, 10 kw
diplexe r
85-ft, 10 kw
diplexer
85-ft, 10 kw
diplexe r
85-ft, 10 kw
diplexe r and
2 t0-ft for
telemetry only
85-ft, 10kw Tx
210-ft Rx
85-ft, t0 kw Tx
210-ft Rx
85-ft, 10 kw Tx
210-ft Rx
85-ft, 10 kw Tx
210-ft Rx
is a gimbal failure on either the POP or both antennas then the space-
craft could possibly be used to provide the necessary orientation for
the POP or antenna. This would permit data collection in a timed se-
quence operation.
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Table 3-18. Normal and Failure Mode Telemetry Rates
C ommunication
Mode
T rans mitte r Antenna
i w
Z0 w
lw
Z0 w
Z0 w
Maximum Range in Km x 106
128
Bit Rate (bits/sec)
10Z4 Z048
9.3 4.4Low- Gain
Low- Gain 4Z 1 9.7
High-Gain _g_57// II0
r , \ \ ,
Medium-Gain '545 _f///x
High-Gain ,,I050"_ , \ 49Z
\
Range at encounter
Range at encounter plus 1 month
Range at encounter plus 6 months
4096
3.0 Z.I
13.4 9.5
75. Z' 53.3
174 IZ3
1.1 to 1.9 x 108Kin
8
1.4 to Z°3 x 10 Km
3.3 to 3.9 x l08 Km
5.6. 8 Method of Controlling Antenna Pointin_
Several methods for controlling the antenna pointing have been
considered, including the use of radio trackers and earth sensors.
The method proposed for Voyager is based on using ground commands
and on-board sequenced programs. The proposed mechanization of the
6-foot (two- gimbal) and 3-foot{one-gimbal) antennas is as follows:
a) By ground command either antenna (or both) may
be pointed in any direction allowed by the number
of gimbals, their orientation, their deflection
limits, and their alignment and resolution limit-
ations.
b) A two-axis stored program is used for the high-
gain antenna to set the shaft and hinge angles.
The same shaft angle program is also used for
the medium-gain antenna. A reasonably simple
straight-line-segment approximation is used
which gives a 0.5 degree pointing error in both
axes throughout the mission. Spacecraft attitude
control inaccuracies contribute 0.5 degree to the
pointing error. Thus a worst-case estimate for
the resulting total pointing error is 1.0 degree in
Z96
each axis for the high-gain antenna. For the
medium-gain antenna the error in the hinge
axis program varies with launch date. It is less
than 3 degrees after approximately IZ0 days from
launch. In the direction normal to the hinge axis
an uncorrected worst-case error of 1 degree is
expected.
The stored program is updated throughout the
mission. A single updating covers approxi-
mately 30 days during the initial cruise phase and
approximately 6 months during the orbit phase. If
used to provide two-axis control this program would
apply approximately two days after launch. If the
high-gain antenna is used in a single-axis mode
(i. e., hinge angle is set to align the shaft axis at
a cone angle of 95 degrees), the program would
apply approximately 30 days after launch.
5.6.9 Antenna Considerations for Configuration C
Configuration C differs from A and B by having a large fixed
(16-foot diameter) antenna replacing the double-gimballed six foot
antenna. In general, the three-foot single-gimbal antenna is used
in what is its backup mode for A and B until near, or after Mars en-
counter. Whenever higher gain is desired, as for high rate science data,
the spacecraft is open-loop reoriented from the sun to earth, while re-
taining the Canopus reference. Earth is acquired by an optical sensor
capable of locking on earth if the earth-spacecraft-sun angle is 10 to
15 degrees or greater. When so oriented, data rates can increase by
a factor of 7 over those for the six-foot antenna.
5.6. I0 Capsule-Spacecraft Relay Link
a. Relay Antenna Coverage Requirements
The spacecraft relay antenna must provide the required
coverage for monitoring the flight capsule during cruise, entry, descent,
and landing, in order to enhance the probability of successful acquisition
of capsule data and to serve as a backup communication link in case of
direct link failure. Additional relay communication in the orbit phase
will be desirable to cover landed operations of the capsule science
payload.
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This section defines the angular coverage required for a
fixed low-gain VHF antenna (see Mission Specification, p. 30). It is
assumed that the mission encompasses a range of arrival times from
late October 1971 to February 1972. The resulting variation of the
approach velocity vector has a considerable influence on the relay
link coverage requirements as will be discussed below.
In the selected sequence for spacecraft deboost preparation
(see Section 5. 1.4) the spacecraft remains in nominal cruise attitude while
monitoring capsule data transmitted during the entry and landing phase.
After the capsule has landed, the spacecraft assumes the deboost mane-
uver orientation.
Figure 3-82 shows the spacecraft motion during the capsule
entry and landing phase and the variation of the line-of-sight to the
capsule for three typical arrival dates. Thus, cone angle coverage
from 76 to 159 degrees is required. The corresponding clock angle
variation for this range of arrival dates is 80 to 105 degrees. Table
3-19 lists the required cone, clock, ZAP, and ¢ angles and commun-
ication range for the three cases (from Section 5. 1.4).
b. Antenna Mechanization and Orientation
A fixed, low-gain antenna which provides IZ0-degree conical
coverage is mounted to the spacecraft such that the beam axis is oriented
at a cone angle of 140 degree and a clock angle of 105 degrees. This
orientation is biased off the mean value of cone and clock angles given
in Table 3-19 to provide optimum coverage for the most likely pointing
conditions (Case b and c) and to provide highest antenna gain for the
case having the largest communication range (Case c}, at the expense of
antenna gain for Case a. Figure 3-83 depicts the maximum beam angle
coverage provided by the spacecraft VHF antenna and the relative
orientation of spacecraft-to-capsule line of sight for the three cases
discussed above.
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Table 3-19. Capsule-Spacecraft Angle and Range Summary
Cone Clock
Case ZAP _ /x _ Angle Angle
(deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg)
Maximum
C ommunication
Range (Kin)
a. I February 60 16 6 76-8Z 80
197Z
b. 1 December I00 Z4 7 124-131 I00
1971
c. Z0 October 140 15 4 155-159 105
1971
Center Value 117.5 9Z. 5
Z.4x 104
Z. ZxI04
3.9x 104
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Figure 3-83.
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The spacecraft antenna provides a 60-degree (half cone angle)
circularly polarized 3 db bearnwidth. (Vol. 2, VS-4-310, Section 5.4).
Figure 3-84 shows the variation in total relay link loss for the three
cases as a function of ZAP angle. The two extreme cases (a and c)
are almost equal in performance. A worst case relay link calculation
is given in Vol. 2, VS-4-310, Section 5.3.
SPACECRAFT
AT CENTER OF
ROLL UNIT SPHEREt
AXIS LOOKING OUT
ZAP ._ ANTENNA BEAM
ANGLE ////L" I' / _ _ \II"II/ \ l'x \ SUN--CANOPUS
PLANE
CASE B
I00°__!/i _ 1 TO CANOPUS
\ _4._--/T"Z"_ _ - ,' I I_
"CLOCK ANGLE
iI
CONE I
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ORBIT PLANE' 1
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°_I__°_N 1
TO
SUN
A - LATE ARRIVAL
B - INTERMEDIATE
C - EARLY ARRIVAL
Figure 3-84. Relay Antenna Coverage for
Three Arrival Times
c. Capsule-Spacecraft Link Considerations for Orbital Phase
The geometry of spacecraft motion in orbit relative to the
landed capsule significantly affects and in some case denies effective
relay operation due to the long intervals (Z days and more) between
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periods of visibility. These intervals depend strongly on the ratio of
the orbit period and Mars rotation period, the latitude of the landing
site, the orbit inclination, and the apsidal positions and altitudes.
A primary concern will be to determine favorable con-
ditions of visibility of the landing site from orbit and to assure antenna
beam coverage of the landing site during visibility periods. This
objective may place a constraint on landing site selection and on the
selection of relevant orbit parameters (e. g. orbit period).
The antenna orientation and beamwidth determined by the
requirements of the capsule entry and landing phase will in general
not be compatible with orbit phase relay link requirements. A second
relay antenna, or a provision for antenna reorientation may have to be
considered. Preliminary calculations show that under favorable
visibility conditions, the basic antenna coverage requirement for orbital
relay communications includes cone angles from 0 to 180 degrees and clock
angles from 50 to 160 degrees and from 230 to 340 degrees. This type
of coverage could be obtained by a shortened dipole type antenna.
Antenna requirements for the orbital relay link have not
been investigated in detail in this study phase. However, if future
mission considerations place increased emphasis on the orbital relay
the requirements of antenna orientation and coverage will be considered.
5. 7 Propulsion Performance
This section is concerned with the velocity increments which can be
produced by the spacecraft propulsion system. It treats velocity incre-
ments for interplanetary trajectory corrections (midcourse), the orbit
insertion maneuver, and an orbit trim maneuver. The extent to which
velocity increments performed in one class of maneuver affect or limit
the magnitude of the velocity increment in anoth@r maneuver is examined.
This section is not concerned with the accuracy with which these velocity
increments are performed, either in the direction or the magnitude of the
impulse vector. Figures 3-85 and 3-86 illustrate the magnitude of the
velocity increment attainable at orbit insertion, depending upon the total
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velocity increment utilized in midcourse corrections. Figure 3-85
describes the performance capability of Configuration A3, the selected
design. It is essentially applicable for all Configurations A and C discus-
sed in Section Ill. Figure 3-86 gives similar information for Configura-
tion B 2, either the baseline or reference design.
TOTAL VELOCITY
220(]
215(]
,u
Z
Z
"_ 2050
ORBIT INSERTION
2000
0 20 40 60 80
TOTAL MIDCOURSE CORRECTIONS, M/SEC
Figure 3-85. Velocity Increment Capability Versus
Midcourse Corrections, Configuration A3
(Selected)
Figure 3-85 indicates the AV attained by the fixed impulse solid
engine for orbit insertion. Two hundred fifty-five pounds of monopropel-
lant is the initial complement, and that which is not used for midcourse
requirements is carried and available for the orbit trim requirement.
The top curve, indicating the algebraic sum of all velocity increments
which may be performed, is almost independent of midcourse usage. In
Figure 3-86, all propulsion operations are conducted with liquid propel-
lant from the same supply, and it is assumed that the orbit insertion
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Figure 3-86. Velocity Increment Capability Versus
Midcourse Corrections, Configuration B 2
maneuver may employ all propellant remaining after midcourse correc-
tions with the exception that 92 pounds are reserved for an orbit trim
capability of 100 meters/sec. Table 3-20 gives a detailed list of the
assumptions on which the figures are based.
The weights given in Table 3-20 which establish the mass ratios
corresponding to each propulsive maneuver are according to Table 3-20
in Section Ill.2 for all the sequences considered. Between the last mid-
course correction and the initiation of the orbit insertion maneuver, the
entire 2300 pounds corresponding to the gross weight of the flight capsule
are subtracted from the planetary vehicle weight. This recognizes that
in addition to the 2150 pounds which are operationally separated in order
to place the capsule vehicle on its path to Mars, Configurations A and C
require that the remaining 150 pounds of capsule adapter and remnant
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Table 3-20. Assumptions for Propulsion Performance
(x = weight of midcourse propellant used)
C onfigur ation A 3 (selected) B 2
Midcourse Corrections
Gross weight before 7800 7800
propulsion start, ib
Weight after last 7800 - x 7800 - x
correction, Ib
I sec 230 304
sp'
Orbit Insertion
Gross weight before 5500 - x 5500 - x
propulsion start, lb
Weight after propulsion 2697 - x 2775
end, lb
I sec 289.4* 304
sp'
Orbit Trim
Gross weight before 2697 - x 2775
propulsion start, lb
Weight after propulsion 2442 2683
end, lb
I sec 230 304
sp'
*For the solid propellant, I is a weighted average based on:
sp
of weight consumed, 97.5% is propellant, I = 293 sec
sp
2.5% is liner, I = 150 sec
sp
portions of the canister be jettisoned in order that the solid retro engine
may be used. Although it is not a necessary operation to jettison this
150 pounds for Configuration B (because the liquid engine nozzle is
poiuted in the other direction) the propulsion performance analysis never-
theless assumes the elimination of this weight. In the first place, this
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jettisoning would serve to increase the velocity increment attainable in
the orbit insertion maneuver and in the orbit trim maneuver. Second, the
removal of this equipment serves to improve the look angles for the planet-
oriented package and high gain antenna in Configuration B, and third,
it serves to make a more direct comparison of the capabilities of the
liquid and solid propulsion systems.
It is noted in the summary weight table referred to in Section Ill. 2
that the 250 pounds allocated in the preliminary mission specification for
the spacecraft adapter is not fully utilized by the designs presented. For
Configurations A and B, the field joint and the separation plane between
the planetary vehicle and the Centaur stage of the launch vehicle are
coincident, and no adapter structure as such exists. Only 12 pounds of
the allocated 250 pounds are used for ordnance, separation mechanism,
and connectors. In Configuration C an adapter is necessary, but still only
101 pounds of the allocated 250 pounds are utilized.
It would appear to be completely in keeping with the intent of the
weight allocations, and the observance of the interfaces between different
systems of the Voyager project, for the unused portion of the 250 pounds
to be allocated to other portions of the flight spacecraft.
It would seem appropriate to investigate what would be accomplished
by making use of the 238 pounds which would thus be available in Configura-
tions A and B, or the 149 pounds in Configuration C. One supposition
would be to use all this weight to increase the payload capability of the
spacecraft bus. Because slightly greater midcourse propellant weight
must be used and the weight of the spacecraft inserted into orbit is greater,
a penalty is incurred in that the velocity increment achievable for orbit
insertion is reduced. For Configurations A and B this penalty is
approximately 120 meters/sec; for Configuration C it is 75 meters/sec.
On the other hand, if all of the weight not utilized for the adapter were
allocated to retropropellant, the spacecraft payload would remain
unchanged, but the velocity increment at orbit insertion would be increased,
again by approximately 120 and 75 meters/sec.
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To evaluate the real benefit to the payload capability of the space-
craft, it is pertinent to consider a weight allocation of approximately
half to payload and half to retropropellant. This is the allocation which
should be made in order to preserve the same orbit insertion capability
as given in Table 3-20. In this event, the payload capability of
Configurations A and B is increased approximately 120 pounds, and that
of Configuration C approximately 75 pounds.
Another result of this analysis is that for a given design (Configura-
tion A, B, or C) the incremental "cost" of achieving 1 meter/sec velocity
increment for orbit insertion is 1 pound of spacecraft payload. This
equivalent is useful in comparing different configurations.
It is noted that Figures 3-85 and 3-86 also serve to indicate by the
placement of percentile markers what statistical dispersion will be ex-
pected for the velocity increments necessary during the midcourse cor-
rections. The following table indicates how these markers are located.
Percentile
1% 5o% 99%
First midcourse
velocity increment 0.34o- i. 540- 3.40-
(_ = 8.66 meters/sec) 2.94 13.4 29.4
Second midcour se
velocity increment, I. 42 I. 4 i. 4
meters/sec
Total velocity increment, 4.36 14.8 30.8
meters / sec
The value of 8.66 meters/sec corresponding to l_ injection error
is based on the discussion of JPL EPD-250, Section VIII D 3, and a figure
of merit for the Centaur of 15 meters/sec spherical distribution. The
multiples of _ for the first midcourse correction which correspond to the
percentiles listed are based on a three-dimensional distribution of the
probability function, and an implied requirement of the first midcourse
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to correct all three components of the injection error. This requirement
will serve to not only correct for dispersions in the impact parameter, B,
but also correct for any indicated error in the time of arrival at Mars.
(It is not clear that this third component, corresponding to a + 1 _ range
of injection accuracy, encompasses a time of arrival at Mars of perhaps
2.5 days. Since all arrival conditions, including landing site geometry
and earth communication station visibility, are repeated approximately
every 24 hours, it would be quite feasible to conduct the first midcourse
correction so as to completely correct for injection errors affecting B,
but to merely adjust the time of arrival to the desired time'of the nearest
day. Therefore, the component of velocity correction corresponding to
time of arrival would not have to be greater than approximately 0.4_. )
The value of 1.42 meters/sec for the second midcourse correction
is based on the expected bias distance between the aiming points of the
two midcourse corrections and an execution time 45 days before arrival.
These values are discussed further in Section 5.2. Because the bias
distance is the principal component, no dispersion of the second mid-
course or correlation of such dispersion with the first midcourse is
included in these assumptions.
Having ascertained the velocity increments which are available for
the propulsive maneuvers of the spacecraft, it is necessary to interpret
these results as they apply to the mission. The midcourse propellant
carried in Configurations A and C, and its expected usage and allocation
between midcourse corrections and orbit trim maneuvers has been out-
lined in Section 5. 2 in this volume, and summarized in the appropriate
location in Volume 2. The influence of the velocity increment available
for orbit insertion on the characteristics of the orbit which may be
entered by the spacecraft is outlined in Section 5.3. It is merely noted
here that the deboost AV's indicated, of the order of 2.00 to 2.05 km/sec,
are quite adequate for more than a minimum mission, for asymptotic
approach velocities associated with a large portion of the available
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trajectories of the 1971 and 1973 opportunities. Section 5.3 also compares
the characteristics of orbit insertion capability which may be attributed
to the variability of the velocity increment available in Configuration B,
and to the fixed nature due to the solid engine of Configurations A and C.
5.8 Configuration A versus B
The analysis to compare Configurations A and B to determine
which is superior is largely a comparison of the two propulsion systems,
which are based on solid and liquid retro engines, respectively. How-
ever, other subsystems of the flight spacecraft are involved. Although
the comparison was conducted for Configurations A 2 and B 2 reference,
most of the considerations distinguish between the generic classes A and
B. At the conclusion of the comparison Configuration A 2 reference was
selected as superior to B 2 reference for the 1971 Voyager flight
spacecraft.
Table 3-21 lists the considerations studied, and indicates their
relative merits. The following analyses refer to the numbered con-
side rations:
t) In Section 5.7 the velocity increment capability
for orbit insertion was calculated to be 2046
meters/sec for Configuration A_ augmented,
and 2016 meters/sec for B 2 reference, based
on median usage of midcou_se propellant.
Configuration A_ reference, having 10 pounds
less propellant than A_ augmented, produces
2036 meters/sec on th_ same basis. The
velocity increment capabiiity varies wide!y
with the magnitude of the midcourse correc-
tions actually employed. For Configuration A,
the orbit insertion velocity increment capa-
bility is greatest if the midcourse propellant
supply has been depleted the most. On the
other hand, the orbit insertion of Configuration
B makes use of any propellant not expended for
midcourse correction, so capability is greatest
if the midcourse corrections have been mini-
real. In view of these variations, the 20
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Table 3-21. Comparison of Configurations A and B
Configuration A Configuration B
Consideration Solid Retro Engine
Monopropellant Midcourse Engine Bipropellant Engine
I. Velocity increment capability
Z. Velocity increment variability for
orbit insertion
3. Velocity increment resolution error
for midcourse (3_)
4. Orbit trim
5. Maximum acceleration
6. Radiant heating from the exhaust
plume
7. Contamination of surfaces or
sensors by exhaust products
8, Separation of capsule adapter
and canister bottom before retro
9. Reliability
10. Modularity of propulsion system
I I, Equipment mounting area available
IZ. Ability of retro engine thrust
vector control to accommodate
center of gravity excursion
13. Development schedule
14. Development cost
15. Implementation tasks
16. Amenability to i969 flight test
17. Adaptability to 1975, 1977 missions
CA z reference: 2036 meters/sec B Z reference: Z016 meters/sec
Fixed *Variable
*0.01 meter/sec 0. I meter/sec
*Possible Not possible with the proposed
method of propellant expulsion
3g *0.4g
Greater *Less
Greater *Less
In line *Optional but desirable
*A z reference: 0. 7067 B z reference: 0. 7001
*Greater Less
*Greater Less
Less *Greater
*Easier Tighter
*Le s s Greater
*Simpler More complex
*Greater Le s s
*Greater Less
"Indicate s advantage
z)
meter/sec advantage of Configuration A over
B (equivalent to ZO pounds of payload) is not
deemed important. Each has a comfortable
velocity increment margin for the mission,
and the difference between the two is minor.
The fixed nature of the velocity increment of
Configuration A must be regarded as a dis-
advantage compared to the ability to terminate
the propulsion of Configuration B at the
desired value of /xV. The influence of this
characteristic of the orbit insertion maneuver
on the selection of the orbit about Mars has been
reviewed in subsection 5.3.3. The disadvantage
is not a major one because there are methods of
transferring with a fixed AV from a given
approach trajectory into any size orbit within
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3)
4)
5)
an appropriate range, preserving either the plane
of approach or the argument of periapsis of
approach, provided the AV available is no less
than the minimum _V corresponding to optimum
transfer. Yet the variable velocity increment
capability of Configuration B adds versatility
to the orbit insertion. If it is relied on, however,
there are special cases where failure to termi-
nate thrust could compromise the fifty-year
orbital life contamination criterion.
The resolution error of the midcourse velocity
increment is important in determining the
number of midcourse corrections and their
timing and fuel requirements to meet a given
approach accuracy requirement. For the
example shown in Sections 5. Z. 2 and 5.7, the
programmed second midcourse correction
required a velocity increment of 1.4 meters/
sec. Configuration A will have a re solution
error of 0.7 per cent (So-) and Configuration B
7 per cent. In terms of approach impact
parameter, these translate into 40 and 400 kin,
respectively. In this example, it is likely
that Configuration B carries the penalty of
requiring either a third midcourse correction
or a delay in the second midcourse until 5 to
10 days before encounter. Such a delay in-
creases midcourse propellant requirements
and incurs other disadvantages reviewed in
subsection 5.2. I.
Configuration A provides for one or more orbit
trim maneuvers. Configuration B, with the
liquid propulsion system proposed, does not
retain the provision for propellant expulsion
by positive displacement after the orbit inser-
tion maneuver. Therefore it is doubtful whether
an orbit trim maneuver is available.
The thrust level of the retro engine of Con-
figuration A (maximum, 14,500 pounds;
average, 8000 pounds) leads to a peak space-
craft acceleration of 3 g. The constant thrust
of Configuration B (1000 pounds) causes a
maximum acceleration of only 0.4 g. Although
these accelerations are small compared with
the launch vehicle acceleration environment,
the 3 g of Configuration A may have a greater
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6, 7)
s)
9)
lo, 1 I)
effect on those components which have been
deployed to a different orientation from launch,
and on those elements where the reversed
direction of the retromaneuver may be im-
portant. As Configuration A has developed,
however, these disadvantages have not been
widespread; the principal load paths for the
retro maneuver are not reversed from launch
(the longerons are under compression in each
instance, and the conical engine support sustains
tensile force in each instance), and nearly all
deployed components may be brought to an
orientation immune to the acceleration forces
of the retromaneuver. Another disadvantage
of the larger acceleration of the retromaneuver
of Configuration A is the greater probability that
doppler tracking will not be sustained continu-
ously during the maneuver, because of the high
rate of change of the doppler frequency.
There is more radiant heating from the exhaust
plume of the solid engine than from that of the
liquid, and more potential contaminants present.
As discussed in Section II.Z.Z, however, the
generation of Configuration A as the repre-
sentative of the solid engine concept was con-
ducted so as to minimize these effects by
appropriate geometry. In B, the solar cells
are of necessity directly exposed to the plume.
The reliability consequences of the required
jettison operation are discussed in Section
II.Z.I.
The over-all reliability assessment of Section
4 indicates a 1 per cent advantage for Configura-
tion A over B. This is almost entirely due to
the comparison of the engine operations. (The
jettison operation contributes a 0.07 per cent
reliability advantage to B. )
The greater adaptability of the solid engine to
modular configuration design and the greater
equipment mounting area available in Con-
figuration A both arise from the greater
compactness of the solid engine and the more
efficient use of the volume available. These
advantages were observed in comparing A Z
31Z
i3,
iz)
i4)
reference with B 2 reference. They are ampli-
fied with the progression to Configuration A 3
augmented, in which the solid retro engine and
its thrust vector control components comprise
one removable subassembly, and the midcourse
engine and its propellant tanks form a second.
The liquid engine of Configuration B, operating
before and after capsule separation, must
accommodate a greater range of longitudinal
locations of the center of mass than the retro-
propulsion of Configuration A. This led to the
selection of nozzle translation for Configuration B.
The solid engine, having a large but varying mass,
is less adaptable to rotating or translating mecha-
nizations, and thrust vector control by liquid
injection was chosen for Configuration A. One
consequence is that the thrust vector control
can accommodate wider lateral excursions of
the vehicle center of mass in Configuration B
than in A. A second consequence is that the
steady error in the direction of the thrust vector
(compared with the intended direction) is less
in Configuration B than in A. This second result
recognizes that restoring rotational equilibrium
by rotating the thrust vector relative to the space-
craft adds to the spacecraft attitude error to
which the control system has responded; but
restoring equilibrium by translating the thrust
vector does not. In typical systems, a space-
craft attitude error of I degree causes a given
center of mass offset to be compensated by
either rotating the thrust vector 2 degrees (in
the one case) or by translating it sufficiently
(in the other case). The total error in the thrust
vector direction--and therefore in the direction
of spacecraft AV--i_ .3 degrees in the first case
and i degree in the second. On the other hand,
the use of translation for thrust vector control
is unconventional and poses a significant design
and development problem.
The considerations concerned with the develop-
ment of the engines require greater effort to
complete the developmental cycle of the liquid
engine. Although liquid engines of the class
propose_l are in the realm of current technology,
the greater effort associated with the more
complex assembly of tankage, pressurization,
expulsion, engine translation, and valve imple-
mentation causes a greater development time
and cost for Configuration B.
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15) Implementation tasks associated with engine
testing and the prelaunch sequence are more
extensive for the liquid engine. These tasks
include: test firing and clean up of the bipro-
pellant engine; determination of the spacecraft
moments of inertia for different fuel quantities;
testing of sloshing effects; and fueling and de-
fueling the bipropellant engine in the explosive-
safe area and on-stand.
16, 17) The midcourse propulsion system of Configu-
rationA may be tested by the 1969 flight. No
part of the 1971 Configuration B could be tested
in 1969, and a separate midcourse system
wouldhave to be created. The same considera-
tions apply to the 1975 and 1977 lander-flyby
missions. Thus, assuming Configuration A,
these missions would be flown using a midcourse
propulsion system which had been used in i969,
1971, and 1973.
In summary the main performance advantages of Configuration A
are those associated with midcourse resolution and orbit trim capability
(considerations 3 and 4). There is a small reliability advantage (9).
The performance advantages of Configuration B lie in its variable orbit
insertion capability (2) and superior accommodation of center of gravity
excursion (IZ). Environmental advantages of B (5, 6, 7) are considered
minor, as the design proposed for A has minimized these effects.
A weight advantage (in terms of the demand on subsystems of the
spacecraft) is essentially nonexistent. The weights required by thermal
control, attitude control, power subsystems, and the spacecraft structure
to accommodate the two versions differ by less than 10 pounds. There-
fore no corresponding entry was made in Table 3-21.
The performance advantages being approximately divided, the
decision was based on factors associated with operational and implemen-
tational aspects: modularity, handling ease, development, implementa-
tion tasks in testing and the prelaunch sequence, and compatibility with
the objectives of a 1969 test flight and with the requirements of the 1975
and 1977 missions. These factors all support the selection of Configura-
tion A over B.
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5.9 Configurations A versus C
With the choice between a liquid and a solid propellant retro engine
configuration decided in favor of the solid engine (Configuration A over B)
the final selection to be made involves spacecraft designs based on the use
of a gimballed versus a fixed high-gain antenna dish, i.e. Configuration A
versus C.
As discussed in Section II 2.3, the concept of Configuration C evolved
with the objective in mind of investigating the feasibility of a vehicle which
would support a much larger high-gain antenna than the 6 foot dish of
Configurations A and B, with a potential gain increase of 8 to 10 db. Such
a configuration would promise a growth in communication data rate over
the present capability of 4096 bits/sec and would be particularly attractive
for missions beyond the 1971 Voyager Mars mission.
It became evident at the outset that the large dish size would make
deployment from a stowed position a difficult design problem, and that it
would also cause a considerable increase in solar pressure torque to be
balanced by the attitude control system with several times the expenditure
of propellant weight. These considerations dictated a fixed-dish configura-
tion which must be earth-oriented rather than sun-oriented during mission
phases where high data rates are required.
Specific design features of Configuration C have been previously
described in Sections 1 and 2 where it was pointed out that use of the high-
gain antenna in the mission must await the deployment of the feed structure.
Hence, the high-gain antenna will not be made operative before the last use
of the midcourse engine to avoid undesirable folding and redeployment of
the feed. Prior to this event the fixed low-gain antenna and/or the gim-
balled 3 foot medium-gain antenna will be relied on as the command and
telemetry communications link. The spacecraft can remain in a sun-
Canopus oriented cruise attitude between maneuver phases.
For purposes of identifying and discussing relative advantages of
each of the two spacecraft configurations the family of Configurations A
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and C will be compared, in general, without attention to specific sub-
configurations (A2 or A3). However, the RTG-powered class of Configu-
rations G will not be included in this discussion because of the fundamental
dissimilarity in operation and the fact that this class is not representative
of spacecraft meeting the 1971 mission specifications.
A detailed comparison of Configurations A and C in terms of func-
tional and design factors which are decisive in selecting one configuration
versus the other is presented in Table 3-22. (Asterisks are used to indi-
cate those factors which show significant advantages in one of the configu-
rations versus the other.) The comparison shows the following important
differences which influence the selection decisively:
a) The design of Configuration A is generally more
conservative: it requires less advanced develop-
ment than C, contains simpler sequences of
operation, and fewer instances of mode switching.
b) Attitude control and stabilization implications of
Configuration G are decisively unfavorable: con-
siderable maneuver complications, higher pointing
accuracy requirement, additional in-line sensor
requirement (earth sensor, star monitor, Mars
sensor), and considerably larger attitude gas con-
sumption or need for reaction wheel.
c) The primary advantage of a 28,000 bits/sec data
rate in Configuration C compared to a 4096 bits/sec
(or somewhat higher) capability of Configuration A
is an important consideration for growth requirements
of space exploration beyond 1971. The high gain of
the 16 foot antenna will make Configuration G a candi-
date for future interplanetary exploration. Adoption
of this configuration in the Voyager program offers
the opportunity for testing the system in an early
interplanetary mis sion.
Additional arguments which must be weighed are: {i} the advantage
of the high data rate cannot be fully exploited without additional development
of storage and sequencer capacity. (2) The need for a substantial bit rate
increase above the 4096 bits/sec capability of Configuration A has not been
stated as a requirement of the 1971 Voyager mission. However, emphasis
on increased data rate capabilities may still develop as the science pay-
load requirements are defined and as mission objectives undergo modifica-
tions in the near future. An immediate advantage presently foreseen is the
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Table 3-Z2. Major Functional and Design Differences of Configurations A and C
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use of high data rates to condense transmission periods and thus to reduce
DSIF time-commitments, particularly if two Voyager spacecraft are in
orbit at the same time.
The conclusion derived from this evaluation is to select Configura-
tion A over C based on the overriding objective of using a conservative
design to assure the greatest possible mission success probability. It is
also in keeping with the desire for developmental simplicity and minimiza-
tion of development risks (see also criteria 3.2 and 3. 10 stated in Sec-
tion III. 3). **
Note: The above comparison includes the use of a single gimbal
POP for Configuration C. This configuration is most adaptable to such
use since roll does not interfere with communications. Actually, the fore-
going tradeoff seems to favor the double gimballed POP even for Configu-
ration C. Incorporating the double gimbal would not, however, influence
the conclusion to select Configuration A.
5. l0 Selection of Layout A_
In supporting and justifying the layout selected for the preferred
design of the 1971 Voyager flight spacecraft, it is necessary to dis-
tinguish between those aspects of the layout which were chosen to
supersede a previous arrangement and those aspects which resulted
from the refinement of the design to a level of detail which has not pre-
viously received attention. Thus, in comparing Configuration A 3 aug-
mented {Figures 3-7, 3-9) withA_ baseline (Figures Z-2, 3-11) or
A z reference, some components will be found in revised locations, and
others will appear for the first time. On the earlier layouts, the
presence of the missing components was assumed but not drawn.
The major aspects of the first category--revisions of Configura-
tion A z reference---have been summarized in Section 1.4, and are
reviewed here.
A series of structural revisions from the earlier design was
incorporated. Within the spacecraft body, a load carrying joint or
break in the longerons was eliminated. Loads previously introduced
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at that point due to connection of the midcourse propellant tanks are
routed via the honeycomb panel comprising the base of the spacecraft
body. The internal effect is an improvement in modularity. The
revised design permits the solid engine and its thrust vector control
components to be removable as one subassembly, and the honeycomb
base panel, midcourse engine, and associated tankage to comprise a
second removable subassembly.
Simultaneously the same joints in the longerons were relinquished
outside the spacecraft body, as truss elements supporting the solar array
panels and other externally mounted components are now connected to
the top and bottom ends of the longerons rather than to the intermediate
joints and to the bottom ends. This change, shown in Figure 3-9, makes
the truss action more efficient.
A further improvement in structural efficiency of the members
external to the spacecraft body resulted from the centering of major
articulated appendages---the high-gain antenna and the planet oriented
package---at the corners of the spacecraft body rather than at the faces.
This revision also served to substantially improve accessibility. All
the hinged equipment mounting panels forming the faces of the body
pyramid can now be fully opened outward for access; formerly two were
obstructed by appendage-supporting structure. See Figures 3-3 to 3-5.
A recognition of the communications coverage of the earth attain-
able in a cruise orientation (based on the sun and Canopus) with one-
gimbal mechanization led to location requirements of the medium- and
high-gain antennas. The favored gimbal axis direction is at a cone
angle of 85 degrees and a clock angle of 15 degrees. The medium-gain
antenna, having a single gimbal axis for both deployment and articula-
tion, has the least obstructed view angle when located at the perimeter
Top and bottom refer to orientation on the launch pad.
Refer to Section 5.6
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of the solar panels within about 30 degrees of clock angles 105 or 285
degrees. 3i5 degrees was chosen, because of the presence of a struc-
tural member for support. A similar desire that the high-gain antenna,
when deployed clear of capsule and spacecraft by rotation about one
gimbal axis, be capable of scanning in the favored plane by motion about
the other gimbal axis results in a choice between location at clock angle
i5 or 195 degrees. 195 degrees was chosen, as the iS-degree location
is favored for the POP.
The POP was changed from a location on a double-gimballed arm
to a mass-balanced arrangement utilizing a two-gimballed yoke support.
This change improves reliability and gimbal design considerations
associated with the excursion of the center of mass of the previous
design• In order to avoid a possible view angle penalty, the POP loca-
tion is tailored to the most likely family of orbits to be desired. By
this means, the first POP gimbal axis is directed toward cone angle
i02.5 degrees and clockangle i5 degrees. See Section 5.5.
The locations of other items on the layout of Configuration A 3
were not called out on earlier drawings, and are discussed below.
The low-gain antenna, with its main, broad lobe directed parallel
to the spacecraft roll axis (cone angle 0 degrees), is located at clock
angle 70 degrees so that its minor side lobe covers the earth during
early portions of the interplanetary cruise phase. See Section 5.6.
The VHF antenna for the capsule-spacecraft link is located at
clock angle i05 degrees as shown in Figure 3-i0 to accommodate cap-
sule entry locations. See Sections 5. i and 5.6.
The near earth sensor is located in proximity to the low-gain
antennas, as its directional requirement is also related to the direction
to the earth at the start of the cruise phase.
The science sensors for planetary and interplanetary environment
experiments ar _ g_,_erallv oriented orthogonal to axes based on the
spacecraft-sun line and the plane of Mars orbit about the sun at the time
of encounter. Because of the heliocentric longitude of Mars at encounter,
the 0-degree clock angle plane makes an angle of just over 75 degrees
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to the Martian orbit plane. Thus the desired axes are the spacecraft roll
axis, and perpendiculars to it at clock angles 15 and 105 degrees. The
former angle defines the out-of-ecliptic axis, and the latter is in the
ecliptic. Figure 3-9 indicates the sensors in the interplanetary science
package and indicates the direction of their axes. An additional micro-
meteoroid impact detector is located separately to cover the i05-degree
clock angle. An antenna for an ionosphere experiment is shown sepa-
rately at the 285-degree clock angle. The extended magnetometer, an
exception to the "ecliptic" oriented coordinates, is located at clock
angle 135 degrees (approximately) because of available structural
support.
The attitude control jets, at the extremities of perpendicular axes,
are placed at clock angles 60, 150, 240, and 330 degrees. This location
is symmetric with respect to the hexagonal body, and minimizes conflict
with the other elements whose location requirements on the perimeter
have been reviewed above.
5. 1 1 Selection of POP Gin_bal Arrangement
5. 11. 1 Selection Criteria
The selection of the gimbal arrangement for the planet-oriented
package (POP) is based on the discussion of pointing requirements and
mechanization alternatives presented in Section 5.5. Major selection
criteria include the following:
• Ability to meet requirements of Mars scientific coverage
• Functional simplicity
• Operational flexibility
• Failure mode capability
• Design interactions with, and constraints imposed by the
spacecraft configuration
The selection of the gimbal arrangement depends strongly on the
attitude stabilization and control modes of the candidate spacecraft con-
figurations. The attitude-stabilized sun-Canopus oriented Configurations
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A and B require a two-girnbal articulation of the POP because the space-
craft cannot change its roll attitude for instrument aiming purposes
without thereby interrupting earth communication via the high-gain antenna.
To re-establish the communication link it would first be necessary to
reacquire and lock on Canopus. The operational complexity of this
sequence is considered too high a price to pay for the desired simplifi-
cation of the POP gimbal system, at least as a normal operating mode;
it will be acceptable as a backup mode.
The earth-Canopus oriented spacecraft Configuration C can
accommodate a one-axis POP gimbal arrangement more readily than A
or B because a roll attitude change in support of POP aiming does not
cause a loss of earth communication. The roll axis orientation to earth
will be maintained while Canopus lock is released. The spacecraft roll
attitude will be referenced to Mars, using horizon scanners mounted on
the POP, or to a roll gyro updated by celestial data obtained from a star
monitor. The possibility of converting the Canopus seeker into a star
monitor when the reference to Canopus is released has also been considered.
This discussion has illustrated the interaction between the choice
of the POP gimbal arrangement and the spacecraft configurations, sub-
systems, and functional modes. Considerations of POP aiming influence
the selection of the spacecraft design and operation, but the spacecraft
configuration, adopted with regard to many other factors, in effect dictates
the choice between a one-axis and two-axis gimbal arrangement.
This section discusses the selection of a preferred two-axis gimbal
arrangement from a point of view of compatibility with the selected space-
craft Configuration A. A one-axis gimbal system compatible with the
alternate Configuration C will also be considered.
5. 1 I. g Configuration Alternatives
The considerations presented above have narrowed the choice of
gimbal arrangements to the alternatives listed in Table 3-23. The Table
shows principal spacecraft configurations and the various applicable
girnbal arrangements.
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Table 3-23. Gimbal Arrangement Alternatives
Spacecraft
Configuration
A (or B)
C
Two-Axis Gimbal
Unbalanced Balanced
One-Axis Gimbal
(Plus Spacecraft Roll)
Considered Considered
for A 2 for A 3
Considered (but loss of
communication link by
roll reorientation is
major disadvantage)
Considered
(but more
complex than
necessary)
Considered for C 2
a) Two-axis gimbal, mounted on deployable hinged shaft, or
boom (Figure 3-87a). This arrangement has been con-
sidered for Configurations A, B and C. It has the princi-
pal advantage of an unobstructed field of view above or
below the spacecraft body, but requires stowing to fit
into the allocated dynamic envelope at launch and for pro-
tection against acceleration forces. Deployment after
spacecraft injection at launch and at the beginning of the
orbit phase encumbers the operational sequence and poses
potential reliability problems.
b) Two-axis gimbal, providing a mass-balanced arrange-
ment for POP articulation (Figure 3-87b). This arrange-
ment, which is compatible with (and has been selected for)
Configuration A 3, obviates stowage and deployment and
thereby simplifies operational sequences and enhances
reliability. It does not provide the same freedom of the
field of view as the shaft-mounted design (a).
c) One-axis gimbal and second degree-of-freedom for POP
pointing provided by spacecraft roll. This alternate is
compatible with Configuration C.
5. 11. 3 Comparison of One-Axis and Two-Axis Gimbals
The selection of the number of required gimbal axes hinges on
acceptance or rejection of the concept of augmenting the gimbal articula-
tion by spacecraft roll maneuvers. The principal argument for ac_=epting
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A. SHAFT-MOUNTED POP
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Figure 3-87. Alternate Two-Gimbal Arrangements
for Spacecraft Configuration A
a one-axis gimbal arrangement in Configuration C and against it in Con-
figurations A or B has been discussed in subsection 5. ii.i. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of a one-axis gimbal augmented by spacecraft roll
motion compared to two-axis gimbal systems (a) or (b) are summarized
as follows:
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Advanta6es Disadvantage s
Simpler gimbal: •
Only one gimbal drive •
Design advantages (e. g.
electrical cabling) •
Lower weight and volume
Higher gimbal reliability •
Less field-of-view ob-
struction than mass-balanced •
two-axis design
Simpler POP thermal control
{for sun-oriented spacecraft
only)
Reduced viewing flexibility
More complex aiming
sequence
Additional roll attitude con-
trol mode required
Increased attitude control
propellant cons umption
Backup modes for gimbal drive
failure rely entirely on space-
craft attitude maneuvers
The weight advantage of the simplified gimbal design is partly offset
by weight increases for attitude control propellant and additional attitude
control system components {star monitor). The weight difference is ex-
pected to be insignificant. The more important advantage of the one-axis
gimbal configuration is the increased electrical and mechanical
reliability. As a result, this configuration has been selected for the
alternate spacecraft Configuration C which permits roll orientation
without operational penalty. The single-axis gimbal is rejected for
Configuration A and B.
5. 11.4 Comparison of Boom-Mounted and Mass-Balanced Two-Axis
Gimbal Design
For Configuration A the alternate two-axis gimbal designs depicted
in Figure 3-87 are compared. Relevant advantages and disadvantages of
the two arrangements are listed as follows.
#
Particularly in comparison with boom-mounted two-axis gimbal.
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Boom-Mounted Design
Advantages :
Mass-Balanced Design
Better field of view •
Fewer design constraints •
on POP instrument package
Compact drive mechanism
for two gimbals (single
enclosure)
Better capability for
visual monitoring of space-
craft events (if desired)
Stowed position provides
cover for instrument
apertures, etc.
No stowage required
Smaller reaction torque
acting on spacecraft
No change of spacecraft c.g.
and moments of inertia due
to gimbal motion
Lower power required of
one gimbal drive servo
Less weight of gimbal
a s s em bly
Disadvantage s :
• Requires stowage and de- •
ployment sequence (launch
and deboost)
Field of view more restricted
(constraints on placement of
POP gimbal assembly)
Some of the above comparison points have been discussed before. The
obvious disadvantage of the boom-mounted POP design derives from the
unfavorable mass distribution relative to the hinge point, requiring a
heavier servo and heavier moving parts, and causing greater dynamic
reactions of POP motion on thespacecraft stabilization system. Stowage
during the deboost acceleration phase is required to protect the gimbal
drive mechanism against a high mass reaction torque. The critical dis-
advantage, however, is that the solid retrorocket thrust vector control
does not have the capability to cope with the POP stowed/extended c.g.
and, hence, if the gimbal drive failed in the extended position the re-
maining mission would be lost.
shift
The boom-mounted configuration imposes fewer constraints on the
dimensions and shape of the POP science payload which remain un-
specified at this time. For example, optical instruments with protruding
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sun shades (baffles) can be mounted without introducing design problems.
By comparison, the mass-balanced configuration must provide yoke
dimensions in width and depth to permit unobstructed rotation of the pay-
load over +.135 degrees. A potential increase in weight and volume may
therefore have to be considered for the yoke gimbal.
In summary, the principal advantages of the mass-balanced design
in terms of simplified operation (i. e. no deployment) reduction of
dynamic effects on spacecraft attitude stabilization and removal of the
possibility of gimbal drive failure destroying the orbital mission have led
to selection of this design as the preferred one without additional
quantitative analysis.
5. 11.5 Gimbal Axis Orientation Relative to the Spacecraft
Possible orientations of the gimbal axes relative to the spacecraft
have been discussed in Section 5.5. Based on the choice of a two-axis
mass-balanced gimbal system for Configuration A3, the selection of a
general purpose orientation or one optimally aligned with a specific Mars
orbit or a family of orbits must be further discussed.
A "neutral" or general purpose orientation is compatible with a
large class of anticipated orbits as well as with other pointing requirements
not dictated by the orbit orientation (e. g. limb viewing). Such an arrange-
ment will not be affected by changes in launch and arrival conditions and
assures the greatest flexibility.
A gimbal orientation in which the outer gimbal axis is approximately
aligned with the average orientation of the orbit poleS(see Figure 3-87) has
the advantage of minimizing the motion of a second (inner)gimbal in
performing the task of pointing the POP viewing axis vertically down.
Consequently, the first gimbal alone can provide the necessary POP
orientation in the event the second gimbal is disabled (i. e. , if it is
disabled in undeflected position). In the event of other gimbal drive
failures additional backup modes must be activated, as discussed in
Section 5.5, which either provide limited coverage or require spacecraft
reorientation as an emergency measure.
SAxis perpendicular to the orbit plane.
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In Configuration A3, the tilted gimbal system has been adopted for
two reasons: (1) primarily, it provides unobstructed view over the
largest range of shaft and yoke angles compared to other (mass-balanced)
nondeployable POP gimbal arrangements; and (2) it is aligned with the
nominal orbit around Mars to realize the advantages stated in the
preceding paragraph.
It is noted that a tilted orbit-oriented one-axis gimbal system is
also best suited for the case of Configuration C where this can minimize
the "roll-to-point" requirement for the spacecraft. An adjustable mount-
ing bracket permitting late prelaunch alignment of the gimbal axis would
be of great value in this case (see Section 5.5)
5. 12 RTG Version of Configuration C
Of all the configurations considered, C is the logical candidate
with which to explore the possible advantages and disadvantages of the
use of radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) power. The use
of RTG's with Configuration C removes most of the disadvantages
apparent for the solar powered version:
• Requirement for deployable solar arrays
• Decreased array effectiveness due to earth
instead of sun pointing while in orbit about
Mars
• Possible thermal stress damage to solar
cells during long eclipses
Such use retains the primary advantage of Configuration C. The large
antenna provides a factor of 7 improvement in data rate for a given
transmitter power (as compared to Configurations A and B). The dis-
advantage of reduced limit cycle amplitude required for antenna pointing
remains.
Appendix H (Classified) of Volume 5 gives details of isotope
availability, cost (about five million dollars per spacecraft for fuel),
RTG design and performance details, safety, reliability, and radiation
factors. This section merely summarizes, at the system level, the
pros and cons of the use of RTG's.
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Figure 3-18 shows Configuration C with RTG power. Six 75-watt
RTG units are mounted in the hat shaped radiators as shown. The
radiators extend through the dish, presenting a radiating surface which
follows what would have been the dish contour. The back of the radiator
is insulated to minimize thermal radiation into the louvered equipment
mounting areas.
It is interesting to note that with the removal of the capsule and
solid retropropulsion module the Saturn 1B/Centaur could send the
spacecraft out to about 4.8 AU (well beyond the asteroid belt and
approaching Jupiter at 5.2 AU). Use of the solid rocket as a fourth
stage improves this only slightly unless the solid rocket could be fired
while still reasonably close to earth. At an earth-to-spacecraft range
of 6 AU, this spacecraft is capable of communicating to earth at the
2048 bits/sec rate.
In any case, it is intriguing to note how close this spacecraft/launch
vehicle combination is to a capability of performing a Jupiter mission.
The use of RTG's, of course, makes the spacecraft operation independent
of distance from the sun.
As discussed in Appendix H of Volume 5, the main radiation, if
plutonum 238 is used, is composed of neutrons and gamma rays. Neither
of these are of prime direct experimental interest; however, subsequent
neutron reactions can result in the generation of various decay products
which interfere with some particle experiments. Other factors against
the use of RTG's are:
• Low probability of getting RTG's for the 1969
te st flight
• Higher development risk
• Additional safety precautions required
• 28 pound (13 percent) reduction of weight margin
{see Section Ill. 2)
9
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The culminating factor in comparing RTG versus solar power for
Configuration C is that it is not required to perform the mission and is
less conservative than the use of solar power. Since the solar powered
version of Configuration C was rejected on the same grounds in compari-
son with Configuration A, this leaves the RTG-C in the category
"intriguing. "
6. S U_R Y
The available weight, the allowable envelope, and the objective of
maximizing the probability of success in 197l were the key factors
leading to the selected design.
A conservative, Mariner-based approach led to configuration
classes A and B, bifurcated on solid (plus monopropellant vernier)
versus bipropellant liquid propulsion.
An exploration of the possibilities of increasing antenna dish size
led to Configuration C, using a large fixed dish and requiring earth
pointing.
Subsystem definitions were developed to allow a system design
synthesis. The concept of a baseline design was implemented to insure
that the hard core functional requirements were satisfied and that the
starting point from which to improve reliability using functional and
equipment redundancy was itself as simple and reliable as could be
achieved without redundancy.
Using the baseline designs for Configurations A, ]3, and C as a
starting point, all conceivable realistic means of improving subsystem
reliability were invoked. Each of these possibilities was rated on the
basis of reliability improvement per pound and a rational selection
process was used to select the functional and equipment redundancies
employed. Surprisingly, this iteration, which resulted in the reference
cor_figurations, did not exhaust the available weight margin, leaving
room for improvements in performance.
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The three reference configurations were compared and Configura-
tion A was selected. The evaluation was close---any of the three could
perform the mission satisfactorily. Configuration A was selected over
B primarily because of
• Simpler development and slightly lower cost
• Greater available equipment volume and easier
propulsion system modularization
• Accuracy of midcourse correction.
Configuration A was selected over C primarily because of
• Lower development risk
• More conservative design.
The selected configuration is characterized by:
• Simple load-carrying structure with six
point attachment to capsule and to Centaur
interstage
• Hinged equipment mounting panels which
also serve as shear structure members
• Fixed (removable) solar array panels
• Solar array panel mounting structure designed
so that most external items can be mounted
even if array panels are not present
• A double-gimballed 6-foot, a functionally
redundant single-gimballed 3-foot and a low
gain broad coverage antenna
• Fixed VHF capsule receiving antenna
• Balanced double-gimballed planet oriented
package
• External, fixed science packages for view
angle
• Large equipment mounting volume enclosed
by a single thermal envelope
• Temperature control by Mariner-type louvers
on the equipment mounting panels
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A removable solid propellant retropropulsion
module with liquid injection thrust vector
control (remainder of capsule sterilization
canister jettisoned before engine used)
A removable, blowdown monopropellant
midcourse propulsion module
Cold gas attitude control with heated nozzles
when excess power available {all periods except
first week and after six months in orbit)
Evasive maneuver cold gas propulsion module
so the capsule can be spin stabilized and pro-
pelled by a solid rocket at the apex of the cap-
sule and yet will not run into the spacecraft
Standardized equipment packaging and mounting
Ease of access and assembly
Simple cable routing.
"-I
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Irst line, "3250 km/sec" should read "3.250 u-_/oec"
Figure 3-64. Interchange coordinates, clock angle and cone angle
/_. 293. Figure 3-81. An arrow should connect "Low-gain spacecraft
antenna" and the dashed line at 73 X 106 km
Volul_e 4. Alternate Designs: Systems Considerations Appendix
/
p.-_. Figure A-2. The shaded portion under the lower curve should
extend to the right only as far as 325 lb.
_. 9.
p. 22.
Table A-i, part (1). In last columnheading change "W " to
"Vii". In part (4) last column heading change "W3" to 3 "W "4
Second line below tabulation, replace "575 × 35" by "5?0 X 35"
p. 29. Tabulation at b.:!:tom of page,
to "Z_10 :I
change "18" to "30" and "400"
p. 207. Numerator of equation for k best at bottom of page should read
"O.OZOl," and numerator of equation for k worst should read
"9.21 "
p. Z09. Table 5B, fifth line. Delete " X I0-." Also p. 213, Table 7A,
_._w..:_n line, and p. 232, Table 3B, fifth line.
"_. 2!7. _'-_opportion of Table 9B should be labeled "primary mode ':
instead of "other modes"
p. 32&. in _clu_tion_ foi!owing words
b arc -_J secor_& surr_rr__tion.
:'clearly" and "thus" insert " >"
p.
Volume 5. ,tlzernz:te '.Designs:
p. 3-_5 zr-tn line, "... is extended,
extended, two spacecraft"
32
3-38 Last line, change " -
4500
p. 3-51
p. 3-67
p. 3-82
Subsyst e_ Considerations
7
=
r_ should read " . isspacec --_" . .
= M" to "
Two equations at bottom of page should read
D = 4,vAlk 2
A
Dk 2 1000 k 2
= _ - 4w
@),,
f.
LT_
6th line should read '_50 degrees': instead of "50-140 degrees,"
and seventh line should read "140 degrees" instead of "50-140
=C: "d_orees
p. 3-Iii Last line, change "50 Mc': to "I Mc"
p. 3-i37 Item g) for "... followed by 5 frames of real time" substitute
"... followed by ii frames of low rate science data and 5 frames
of real time':
pp. 3-150 and 3-i51 are interchanged.
p. 3-156 Last line, should read "gates, a 7 bit"
p. 5-2! Second paragraph, third line, for "others since they are"
substitute "others which are"
p. 5-33 Bjork equations should identify 0.18 as an exponent, and the
exponent for (pp/Pt) in the Hermann and Jones equation
should be 2/3 in both cases.
b"igure 5-12 should be replaced with Figure C-7 of Appendix C.
__hree lines above Table 5-10 substitute "permanent set" for
"experiment"
Volume 5. Alternate Designs: Subsystem Considerations. Appendix I
p. B-I 4. Bottom of page, for "r2/3'' substitute "(V/C) Z/3 r"
p. C-4
p. C-5
p._-6
p. _-6
pp. C-17
C-21
The title of Figure C-Z should read "Figure C-Z. Meteoroid
influx Rate Circular Orbit Mars", and the title of Figure C-3
should read "Figure C-3. }Zeteoroid Influx Rate Cruise"
-&tbottom of page, add the following: ""Within 50,000 km
of ..'_ars"
i :#
Line 13 should read: "... of low density (pp < Z.4 gm/cm3...
iVigure C-4. The ordinate :'g" should read ':i00" :
o
The figures C-6 and C-7 on pages C-17 and C-Zl should be "_
reversed.
p. C-28 The title of Figure C-8 should read "Meteoroid Shield Test
Specimen"
p. C-29 T_ ne title of Figure C-9 should read "Cutaway of Meteoroid
Shield Test Specimen
p. C -34 Ln Section 1.8 the first sentence should be replaced by the
following two sentences: "Preceding sections of this appendix
contain derivations of the probability of penetrations Of the _
spacecraft outer skin by meteoroids. It is clear that to design
an outer skin of sufficient thickness to reduce the probability
of no penetrations to a low level, such as 0.05 to 0.01, would
be prohibitive in terms of the weight required."
4
p,
C -35 In the first equation, the expression "(t in m2) ''in two places
should read "(t in ca)" and "A" in two places should read
"(A in m 2) "
p. C-38
p. C-40
p. C-45
p. C-52
In Table C-Z, all values in inches should be in centimeters.
A zero should be inserted immediately following the decimal
point, for example" (0.0Z0-inch) = 0.05080, (0.0Z0-inch) =
0.06096, .(0.0Z0-inch) = 0.04064, etc.
in Section i.8.7 Computation of Ris, the sixth line should
read " than i00 are neglected" -_=
Zn !iszing under "Values of t Used for Extreme Environmen_-_
_.na!ysis," under Inch, the first number should read 0.020 _'
instead of O.ZOZ _!
=_ !.!0 NOMENCLATURE, "X2" should be defined as ....
'v< -2/3 (4. -2:2) '_ and '_B" should be ,;_-_
_000 Pt V" ..
V.ouo i-it
pp. _-Izw ana i5: shouldbe reversed.
p. C-Z08 Along the ordinate in the graph,
"Stress × 10 -Z''
':Stress X I0 -3,, should read
A 4- _4-Volun_.e 5. _=Lern_e Designs: Subsystem Considerations. Appendix II
p. _-23 Lines 7 and i0 change all subscript T tO T
Line i4, change "MEI" to "m_. "
Figure F-9 title should be ::Reflection Phase Angle 4 (deg)"
p. F-30 Last line, change "O.ZT" to ':0.175"
p. F-3! Lines 14 and 15, change "14,700 ft/sec to 460 ft/sec" to
14,700 ft/sec minus 460 ft/sec;' and "14,700 ft/sec to
10,000 ft/sec" to "i4,700 ft/sec minus I0,000 ft/sec"
p. F-32 Last line in item 4), change "27 per cent" to "17.5 per cent"
p. F-35 Table F-4, under Assumed Parameter for item 2 insert
"±Z X 10 -5'', for item 3 insert "±3 X i0 -5'', and for item 4
insert ::+Z X i0 -5':
p. F-53
p. 2"- 6_
:.. C:.- 6
, : .....
itenn d. Noise Figure, change "4 db" to "3.5 db"; Gain,
change "g0 db" to "i0 db", last line change "i0 db" to
"4 db "
_ Is_._ F-Z1 Change 102 kc to 112 kc.
_in _ 2 2,
change to "M i = 21.5 deg or 0.375 radians (rms,
:_ cnanoe to
::_':> = _i (1"I)z- (°svs)Z
L
:=
Line 3_ change to "M 2 = _ 33 radians (rms) or i.46 radians ....
-s:r_'£-,-.:.,..,.,=,_=, second _:_: _e_ cn__.g_ ":from = I0' E to
z. O
:_ -_ ... " to read :" _" 104 ".... 'zrom . = i0-1 E to E ..
o M o o"
Vo !ur;.e 6 ................
...... ,_ ..... ona__ Support Equipment
_D. £S, Figure 6. Caption should be "Typical Grounding Scheme" -
39
"_. G-hi
p. M-:OE
-_. G_.: _ 3
Section !.3.3, change opening of first sentence to read "Launch
Dad equipment consists of the ground power and RF consoles
and the test flight program power and control equipment . . "
"-P" G '_
_._ure i Lines enclosing Data Format Generator should bei _
solid.
Last line substitute "4500" for "45"
In Section 4.4.2, change "25 per cent" to "Z50 per cent"
- "Qz[ ,
p. G-311 Fifth line, change "30 per cent" to "Z0 per cent"
p. G-398 Section 4.2 should begin with "The hoist beam is . .. "
:. G-4!9 Second line "4 optical alignment targets" instead of 8.
correction top of p. G-4ZI.
Same
p. G-423 Section 4.9.2, substitute "20 per cent" for "50 per cent"
6
Volun%e 7. 1969 Flight Test Spacecraft and OSE
p. 90 2irs_ line should read "Launch pad equipment consists of
the ground power and RF consoles and . .. "
p. I07 L_s_ line, change Volurne 5 to Volume 6.
_z
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